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Summary of  
Amoris Laetitia: On Love in the Family 

 
It is not by chance that Amoris Laetitia (AL), “The Joy of Love”, the post-synodal Apostolic 

Exhortation “on Love in the Family”, was signed on 19 March, the Solemnity of Saint Joseph. It brings 
together the results of the two Synods on the family convoked by Pope Francis in 2014 and 2015. It 
often cites their Final Reports; documents and teachings of his Predecessors; and his own numerous 
catecheses on the family. In addition, as in previous magisterial documents, the Pope also makes use of 
the contributions of various Episcopal Conferences around the world (Kenya, Australia, Argentina...) 
and cites significant figures such as Martin Luther King and Erich Fromm. The Pope even quotes the 
film Babette’s Feast to illustrate the concept of gratuity. 

 
Introduction (1-7)  
The Apostolic Exhortation is striking for its breadth and detail. Its 325 paragraphs are distributed 

over nine chapters. The seven introductory paragraphs plainly set out the complexity of a topic in urgent 
need of thorough study. The interventions of the Synod Fathers make up [form] a “multifaceted gem” 
(AL 4), a precious polyhedron, whose value must be preserved. But the Pope cautions that “not all 
discussions of doctrinal, moral or pastoral issues need to be settled by interventions of the 
magisterium”. Indeed, for some questions, “each country or region … can seek solutions better suited 
to its culture and sensitive to its traditions and local needs. For ‘cultures are in fact quite diverse and 
every general principle … needs to be inculturated, if it is to be respected and applied’” (AL 3). This 
principle of inculturation applies to how problems are formulated and addressed and, apart from the 
dogmatic issues that have been well defined by the Church’s magisterium, none of this approach can be 
“globalized”. In his address at the end of the 2015 Synod, the Pope said very clearly: “What seems normal 
for a bishop on one continent, is considered strange and almost scandalous – almost! – for a bishop from 
another; what is considered a violation of a right in one society is an evident and inviolable rule in another; 
what for some is freedom of conscience is for others simply confusion.” 

The Pope clearly states that we need above all to avoid a sterile juxtaposition between demands 
for change and the general application of abstract norms. He writes: “The debates carried on in the 
media, in certain publications and even among the Church’s ministers, range from an immoderate 
desire for total change without sufficient reflection or grounding, to an attitude that would solve 
everything by applying general rules or deriving undue conclusions from particular theological 
considerations” (AL 2). 

 
Chapter One: “In the light of the Word” (8-30) 
Following this introduction, the Pope begins his reflections with the Holy Scriptures in the first 

chapter, which unfolds as a meditation on Psalm 128 (which appears in the Jewish wedding liturgy as 
well as that of Christian marriages). The Bible “is full of families, births, love stories and family crises” 
(AL 8). This impels us to meditate on how the family is not an abstract ideal but rather like a practical 
“trade” (AL 16), which is carried out with tenderness (AL 28), but which has also been confronted with 
sin from the beginning, when the relationship of love turned into domination (cf. AL 19). Hence, the 
Word of God “is not a series of abstract ideas but rather a source of comfort and companionship for 
every family that experiences difficulties or suffering. For it shows them the goal of their journey...” 
(AL 22). 
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Chapter two: “The experiences and challenges of families” (31-57) 
Building on the biblical base, in the second chapter the Pope considers the current situation of 

families. While keeping “firmly grounded in [the] reality” of family experiences (AL 6), he also draws 
heavily on the final Reports of the two Synods. Families face many challenges, from migration to the 
ideological denial of differences between the sexes (“ideology of gender” AL 56); from the culture of 
the provisional to the antibirth mentality and the impact of biotechnology in the field of procreation; 
from the lack of housing and work to pornography and abuse of minors; from inattention to persons 
with disabilities, to lack of respect for the elderly; from the legal dismantling of the family, to violence 
against women. The Pope insists on concreteness, which is a key concept in the Exhortation. And it is 
concreteness, realism and daily life that make up the substantial difference between acceptable 
“theories” of interpretation of reality and arbitrary “ideologies”. 

Citing Familiaris consortio, Francis states that “we do well to focus on concrete realities, since ‘the 
call and the demands of the Spirit resound in the events of history’, and through these ‘the Church can 
also be guided to a more profound understanding of the inexhaustible mystery of marriage and the 
family’” (AL 31). Conversely, if we fail to listen to reality, we cannot understand the needs of the 
present or the movements of the Spirit. The Pope notes that rampant individualism makes it difficult 
today for a person to give oneself generously to another (cf. AL 33). Here is an interesting picture of 
the situation: “The fear of loneliness and the desire for stability and fidelity exist side by side with a 
growing fear of entrapment in a relationship that could hamper the achievement of one’s personal 
goals” (AL 34).  

The humility of realism helps us to avoid presenting “a far too abstract and almost artificial 
theological ideal of marriage, far removed from the concrete situations and practical possibilities of real 
families” (AL 36). Idealism does not allow marriage to be understood for what it is, that is, a “dynamic 
path to personal development and fulfilment”. It is unrealistic to think that families can sustain 
themselves “simply by stressing doctrinal, bioethical and moral issues, without encouraging openness to 
grace” (AL 37). Calling for a certain “self-criticism” of approaches that are inadequate for the 
experience of marriage and the family, the Pope stresses the need to make room for the formation of 
the conscience of the faithful: “We have been called to form consciences, not to replace them” (AL 37). 
Jesus proposed a demanding ideal but “never failed to show compassion and closeness to the frailty of 
individuals like the Samaritan woman or the woman caught in adultery” (AL 38). 

 
Chapter three: “Looking to Jesus: The vocation of the family” (58-88) 
The third chapter is dedicated to some essential elements of the Church’s teaching on marriage and 

the family. This chapter is important because its 30 paragraphs concisely depict the vocation of the 
family according to the Gospel and as affirmed by the Church over time. Above all, it stresses the 
themes of indissolubility, the sacramental nature of marriage, the transmission of life and the education 
of children. Gaudium et Spes of Vatican II, Humanae Vitae of Paul VI, and Familiaris Consortio of John 
Paul II are widely quoted.  

The chapter provides a broad view and touches on “imperfect situations” as well. We can read, in 
fact: “‘Discernment of the presence of ‘seeds of the Word’ in other cultures (cf. Ad Gentes 11) can also 
apply to the reality of marriage and the family. In addition to true natural marriage, positive elements 
exist in the forms of marriage found in other religious traditions’, even if, at times, obscurely” (AL 77). 
The reflection also includes the “wounded families” about whom the Pope – quoting the Final Report of 
the 2015 Synod extensively – says that “it is always necessary to recall this general principle: ‘Pastors 
must know that, for the sake of truth, they are obliged to exercise careful discernment of situations’ 
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(Familiaris Consortio, 84). The degree of responsibility is not equal in all cases and factors may exist 
which limit the ability to make a decision. Therefore, while clearly stating the Church’s teaching, pastors 
are to avoid judgements that do not take into account the complexity of various situations, and they are 
to be attentive, by necessity, to how people experience and endure distress because of their condition” 
(AL 79). 

 
Chapter four: “Love in marriage” (89-164) 
The fourth chapter treats love in marriage, which it illuminates with Saint Paul’s Hymn to Love in 

1 Corinthians 13:4-7. This opening section is truly a painstaking, focused, inspired and poetic exegesis of 
the Pauline text. It is a collection of brief passages carefully and tenderly describing human love in 
absolutely concrete terms. The quality of psychological introspection that marks this exegesis is striking. 
The psychological insights enter into the emotional world of the spouses – positive and negative – and 
the erotic dimension of love. This is an extremely rich and valuable contribution to Christian married 
life, unprecedented in previous papal documents. 

This section digresses briefly from the more extensive, perceptive treatment of the day-to-day 
experience of married love which the Pope refuses to judge against ideal standards: “There is no need 
to lay upon two limited persons the tremendous burden of having to reproduce perfectly the union 
existing between Christ and his Church, for marriage as a sign entails ‘a dynamic process…, one which 
advances gradually with the progressive integration of the gifts of God’” (AL 122). On the other hand, 
the Pope forcefully stresses the fact that conjugal love by its very nature defines the partners in a richly 
encompassing and lasting union (AL 123), precisely within that “mixture of enjoyment and struggles, 
tensions and repose, pain and relief, satisfactions and longings, annoyances and pleasures” (Al 126) 
which indeed make up a marriage.  

The chapter concludes with a very important reflection on the “transformation of love” because 
“Longer life spans now mean that close and exclusive relationships must last for four, five or even six 
decades; consequently, the initial decision has to be frequently renewed” (AL 163). As physical 
appearance alters, the loving attraction does not lessen but changes as sexual desire can be transformed 
over time into the desire for togetherness and mutuality: “There is no guarantee that we will feel the 
same way all through life. Yet if a couple can come up with a shared and lasting life project, they can 
love one another and live as one until death do them part, enjoying an enriching intimacy” (AL 163). 

 
Chapter five: “Love made fruitful” (165-198) 
The fifth chapter is entirely focused on love’s fruitfulness and procreation. It speaks in a profoundly 

spiritual and psychological manner about welcoming new life, about the waiting period of pregnancy, 
about the love of a mother and a father. It also speaks of the expanded fruitfulness of adoption, of 
welcoming the contribution of families to promote a “culture of encounter”, and of family life in a 
broad sense which includes aunts and uncles, cousins, relatives of relatives, friends. Amoris laetitia does 
not focus on the so-called “nuclear” family” because it is very aware of the family as a wider network of 
many relationships. The spirituality of the sacrament of marriage has a deeply social character (cf. AL 
187). And within this social dimension the Pope particularly emphasizes the specific role of the 
relationship between youth and the elderly, as well as the relationship between brothers and sisters as a 
training ground for relating with others. 

 
Chapter six: “Some pastoral perspectives” (199-258) 
In the sixth chapter the Pope treats various pastoral perspectives that are aimed at forming solid 
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and fruitful families according to God’s plan. The chapter use the Final Reports of the two Synods and 
the catecheses of Pope Francis and Pope John Paul II extensively. It reiterates that families should not 
only be evangelized, they should also evangelize. The Pope regrets “that ordained ministers often lack 
the training needed to deal with the complex problems currently facing families” (AL 202). On the one 
hand, the psycho-affective formation of seminarians needs to be improved, and families need to be 
more involved in formation for ministry (cf. AL 203); and on the other hand, “the experience of the 
broad oriental tradition of a married clergy could also be drawn upon” (AL 202). 

The Pope then deals with the preparation of the engaged for marriage; with the accompaniment 
of couples in the first years of married life, including the issue of responsible parenthood; and also with 
certain complex situations and crises, knowing that “each crisis has a lesson to teach us; we need to 
learn how to listen for it with the ear of the heart” (AL 232). Some causes of crisis are analysed, among 
them a delay in maturing affectively (cf. AL 239).  

Mention is furthermore made of accompanying abandoned, separated or divorced persons. The 
Exhortation stresses the importance of the recent reform of the procedures for marriage annulment. It 
highlights the suffering of children in situations of conflict and concludes: “Divorce is an evil and the 
increasing number of divorces is very troubling. Hence, our most important pastoral task with regard to 
families is to strengthen their love, helping to heal wounds and working to prevent the spread of this 
drama of our times” (AL 246). It then touches on the situations of a marriage between a Catholic and a 
Christian of another denomination (mixed marriages), and between a Catholic and someone of another 
religion (disparity of cult). Regarding families with members with homosexual tendencies, it reaffirms 
the necessity to respect them and to refrain from any unjust discrimination and every form of 
aggression or violence. The last, pastorally poignant part of the chapter, “When death makes us feel its 
sting”, is on the theme of the loss of dear ones and of widowhood.  

 
Chapter seven: “Towards a better education of children” (259-290) 
The seventh chapter is dedicated to the education of children: their ethical formation, the learning of 

discipline which can include punishment, patient realism, sex education, passing on the faith and, more 
generally, family life as an educational context. The practical wisdom present in each paragraph is 
remarkable, above all the attention given to those gradual, small steps “that can be understood, 
accepted and appreciated” (AL 271). 

There is a particularly interesting and pedagogically fundamental paragraph in which Francis 
clearly states that “obsession, however, is not education. We cannot control every situation that a child 
may experience… If parents are obsessed with always knowing where their children are and controlling 
all their movements, they will seek only to dominate space. But this is no way to educate, strengthen 
and prepare their children to face challenges. What is most important is the ability lovingly to help them 
grow in freedom, maturity, overall discipline and real autonomy” (AL 260). 

The notable section on education in sexuality is very expressively entitled: “Yes to sex 
education”. The need is there, and we have to ask “if our educational institutions have taken up this 
challenge … in an age when sexuality tends to be trivialized and impoverished”. Sound education needs 
to be carried out “within the broader framework of an education for love, for mutual self-giving” (AL 
280). The text warns that the expression ‘safe sex’ conveys “a negative attitude towards the natural 
procreative finality of sexuality, as if an eventual child were an enemy to be protected against. This way 
of thinking promotes narcissism and aggressivity in place of acceptance” (AL 283). 
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Chapter eight: “Guiding, discerning and integrating weakness” (291-312) 
The eighth chapter is an invitation to mercy and pastoral discernment in situations that do not fully 

match what the Lord proposes. The Pope uses three very important verbs: guiding, discerning and 
integrating, which are fundamental in addressing fragile, complex or irregular situations. The chapter has 
sections on the need for gradualness in pastoral care; the importance of discernment; norms and 
mitigating circumstances in pastoral discernment; and finally what the Pope calls the “logic of pastoral 
mercy”. 

Chapter eight is very sensitive. In reading it one must remember that “the Church’s task is often 
like that of a field hospital” (AL 291). Here the Holy Father grapples with the findings of the Synods 
on controversial issues. He reaffirms what Christian marriage is and adds that “some forms of union 
radically contradict this ideal, while others realize it in at least a partial and analogous way”. The Church 
therefore “does not disregard the constructive elements in those situations which do not yet or no 
longer correspond to her teaching on marriage” (AL 292). 

As far as discernment with regard to “irregular” situations is concerned, the Pope states: “There 
is a need ‘to avoid judgements which do not take into account the complexity of various situations’ and 
‘to be attentive, by necessity, to how people experience distress because of their condition’” (AL 296). 
And he continues: “It is a matter of reaching out to everyone, of needing to help each person find his 
or her proper way of participating in the ecclesial community, and thus to experience being touched by 
an ‘unmerited, unconditional and gratuitous’ mercy” (AL 297). And further: “The divorced who have 
entered a new union, for example, can find themselves in a variety of situations, which should not be 
pigeonholed or fit into overly rigid classifications leaving no room for a suitable personal and pastoral 
discernment” (AL 298).  

In this line, gathering the observations of many Synod Fathers, the Pope states that “the baptized 
who are divorced and civilly remarried need to be more fully integrated into Christian communities in 
the variety of ways possible, while avoiding any occasion of scandal”. “Their participation can be 
expressed in different ecclesial services… Such persons need to feel not as excommunicated members 
of the Church, but instead as living members, able to live and grow in the Church… This integration is 
also needed in the care and Christian upbringing of their children” (AL 299). 

In a more general vein, the Pope makes an extremely important statement for understanding the 
orientation and meaning of the Exhortation: “If we consider the immense variety of concrete 
situations, … it is understandable that neither the Synod nor this Exhortation could be expected to 
provide a new set of general rules, canonical in nature and applicable to all cases. What is needed is 
simply a renewed encouragement to undertake a responsible personal and pastoral discernment of 
particular cases, one which would recognize that, since ‘the degree of responsibility is not equal in all 
cases’, the consequences or effects of a rule need not necessarily always be the same” (AL 300). The 
Pope develops in depth the needs and characteristics of the journey of accompaniment and 
discernment necessary for profound dialogue between the faithful and their pastors.  

For this purpose the Holy Father recalls the Church’s reflection on “mitigating factors and 
situations” regarding the attribution of responsibility and accountability for actions; and relying on St. 
Thomas Aquinas, he focuses on the relationship between rules and discernment by stating: “It is true 
that general rules set forth a good which can never be disregarded or neglected, but in their formulation 
they cannot provide absolutely for all particular situations. At the same time, it must be said that, 
precisely for that reason, what is part of a practical discernment in particular circumstances cannot be 
elevated to the level of a rule” (AL 304).  

The last section of the chapter treats “The logic of pastoral mercy”. To avoid misunderstandings, 
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Pope Francis strongly reiterates: “To show understanding in the face of exceptional situations never 
implies dimming the light of the fuller ideal, or proposing less than what Jesus offers to the human 
being. Today, more important than the pastoral care of failures is the pastoral effort to strengthen marriages and thus 
to prevent their breakdown” (AL 307).  

The overall sense of the chapter and of the spirit that Pope Francis wishes to impart to the 
pastoral work of the Church is well summed up in the closing words: “I encourage the faithful who 
find themselves in complicated situations to speak confidently with their pastors or with other lay 
people whose lives are committed to the Lord. They may not always encounter in them a confirmation 
of their own ideas or desires, but they will surely receive some light to help them better understand 
their situation and discover a path to personal growth. I also encourage the Church’s pastors to listen to 
them with sensitivity and serenity, with a sincere desire to understand their plight and their point of 
view, in order to help them live better lives and to recognize their proper place in the Church.” (AL 
312).  

On the “logic of pastoral mercy”, Pope Francis emphasizes: “At times we find it hard to make 
room for God’s unconditional love in our pastoral activity. We put so many conditions on mercy that 
we empty it of its concrete meaning and real significance. That is the worst way of watering down the 
Gospel” (AL 311).  

 
Chapter nine: “The spirituality of marriage and the family” (313-325) 
The ninth chapter is devoted to marital and family spirituality, which “is made up of thousands of 

small but real gestures” (AL 315). The Pope clearly states that “those who have deep spiritual 
aspirations should not feel that the family detracts from their growth in the life of the Spirit, but rather 
see it as a path which the Lord is using to lead them to the heights of mystical union” (AL 316). 
Everything, “moments of joy, relaxation, celebration, and even sexuality can be experienced as a 
sharing in the full life of the resurrection” (AL 317). He then speaks of prayer in the light of Easter, of 
the spirituality of exclusive and free love in the challenge and the yearning to grow old together, 
reflecting God’s fidelity (cf. AL 319). And finally the spirituality of care, consolation and incentive: the Pope 
teaches that “all family life is a ‘shepherding’ in mercy. Each of us, by our love and care, leaves a mark 
on the life of others” (AL 322). It is a profound “spiritual experience to contemplate our loved ones 
with the eyes of God and to see Christ in them” (AL 323). 

In the final paragraph the Pope affirms: “No family drops down from heaven perfectly formed; 
families need constantly to grow and mature in the ability to love … All of us are called to keep striving 
towards something greater than ourselves and our families, and every family must feel this constant 
impulse. Let us make this journey as families, let us keep walking together. (…) May we never lose heart 
because of our limitations, or ever stop seeking that fullness of love and communion which God holds 
out before us” (AL 325). 

The Apostolic Exhortation concludes with a Prayer to the Holy Family. 
 

* * * 
As can readily be understood from a quick review of its contents, the Apostolic Exhortation 

Amoris laetitia seeks emphatically to affirm not the “ideal family” but the very rich and complex reality 
of family life. Its pages provide an openhearted look, profoundly positive, which is nourished not with 
abstractions or ideal projections, but with pastoral attention to reality. The text is a close reading of 
family life, with spiritual insights and practical wisdom useful for every human couple or persons who 
want to build a family. Above all, it is patently the result of attention to what people have lived over 
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many years. The Exhortation Amoris laetitia: On Love in the Family indeed speaks the language of 
experience and of hope. 
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Questions & Answers 
 
The following questions and answers may help to focus on some important points of Amoris Laetitia, 
“The Joy of Love: On Love in the Family”, the Exhortation written by Pope Francis after the two 
Synods of Bishops on that topic in October 2014 and October 2015. Included are questions that might 
well be asked by journalists.  
 
1. What’s new in this exhortation, Amoris Laetitia? 
 

AL draws on a long history of Church teaching, and a very intense Synod experience. It draws 
on both new and old. What’s new above all is an attitude of accompaniment. Pope Francis, like his 
predecessors, recognizes the complexity of modern family life. But he puts an added emphasis on the 
need for the Church and her ministers to be close to people no matter what their situation might be or 
how far from the Church they might feel: to understand, to accompany, to integrate, and to have their 
arms open especially for anyone who is hurting. (AL 311) AL is not simply a theoretical text with no 
connection to people’s real problems. 

The very title suggests the positive thrust of the document. It continually offers concrete 
reminders of the beauty of family life, despite all the challenges this vocation can entail. Pope Francis 
writes eloquently about how forming a family means being part of God’s dream, joining him in 
building a world “where no one will feel alone.” (AL 320) 
 
 
2. Why is this such a long document? Can most Catholics read it and benefit from it? Or is it for 
experts only? 

 
Pope Francis notes in the introduction that nobody should rush through AL, and people should 

pay attention to what applies most to their specific needs. 
 While AL is essential reading for bishops, priests, and anyone involved with the family 
apostolate, it is important that all Catholics see the effort the Church is making to be close to them. For 
example, married couples will be especially interested in Chapter Four on “Love in Marriage,” Ch 
Five, on “Love Made Fruitful” and Ch Seven, on the “Education of Children.” 

Pope Francis wants to help Christian couples persevere with fidelity and patience, and 
encourages everyone to be a sign of mercy wherever family life lacks peace and joy. (AL 5) 

Readers may be pleasantly surprised by how concrete AL is. Pope Francis, with a pastor’s heart, 
simply yet deeply enters into the everyday realities of family life.  
 
 
3. Much of the controversy around the Synod was about Catholics who are divorced and remarried 
civilly receiving Holy Communion. But AL does not pronounce definitively on the issue. Why not?  
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 The Synod discovered that arguments with winners and losers were not productive. What was 
productive was a deep, respectful and compassionate examination of family life, marriage, and the 
People of God as they strive to live out their vocation in troubled and complex times. 
 Chapter Eight, “Accompanying, Discerning and Integrating Weakness,” offers a very profound 
look at how general rules do not apply straightforwardly to every particular situation. And so there is 
need to take the complexity of each situation into account. 

The Pope acknowledges that everyone should feel challenged by Chapter Eight. It certainly 
calls pastors and those working in family apostolates to listen sensitively to anyone who feels wounded, 
and to help them experience God’s unconditional love. 

 
 
4. An important word in this document is “discernment.” What does discernment mean for Pope 
Francis? Does it mean someone can simply look for a compassionate priest to tell him or her that 
everything is ok? 
 
 Discernment is a constant effort to be open to the Word of God to illuminate the concrete reality 
of everyday life. Discernment leads us to be docile to the Spirit; it encourages each of us to act with all 
possible love in concrete situations.  
 Pope Francis asks pastors and faithful to discern each concrete situation carefully. Any priest or 
pastoral worker who is actively involved in helping people grow spiritually knows that there are no 
easy recipes, no “one-size-fits-all”, no quick and easy exceptions. 
 At the same time, discernment can never be separated from the Gospel demands of truth and 
charity and from the teaching and tradition of the Church. It requires humility and a sincere search for 
God’s will.  
 
 
5. There are many Catholics who are divorced and civilly remarried, struggling to try to do things right 
and bring up their children in the Church. What does AL offer them? 
 

AL offers them the guarantee that the Church and her ministers care about them and their 
concrete situation. AL wants them to feel and to know that they are part of the Church. They are not 
excommunicated. (AL 243) Even if they cannot yet fully participate in the Church’s sacramental life, 
they are encouraged to take active part in the life of the community. 

A key concept of AL is integration. Pastors need to do everything possible to help people in 
these situations to be included in the life of the community. 

Anyone in a so-called “irregular” situation should get special attention. “Helping heal the 
wounds of parents and supporting them spiritually is also beneficial for children, who need the familiar 
face of the Church to see them through this traumatic experience.” (AL 246) 
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6. For a Synod that at one moment seemed to offer broad new acceptance for gays in the Church, AL 
seems to present precious little. What happened? 
 

Church teaching remains clear: marriage is between a man and a woman, and homosexual 
unions cannot be placed on the same level as Christian marriage. (AL 250) 

That said, it is important that we all learn to imitate God’s unconditional love, for everyone. 
“The Church makes her own the attitude of the Lord Jesus, who offers his boundless love to each 
person without exception.” (AL 250) 

While its focus is on marriage and family, AL also speaks to countless people who aren’t 
married. These include single parents, widows and widowers, celibate men and women – all of whom 
have family links. Everyone is a son or daughter; everyone has a family history; everyone has bonds of 
love with family members; and everyone has friends in difficult and painful situations. 

 
 
7. AL is critical in talking about past practices (nn 36, 37, 38) including an emphasis on doctrinal and 
moral issues, and denouncing a decadent world without offering much that is positive. Is that a 
criticism of past papacies? 
 
 A quick look at the footnotes shows how extensively John Paul II is quoted in AL, especially 
Familiaris Consortio. Pope Francis also makes use of Deus Caritas Est from Pope Benedict.  
 AL offers hope, and hope in abundance. It is not a list of rules or of condemnations but a call 
for acceptance and of accompaniment, involvement and integration. Even when people –- for so many 
different reasons -- have not been able to live up to the ideals of Christ’s teaching, the Church and her 
ministers want to be at their side to help them on their journey. 
 “The way of the Church is not to condemn anyone for ever; it is to pour out the balm of God’s 
mercy on all those who ask for it with a sincere heart.” (AL 295) 
 
 
8. One of the biggest concerns of many couples is spacing births, yet it’s not a major subject in AL. 
Why not? 
 

AL actually deals with this subject in several different sections, including nn. 42, 68, 82 and 
222. While noting that greater emphasis has to be given to the fact that children are a gift from God and 
a joy for parents, it also cites Humanae Vitae, stressing that spouses be aware of their obligations 
concerning responsible parenthood. (AL 68) 

Moreover, a decision about the spacing of births “takes place as the result of a consensual 
dialogue between the spouses.” (AL 222) 

AL cites the Second Vatican Council in this regard, emphasizing the importance of the 
formation of conscience, where each person is alone with God.  

The exhortation also encourages natural methods of regulating births, since they respect the 
bodies and indeed the “whole person” of the spouses. 
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9. What’s the greatest challenge of Amoris Laetitia? 

 
The biggest challenge is for everyone to read it without rushing and put it into practice. AL lays 

out proposals for the Church and her pastors to change its focus regarding the family: to accompany, to 
integrate, to remain close to anyone who has suffered the effects of wounded love. 

Above all, AL challenges us to be understanding in the face of complex and painful situations. 
Pope Francis would have us approach the weak with compassion, and not judgement, to “enter into the 
reality of other people’s lives and to know the power of tenderness.” (AL 308) 
 

+ + + 
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1. The Joy of Love experienced by families 
is also the joy of  the Church.  As the 

Synod Fathers noted, for all the many signs of  
crisis in the institution of  marriage, “the desire 
to marry and form a family remains vibrant, 
especially among young people, and this is an  
inspiration to the Church”.1  As a response to 
that desire, “the Christian proclamation on the 
family is good news indeed”.2

2. The Synod process allowed for an exam-
ination of  the situation of  families in today’s 
world, and thus for a broader vision and a re-
newed awareness of  the importance of  marriage 
and the family. The complexity of  the issues 
that arose revealed the need for continued open 
discussion of  a number of  doctrinal, moral, 
spiritual, and pastoral questions.  The thinking of  
pastors and theologians, if  faithful to the Church,  
honest, realistic and creative, will help us to 
achieve greater clarity. The debates carried on 
in the media, in certain publications and even 
among the Church’s ministers, range from an 

1 Third exTraordinary GeneraL assembLy of The 
synod of bishops, Relatio Synodi (18 October 2014), 2.  

2 fourTeenTh ordinary GeneraL assembLy of The 
synod of bishops, Relatio Finalis (24 October 2015), 3.
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immoderate desire for total change without suf-
ficient reflection or grounding, to an attitude that 
would solve everything by applying general rules 
or deriving undue conclusions from particular 
theological considerations.

3. Since “time is greater than space”, I would 
make it clear that not all discussions of  doctrinal, 
moral or pastoral issues need to be settled by 
interventions of  the magisterium.  Unity of  
teaching and practice is certainly necessary in the 
Church, but this does not preclude various ways 
of  interpreting some aspects of  that teaching or 
drawing certain consequences from it.  This will 
always be the case as the Spirit guides us towards 
the entire truth (cf. Jn 16:13), until he leads us 
fully into the mystery of  Christ and enables us to 
see all things as he does.  Each country or region, 
moreover, can seek solutions better suited to its 
culture and sensitive to its traditions and local 
needs.  For “cultures are in fact quite diverse and 
every general principle… needs to be inculturated, 
if  it is to be respected and applied”.3    

3 Concluding Address of  the Fourteenth Ordinary General 
Assembly of  the Synod of  Bishops (24 October 2015): L’Osservatore 
Romano, 26-27 October 2015, p. 13; cf. ponTificaL bibLicaL 
commission, Fede e cultura alla luce della Bibbia. Atti della sessione 
plenaria 1979 della Pontificia Commissione Biblica, Turin, 1981; 
second vaTican ecumenicaL counciL, Pastoral Constitution 
on the Church in the Modern World Gaudium et Spes, 44; John 
pauL II, Encyclical Letter Redemptoris Missio (7 December 
1990), 52: AAS 83 (1991), 300; Apostolic Exhortation Evangelii 
Gaudium (24 November 2013), 69, 117: AAS 105 (2013), 1049, 
1068-69.
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4. I must also say that the Synod process 
proved both impressive and illuminating.  I am 
grateful for the many contributions that helped 
me to appreciate more fully the problems faced 
by families throughout the world.  The various 
interventions of  the Synod Fathers, to which I 
paid close heed, made up, as it were, a multifacet-
ed gem reflecting many legitimate concerns and 
honest questions.  For this reason, I thought it 
appropriate to prepare a post-synodal Apostolic 
Exhortation to gather the contributions of  the 
two recent Synods on the family, while adding 
other considerations as an aid to reflection, di-
alogue and pastoral practice, and as a help and 
encouragement to families in their daily commit-
ments and challenges. 

5. This Exhortation is especially timely in this 
Jubilee Year of  Mercy.  First, because it represents 
an invitation to Christian families to value the gifts 
of  marriage and the family, and to persevere in 
a love strengthened by the virtues of  generosity, 
commitment, fidelity and patience.  Second, be-
cause it seeks to encourage everyone to be a sign 
of  mercy and closeness wherever family life re-
mains imperfect or lacks peace and joy.

6. I will begin with an opening chapter inspired 
by the Scriptures, to set a proper tone.  I will then 
examine the actual situation of  families, in order 
to keep firmly grounded in reality.  I will go on 
to recall some essential aspects of  the Church’s 
teaching on marriage and the family, thus paving 
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the way for two central chapters dedicated to love.  
I will then highlight some pastoral approaches that 
can guide us in building sound and fruitful homes 
in accordance with God’s plan, with a full chap-
ter devoted to the raising of  children.  Finally, I 
will offer an invitation to mercy and the pastoral 
discernment of  those situations that fall short of  
what the Lord demands of  us, and conclude with 
a brief  discussion of  family spirituality.

7. Given the rich fruits of  the two-year Synod 
process, this Exhortation will treat, in different 
ways, a wide variety of  questions.  This explains 
its inevitable length.  Consequently, I do not 
recommend a rushed reading of  the text.  The 
greatest benefit, for families themselves and for 
those engaged in the family apostolate, will come 
if  each part is read patiently and carefully, or if  at-
tention is paid to the parts dealing with their spe-
cific needs.  It is likely, for example, that married 
couples will be more concerned with Chapters 
Four and Five, and pastoral ministers with Chap-
ter Six, while everyone should feel challenged by 
Chapter Eight.  It is my hope that, in reading this 
text, all will feel called to love and cherish family 
life, for “families are not a problem; they are first 
and foremost an opportunity”.4   

4 Address at the Meeting of  Families in Santiago de Cuba (22 
September 2015): L’Osservatore Romano, 24 September 2015, p. 7.
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CHAPTER ONE

in The LiGhT of The Word

8. The Bible is full of  families, births, love  
stories and family crises.  This is true from its 
very first page, with the appearance of  Adam and 
Eve’s family with all its burden of  violence but 
also its enduring strength (cf. Gen 4) to its very 
last page, where we behold the wedding feast of  
the Bride and the Lamb (Rev 21:2, 9).  Jesus’ de-
scription of  the two houses, one built on rock 
and the other on sand (cf. Mt 7:24-27), symbolizes 
any number of  family situations shaped by the 
exercise of  their members’ freedom, for, as the 
poet says, “every home is a lampstand”.5  Let us 
now enter one of  those houses, led by the Psalm-
ist with a song that even today resounds in both 
Jewish and Christian wedding liturgies:

“Blessed is every one who fears the Lord,
who walks in his ways!
You shall eat the fruit of  the labour of  your hands;
you shall be happy, and it shall go well with you.
Your wife will be like a fruitful vine
within your house;

5 JorGe Luis borGes, “ Calle Desconocida”, in Fervor de 
Buenos Aires, Buenos Aires, 2011, 23.
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your children will be like olive shoots
round your table.
Thus shall the man be blessed
who fears the Lord.
The Lord bless you from Zion!
May you see the prosperity of  Jerusalem
all the days of  your life!
May you see your children’s children!
Peace be upon Israel!” (Ps 128:1-6).

you and your Wife

9. Let us cross the threshold of  this tranquil 
home, with its family sitting around the festive 
table.  At the centre we see the father and mother, 
a couple with their personal story of  love.  They 
embody the primordial divine plan clearly spoken 
of  by Christ himself: “Have you not read that he 
who made them from the beginning made them 
male and female?” (Mt 19:4).  We hear an echo 
of  the command found in the Book of  Gene-
sis: “Therefore a man shall leave his father and 
mother and cleave to his wife, and they shall be-
come one flesh (Gen 2:24)”. 

10. The majestic early chapters of  Genesis 
present the human couple in its deepest reality.  
Those first pages of  the Bible make a number of  
very clear statements.  The first, which Jesus para- 
phrases, says that “God created man in his own 
image, in the image of  God he created them; 
male and female he created them” (1:27). It is 
striking that the “image of  God” here refers to 
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the couple, “male and female”.  Does this mean 
that sex is a property of  God himself, or that 
God has a divine female companion, as some an-
cient religions held? Naturally, the answer is no.  
We know how clearly the Bible rejects as idola-
trous such beliefs, found among the Canaanites 
of  the Holy Land.  God’s transcendence is pre-
served, yet inasmuch as he is also the Creator, the 
fruitfulness of  the human couple is a living and 
effective “image”, a visible sign of  his creative 
act. 

11. The couple that loves and begets life is a 
true, living icon – not an idol like those of  stone 
or gold prohibited by the Decalogue – capable 
of  revealing God the Creator and Saviour.  For 
this reason, fruitful love becomes a symbol of  
God’s inner life (cf. Gen 1:28; 9:7; 17:2-5, 16; 28:3; 
35:11; 48:3-4).  This is why the Genesis account, 
following the “priestly tradition”, is interwoven 
with various genealogical accounts (cf. 4:17-22, 
25-26; 5; 10; 11:10-32; 25:1-4, 12-17, 19-26; 36).  
The ability of  human couples to beget life is the 
path along which the history of  salvation pro-
gresses.  Seen this way, the couple’s fruitful re-
lationship becomes an image for understanding 
and describing the mystery of  God himself, for 
in the Christian vision of  the Trinity, God is con-
templated as Father, Son and Spirit of  love.  The 
triune God is a communion of  love, and the fam-
ily is its living reflection.  Saint John Paul II shed 
light on this when he said, “Our God in his deep-



est mystery is not solitude, but a family, for he 
has within himself  fatherhood, sonship and the 
essence of  the family, which is love.  That love, in 
the divine family, is the Holy Spirit”.6  The family 
is thus not unrelated to God’s very being.7  This 
Trinitarian dimension finds expression in the 
theology of  Saint Paul, who relates the couple 
to the “mystery” of  the union of  Christ and the 
Church (cf. Eph 5:21-33).

12. In speaking of  marriage, Jesus refers us 
to yet another page of  Genesis, which, in its 
second chapter, paints a splendid and detailed 
portrait of  the couple.  First, we see the man, 
who anxiously seeks “a helper fit for him” (vv. 
18, 20), capable of  alleviating the solitude which 
he feels amid the animals and the world around 
him.  The original Hebrew suggests a direct en-
counter, face to face, eye to eye, in a kind of  
silent dialogue, for where love is concerned,  
silence is always more eloquent than words.  It is 
an encounter with a face, a “thou”, who reflects 
God’s own love and is man’s “best possession, 
a helper fit for him and a pillar of  support”, in 
the words of  the biblical sage (Sir 36:24).  Or 
again, as the woman of  the Song of  Solomon 
will sing in a magnificent profession of  love and 
mutual self-bestowal: “My beloved is mine and 

6 Homily at the Eucharistic Celebration in Puebla de los Ángeles 
(28 January 1979), 2: AAS 71 (1979), 184. 

7 Cf. ibid.

10
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I am his… I am my beloved’s and my beloved is 
mine” (2:16; 6:3). 

13. This encounter, which relieves man’s sol-
itude, gives rise to new birth and to the fam-
ily.  Significantly, Adam, who is also the man 
of  every time and place, together with his wife, 
starts a new family.  Jesus speaks of  this by 
quoting the passage from Genesis: “The man 
shall be joined to his wife, and the two shall be-
come one” (Mt 19:5; cf. Gen 2:24).  The very 
word “to be joined” or “to cleave”, in the orig-
inal Hebrew, bespeaks a profound harmony, a 
closeness both physical and interior, to such an 
extent that the word is used to describe our un-
ion with God: “My soul clings to you” (Ps 63:8).  
The marital union is thus evoked not only in its 
sexual and corporal dimension, but also in its 
voluntary self-giving in love.  The result of  this 
union is that the two “become one flesh”, both 
physically and in the union of  their hearts and 
lives, and, eventually, in a child, who will share 
not only genetically but also spiritually in the 
“flesh” of  both parents. 

your chiLdren are as The shooTs  
of an oLive Tree

14. Let us once more take up the song of  the 
Psalmist.  In the home where husband and wife 
are seated at table, children appear at their side 
“like olive shoots” (Ps 128:3), that is, full of   
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energy and vitality.  If  the parents are in some 
sense the foundations of  the home, the chil-
dren are like the “living stones” of  the family 
(cf. 1 Pet 2:5).  Significantly, the word which 
appears most frequently in the Old Testament 
after the name of  God (YHWH, “the Lord”), 
is “child” (ben, “son”), which is itself  related to 
the verb “to build” (banah).  Hence, Psalm 128, 
in speaking of  the gift of  children, uses imagery 
drawn from the building of  a house and the social 
life of  cities: “Unless the Lord builds the house, 
those who build it labour in vain… Lo, sons are a 
heritage from the Lord, the fruit of  the womb, a 
reward.  Like arrows in the hand of  a warrior are 
the sons of  one’s youth.  Happy is the man who 
has his quiver full of  them!  He shall not be put 
to shame when he speaks with his enemies in the 
gate” (Ps 127:1, 3-5).  These images reflect the 
culture of  an ancient society, yet the presence of  
children is a sign of  the continuity of  the family 
throughout salvation history, from generation to 
generation.

15. Here too, we can see another aspect of  the 
family.  We know that the New Testament speaks 
of  “churches that meet in homes” (cf. 1 Cor 
16:19; Rom 16:5; Col 4:15; Philem 2).  A family’s 
living space could turn into a domestic church, a 
setting for the Eucharist, the presence of  Christ 
seated at its table.  We can never forget the image 
found in the Book of  Revelation, where the Lord 
says: “Behold, I stand at the door and knock; if  
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any one hears my voice and opens the door, I will 
come in to him and eat with him, and he with 
me” (Rev 3:20).  Here we see a home filled with 
the presence of  God, common prayer and every 
blessing.  This is the meaning of  the conclusion 
of  Psalm 128, which we cited above: “Thus shall 
the man be blessed who fears the Lord. The Lord 
bless you from Zion!” (Ps 128:4-5).

16. The Bible also presents the family as the 
place where children are brought up in the faith.  
This is evident from the description of  the Pass-
over celebration (cf. Ex 12:26-27; Deut 6:20-25) 
and it later appears explicitly in the Jewish hagga-
dah, the dialogue accompanying the rite of  the 
Passover meal.  One of  the Psalms celebrates 
the proclamation of  faith within families: “All 
that we have heard and known, that our fathers 
have told us, we will not hide from their chil-
dren, but tell to the coming generation the glo-
rious deeds of  the Lord, and his might, and the 
wonders which he has wrought. He established 
a testimony in Jacob, and appointed a law in Is-
rael, which he commanded our fathers to teach 
to their children; that the next generation might 
know them, the children yet unborn, and arise 
and tell them to their children” (Ps 78:3-6).  The 
family is thus the place where parents become 
their children’s first teachers in the faith.  They 
learn this “trade”, passing it down from one per-
son to another: “When in time to come your son 
asks you… You shall say to him…” (Ex 13:14).  
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Thus succeeding generations can raise their song 
to the Lord: “young men and maidens together, 
old and young together!”(Ps 148:12).  

17. Parents have a serious responsibility for 
this work of  education, as the Biblical sages of-
ten remind us (cf. Prov 3:11-12; 6:20-22; 13:1; 
22:15; 23:13-14; 29:17).  Children, for their part, 
are called to accept and practice the command-
ment: “Honour your father and your mother” 
(Ex 20:12).  Here the verb “to honour” has to do 
with the fulfilment of  family and social commit-
ments; these are not to be disregarded under the 
pretence of  religious motives (cf. Mk 7:11-13).  
“Whoever honours his father atones for sins, and 
whoever glorifies his mother is like one who lays 
up treasure” (Sir 3:3-4). 

18. The Gospel goes on to remind us that chil-
dren are not the property of  a family, but have 
their own lives to lead.  Jesus is a model of  obe-
dience to his earthly parents, placing himself  un-
der their charge (cf. Lk 2:51), but he also shows 
that children’s life decisions and their Christian 
vocation may demand a parting for the sake of  
the Kingdom of  God (cf. Mt 10:34-37; Lk 9:59-
62).  Jesus himself, at twelve years of  age, tells 
Mary and Joseph that he has a greater mission 
to accomplish apart from his earthly family (cf. 
Lk 2:48-50).  In this way, he shows the need for 
other, deeper bonds even within the family: “My 
mother and my brethren are those who hear the 
word of  God and do it” (Lk 8:21).  All the same, 
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in the concern he shows for children – whom the 
societies of  the ancient Near East viewed as sub-
jects without particular rights and even as family 
property – Jesus goes so far as to present them 
as teachers, on account of  their simple trust and 
spontaneity towards others.  “Truly I say to you, 
unless you turn and become like children, you 
will never enter the kingdom of  heaven. Whoev-
er humbles himself  like this child, he is the great-
est in the kingdom of  heaven” (Mt 18:3-4).  

a paTh of sufferinG and bLood

19. The idyllic picture presented in Psalm 128 
is not at odds with a bitter truth found through-
out sacred Scripture, that is, the presence of  pain, 
evil and violence that break up families and their 
communion of  life and love.  For good reason 
Christ’s teaching on marriage (cf. Mt 19:3-9) is in-
serted within a dispute about divorce.  The word 
of  God constantly testifies to that sombre di-
mension already present at the beginning, when, 
through sin, the relationship of  love and purity 
between man and woman turns into domination: 
“Your desire shall be for your husband, and he 
shall rule over you” (Gen 3:16).

20. This thread of  suffering and bloodshed 
runs through numerous pages of  the Bible, be-
ginning with Cain’s murder of  his brother Abel.  
We read of  the disputes between the sons and 
the wives of  the Patriarchs Abraham, Isaac and 
Jacob, the tragedies and violence marking the 
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family of  David, the family problems reflected in 
the story of  Tobias and the bitter complaint of  
Job: “He has put my brethren far from me… my 
kinsfolk and my close friends have failed me… I 
am repulsive to my wife, loathsome to the sons 
of  my own mother” (Job 19:13-14, 17). 

21. Jesus himself  was born into a modest fami-
ly that soon had to flee to a foreign land.  He vis-
its the home of  Peter, whose mother-in-law is ill 
(cf. Mk 1:30-31) and shows sympathy upon hear-
ing of  deaths in the homes of  Jairus and Lazarus 
(cf. Mk 5:22-24, 35-43; Jn 11:1-44).  He hears the 
desperate wailing of  the widow of  Nain for her 
dead son (cf. Lk 7:11-15) and heeds the plea of  
the father of  an epileptic child in a small coun-
try town (cf. Mk 9:17-27). He goes to the homes 
of  tax collectors like Matthew and Zacchaeus 
(cf. Mt 9:9-13; Lk 19:1-10), and speaks to sin-
ners like the woman in the house of  Simon the 
Pharisee (cf. Lk 7:36-50).  Jesus knows the anx-
ieties and tensions experienced by families and 
he weaves them into his parables: children who 
leave home to seek adventure (cf. Lk 15:11-32), 
or who prove troublesome (Mt 21:28-31) or fall 
prey to violence (Mk 12:1-9).  He is also sensi-
tive to the embarrassment caused by the lack of  
wine at a wedding feast (Jn 2:1-10), the failure of  
guests to come to a banquet (Mt 22:1-10), and 
the anxiety of  a poor family over the loss of  a 
coin (Lk 15:8-10).
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22. In this brief  review, we can see that the 
word of  God is not a series of  abstract ideas but 
rather a source of  comfort and companionship 
for every family that experiences difficulties or 
suffering.  For it shows them the goal of  their 
journey, when God “will wipe away every tear 
from their eyes, and death shall be no more, nei-
ther shall there be mourning nor crying nor pain 
any more” (Rev 21:4). 

The Work of your hands

23. At the beginning of  Psalm 128, the father 
appears as a labourer who by the work of  his 
hands sustains the physical well-being and tran-
quillity of  his family: “You shall eat the fruit of  
the labour of  your hands; you shall be happy, and 
it shall be well with you” (Ps 128:2).   It is clear 
from the very first pages of  the Bible that work 
is an essential part of  human dignity; there we 
read that “the Lord God took the man and put 
him in the garden of  Eden to till it and keep it” 
(Gen 2:15).  Man is presented as a labourer who 
works the earth, harnesses the forces of  nature 
and produces “the bread of  anxious toil” (Ps 
127:2), in addition to cultivating his own gifts 
and talents. 

24. Labour also makes possible the devel-
opment of  society and provides for the suste-
nance, stability and fruitfulness of  one’s family: 
“May you see the prosperity of  Jerusalem all the 
days of  your life!  May you see your children’s  
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children!” (Ps 128:5-6).  The Book of  Proverbs 
also presents the labour of  mothers within the 
family; their daily work is described in detail as 
winning the praise of  their husbands and chil-
dren (cf. 31:10-31).  The Apostle Paul was proud 
not to live as a burden to others, since he worked 
with his own hands and assured his own liveli-
hood (cf. Acts 18:3; 1 Cor 4:12; 9:12).  Paul was 
so convinced of  the necessity of  work that he 
laid down a strict rule for his communities: “If  
anyone will not work, let him not eat” (2 Th 3:10; 
cf. 1 Th 4:11).

25. This having been said, we can appreciate 
the suffering created by unemployment and the 
lack of  steady work, as reflected in the Book of  
Ruth, Jesus’ own parable of  the labourers forced 
to stand idly in the town square (Mt 20:1-16), and 
his personal experience of  meeting people suf-
fering from poverty and hunger.  Sadly, these re-
alities are present in many countries today, where 
the lack of  employment opportunities takes its 
toll on the serenity of  family life. 

26. Nor can we overlook the social degenera-
tion brought about by sin, as, for example, when 
human beings tyrannize nature, selfishly and 
even brutally ravaging it.  This leads to the deser-
tification of  the earth (cf. Gen 3:17-19) and those 
social and economic imbalances denounced by 
the prophets, beginning with Elijah (cf. 1 Kg 21) 
and culminating in Jesus’ own words against in-
justice (cf. Lk 12:13; 16:1-31).
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The Tenderness of an embrace

27. Christ proposed as the distinctive sign of  
his disciples the law of  love and the gift of  self  
for others (cf. Mt 22:39; Jn 13:34).  He did so in 
stating a principle that fathers and mothers tend 
to embody in their own lives: “No one has great-
er love than this, to lay down one’s life for one’s 
friends” (Jn 15:13).  Love also bears fruit in mercy 
and forgiveness.  We see this in a particular way 
in the scene of  the woman caught in adultery; in 
front of  the Temple, the woman is surrounded 
by her accusers, but later, alone with Jesus, she 
meets not condemnation but the admonition to 
lead a more worthy life (cf. Jn 8:1-11).  

28. Against this backdrop of  love so central 
to the Christian experience of  marriage and the 
family, another virtue stands out, one often over-
looked in our world of  frenetic and superficial 
relationships.  It is tenderness.  Let us consider 
the moving words of  Psalm 131.  As in other 
biblical texts (e.g., Ex 4:22; Is 49:15; Ps 27:10), the 
union between the Lord and his faithful ones is 
expressed in terms of  parental love.  Here we see 
a delicate and tender intimacy between mother 
and child: the image is that of  a babe sleeping 
in his mother’s arms after being nursed.  As the 
Hebrew word gamûl suggests, the infant is now 
fed and clings to his mother, who takes him to 
her bosom.  There is a closeness that is con-
scious and not simply biological.  Drawing on 
this image, the Psalmist sings: “I have calmed 
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and quieted my soul, like a child quieted at its 
mother’s breast” (Ps 131:2).  We can also think 
of  the touching words that the prophet Hosea 
puts on God’s lips: “When Israel was a child, I 
loved him… I took them up in my arms… I led 
them with cords of  compassion, with the bands 
of  love, and I became to them as one who eases 
the yoke on their jaws, and I bent down to them 
and fed them” (Hos 11:1, 3-4).

29. With a gaze of  faith and love, grace and 
fidelity, we have contemplated the relationship 
between human families and the divine Trinity.  
The word of  God tells us that the family is en-
trusted to a man, a woman and their children, 
so that they may become a communion of  per-
sons in the image of  the union of  the Father, 
the Son and the Holy Spirit.  Begetting and rais-
ing children, for its part, mirrors God’s creative 
work. The family is called to join in daily prayer, 
to read the word of  God and to share in Eucha-
ristic communion, and thus to grow in love and 
become ever more fully a temple in which the 
Spirit dwells.

30. Every family should look to the icon of  the 
Holy Family of  Nazareth.  Its daily life had its 
share of  burdens and even nightmares, as when 
they met with Herod’s implacable violence.  This 
last was an experience that, sad to say, continues 
to afflict the many refugee families who in our 
day feel rejected and helpless.  Like the Magi, 
our families are invited to contemplate the Child 
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and his Mother, to bow down and worship him 
(cf. Mt 2:11).  Like Mary, they are asked to face 
their family’s challenges with courage and seren-
ity, in good times and bad, and to keep in their 
heart the great things which God has done (cf. 
Lk 2:19, 51).  The treasury of  Mary’s heart also 
contains the experiences of  every family, which 
she cherishes.  For this reason, she can help us 
understand the meaning of  these experiences 
and to hear the message God wishes to commu-
nicate through the life of  our families.   
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CHAPTER TWO

The experiences  
and chaLLenGes of famiLies

31. The welfare of  the family is decisive for 
the future of  the world and that of  the Church.  
Countless studies have been made of  marriage 
and the family, their current problems and chal-
lenges.  We do well to focus on concrete reali-
ties, since “the call and the demands of  the Spirit 
resound in the events of  history”, and through 
these “the Church can also be guided to a more 
profound understanding of  the inexhaustible 
mystery of  marriage and the family”.8  I will not 
attempt here to present all that might be said 
about the family today.  Nonetheless, because the 
Synod Fathers examined the situation of  families 
worldwide, I consider it fitting to take up some 
of  their pastoral insights, along with concerns 
derived from my own experience. 

The currenT reaLiTy of The famiLy

32. “Faithful to Christ’s teaching we look to the 
reality of  the family today in all its complexity, with 
both its lights and shadows… Anthropological and 

8 John pauL II, Apostolic Exhortation Familiaris Consortio 
(22 November 1981), 4: AAS 74 (1982), 84.
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cultural changes in our times influence all aspects 
of  life and call for an analytic and diversified ap-
proach”.9  Several decades ago, the Spanish bish-
ops noted that families have come to enjoy great-
er freedom “through an equitable distribution 
of  duties, responsibilities and tasks”; indeed, “a 
greater emphasis on personal communication 
between the spouses helps to make family life 
more humane”, while “neither today’s society 
nor that to which we are progressing allow an 
uncritical survival of  older forms and models”.10  
It is also evident that “the principal tendencies 
in anthropological-cultural changes” are leading 
“individuals, in personal and family life, to re-
ceive less and less support from social structures 
than in the past”.11  

33. On the other hand, “equal consideration 
needs to be given to the growing danger repre-
sented by an extreme individualism which weak-
ens family bonds and ends up considering each 
member of  the family as an isolated unit, leading 
in some cases to the idea that one’s personality 
is shaped by his or her desires, which are con-
sidered absolute”.12 “The tensions created by an 
overly individualistic culture, caught up with pos-
sessions and pleasures, leads to intolerance and 

9  Relatio Synodi 2014, 5.
10 spanish bishops’ conference, Matrimonio y familia (6 

July 1979), 3, 16, 23.
11 Relatio Finalis 2015, 5.
12 Relatio Synodi 2014, 5.
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hostility in families”.13  Here I would also include 
today’s fast pace of  life, stress and the organi-
zation of  society and labour, since all these are 
cultural factors which militate against permanent 
decisions.  We also encounter widespread uncer-
tainty and ambiguity.  For example, we rightly value 
a personalism that opts for authenticity as op-
posed to mere conformity.  While this can favour 
spontaneity and a better use of  people’s talents, 
if  misdirected it can foster attitudes of  constant 
suspicion, fear of  commitment, self-centredness 
and arrogance.  Freedom of  choice makes it pos-
sible to plan our lives and to make the most of  
ourselves.  Yet if  this freedom lacks noble goals 
or personal discipline, it degenerates into an  
inability to give oneself  generously to others.  
Indeed, in many countries where the number 
of  marriages is decreasing, more and more peo-
ple are choosing to live alone or simply to spend 
time together without cohabiting.  We can also 
point to a praiseworthy concern for justice; but 
if  misunderstood, this can turn citizens into cli-
ents interested solely in the provision of  services. 

34. When these factors affect our understand-
ing of  the family, it can come to be seen as a 
way station, helpful when convenient, or a set-
ting in which rights can be asserted while rela-
tionships are left to the changing winds of  per-
sonal desire and circumstances.  Ultimately, it is 

13 Relatio Finalis 2015, 8.
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easy nowadays to confuse genuine freedom with 
the idea that each individual can act arbitrarily, as 
if  there were no truths, values and principles to 
provide guidance, and everything were possible 
and permissible.  The ideal of  marriage, marked 
by a commitment to exclusivity and stability, is 
swept aside whenever it proves inconvenient or 
tiresome.  The fear of  loneliness and the desire 
for stability and fidelity exist side by side with a 
growing fear of  entrapment in a relationship that 
could hamper the achievement of  one’s personal 
goals.  

35. As Christians, we can hardly stop advo-
cating marriage simply to avoid countering con-
temporary sensibilities, or out of  a desire to be 
fashionable or a sense of  helplessness in the 
face of  human and moral failings.  We would be 
depriving the world of  values that we can and 
must offer.  It is true that there is no sense in 
simply decrying present-day evils, as if  this could 
change things.  Nor it is helpful to try to impose 
rules by sheer authority.  What we need is a more 
responsible and generous effort to present the 
reasons and motivations for choosing marriage 
and the family, and in this way to help men and 
women better to respond to the grace that God 
offers them. 

36. We also need to be humble and realistic, 
acknowledging that at times the way we pres-
ent our Christian beliefs and treat other people 
has helped contribute to today’s problematic  
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situation.  We need a healthy dose of  self-crit-
icism.  Then too, we often present marriage in 
such a way that its unitive meaning, its call to 
grow in love and its ideal of  mutual assistance are 
overshadowed by an almost exclusive insistence 
on the duty of  procreation.  Nor have we always 
provided solid guidance to young married cou-
ples, understanding their timetables, their way of  
thinking and their concrete concerns.  At times 
we have also proposed a far too abstract and al-
most artificial theological ideal of  marriage, far 
removed from the concrete situations and prac-
tical possibilities of  real families.  This excessive 
idealization, especially when we have failed to 
inspire trust in God’s grace, has not helped to 
make marriage more desirable and attractive, but 
quite the opposite.  

37. We have long thought that simply by stress-
ing doctrinal, bioethical and moral issues, without 
encouraging openness to grace, we were provid-
ing sufficient support to families, strengthening 
the marriage bond and giving meaning to marital 
life.  We find it difficult to present marriage more 
as a dynamic path to personal development and 
fulfilment than as a lifelong burden.  We also find 
it hard to make room for the consciences of  the 
faithful, who very often respond as best they can 
to the Gospel amid their limitations, and are ca-
pable of  carrying out their own discernment in 
complex situations.  We have been called to form 
consciences, not to replace them.
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38. We must be grateful that most people do 
value family relationships that are permanent 
and marked by mutual respect.  They appreciate 
the Church’s efforts to offer guidance and coun-
selling in areas related to growth in love, over-
coming conflict and raising children.  Many are 
touched by the power of  grace experienced in 
sacramental Reconciliation and in the Eucharist, 
grace that helps them face the challenges of  mar-
riage and the family.  In some countries, espe-
cially in various parts of  Africa, secularism has 
not weakened certain traditional values, and mar-
riages forge a strong bond between two wider 
families, with clearly defined structures for deal-
ing with problems and conflicts.  Nowadays we 
are grateful too for the witness of  marriages that 
have not only proved lasting, but also fruitful and 
loving.  All these factors can inspire a positive and 
welcoming pastoral approach capable of  helping 
couples to grow in appreciation of  the demands 
of  the Gospel.  Yet we have often been on the 
defensive, wasting pastoral energy on denounc-
ing a decadent world without being proactive in 
proposing ways of  finding true happiness.  Many 
people feel that the Church’s message on mar-
riage and the family does not clearly reflect the 
preaching and attitudes of  Jesus, who set forth 
a demanding ideal yet never failed to show com-
passion and closeness to the frailty of  individuals 
like the Samaritan woman or the woman caught 
in adultery.  
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39. This is hardly to suggest that we cease warn-
ing against a cultural decline that fails to promote 
love or self-giving.  The consultation that took 
place prior to the last two Synods pointed to the 
various symptoms of  a “culture of  the ephem-
eral”.  Here I think, for example, of  the speed 
with which people move from one affective rela-
tionship to another.  They believe, along the lines 
of  social networks, that love can be connected 
or disconnected at the whim of  the consumer, 
and the relationship quickly “blocked”.  I think 
too of  the fears associated with permanent com-
mitment, the obsession with free time, and those 
relationships that weigh costs and benefits 
for the sake of  remedying loneliness, providing 
protection, or offering some service.  We treat 
affective relationships the way we treat material 
objects and the environment: everything is dis-
posable; everyone uses and throws away, takes 
and breaks, exploits and squeezes to the last 
drop.  Then, goodbye.  Narcissism makes people 
incapable of  looking beyond themselves, beyond 
their own desires and needs.  Yet sooner or later, 
those who use others end up being used them-
selves, manipulated and discarded by that same 
mind-set.  It is also worth noting that breakups 
often occur among older adults who seek a kind 
of  “independence” and reject the ideal of  grow-
ing old together, looking after and supporting 
one another.
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40. “At the risk of  oversimplifying, we might 
say that we live in a culture which pressures young 
people not to start a family, because they lack 
possibilities for the future.  Yet this same culture 
presents others with so many options that they 
too are dissuaded from starting a family”.14  In 
some countries, many young persons “postpone 
a wedding for economic reasons, work or study.  
Some do so for other reasons, such as the influ-
ence of  ideologies which devalue marriage and 
family, the desire to avoid the failures of  other 
couples, the fear of  something they consider too 
important and sacred, the social opportunities 
and economic benefits associated with simply 
living together, a purely emotional and roman-
tic conception of  love, the fear of  losing their 
freedom and independence, and the rejection of  
something conceived as purely institutional and 
bureaucratic”.15  We need to find the right lan-
guage, arguments and forms of  witness that can 
help us reach the hearts of  young people, appeal-
ing to their capacity for generosity, commitment, 
love and even heroism, and in this way inviting 
them to take up the challenge of  marriage with 
enthusiasm and courage. 

41. The Synod Fathers noted that “cultural 
tendencies in today’s world seem to set no limits 
on a person’s affectivity”; indeed, “a narcissistic,  

14 Address to the United States Congress (24 September 2015): 
L’Osservatore Romano, 26 September 2015, p. 7.

15 Relatio Finalis 2015, 29.
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unstable or changeable affectivity does not always 
allow a person to grow to maturity”.  They also 
expressed concern about the current “spread of  
pornography and the commercialization of  the 
body, fostered also by a misuse of  the internet, 
and about those “reprehensible situations where 
people are forced into prostitution”.  In this con-
text, “couples are often uncertain, hesitant and 
struggling to find ways to grow.  Many tend to re-
main in the early stages of  their affective and sex-
ual life.  A crisis in a couple’s relationship destabi-
lizes the family and may lead, through separation 
and divorce, to serious consequences for adults, 
children and society as a whole, weakening its in-
dividual and social bonds”.16  Marital problems 
are “often confronted in haste and without the 
courage to have patience and reflect, to make 
sacrifices and to forgive one another.  Failures 
give rise to new relationships, new couples, new 
civil unions, and new marriages, creating family 
situations which are complex and problematic 
for the Christian life”.17

42. Furthermore, “the decline in population, 
due to a mentality against having children and 
promoted by the world politics of  reproductive 
health, creates not only a situation in which the 
relationship between generations is no longer 
ensured but also the danger that, over time, this  

16 Relatio Synodi 2014, 10.
17 Third exTraordinary GeneraL assembLy of The 

synod of bishops, Message, 18 October 2014.
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decline will lead to economic impoverishment 
and a loss of  hope in the future.  The develop-
ment of  bio-technology has also had a major im-
pact on the birth rate”.18  Added to this are oth-
er factors such as “industrialization, the sexual 
revolution, the fear of  overpopulation and eco-
nomic problems…  Consumerism may also deter 
people from having children, simply so they can 
maintain a certain freedom and life-style”.19  The 
upright consciences of  spouses who have been 
generous in transmitting life may lead them, for 
sufficiently serious reasons, to limit the number 
of  their children, yet precisely “for the sake of  
this dignity of  conscience, the Church strongly 
rejects the forced State intervention in favour of  
contraception, sterilization and even abortion”.20   
Such measures are unacceptable even in places 
with high birth rates, yet also in countries with 
disturbingly low birth rates we see politicians en-
couraging them.  As the bishops of  Korea have 
said, this is “to act in a way that is self-contradic-
tory and to neglect one’s duty”.21  

43. The weakening of  faith and religious prac-
tice in some societies has an effect on families, 
leaving them more isolated amid their difficulties.  
The Synod Fathers noted that “one symptom 

18 Relatio Synodi 2014, 10.
19 Relatio Finalis 2015, 7.
20 Ibid., 63.
21 caThoLic bishops’ conference of korea, Towards a 

Culture of  Life! (15 March 2007), 2. 
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of  the great poverty of  contemporary culture is 
loneliness, arising from the absence of  God in 
a person’s life and the fragility of  relationships.  
There is also a general feeling of  powerlessness 
in the face of  socio-cultural realities that often-
times end up crushing families…  Families often 
feel abandoned due to a lack of  interest and at-
tention on the part of  institutions.  The negative 
impact on the social order is clear, as seen in the 
demographic crisis, in the difficulty of  raising 
children, in a hesitancy to welcome new life, in 
a tendency to see older persons as a burden, and 
in an increase of  emotional problems and out-
breaks of  violence.  The State has the respon-
sibility to pass laws and create work to ensure 
the future of  young people and help them realize 
their plan of  forming a family”.22

44. The lack of  dignified or affordable housing 
often leads to the postponement of  formal re-
lationships.  It should be kept in mind that “the 
family has the right to decent housing, fitting 
for family life and commensurate to the num-
ber of  the members, in a physical environment 
that provides the basic services for the life of  
the family and the community”.23  Families and 
homes go together.  This makes us see how im-
portant it is to insist on the rights of  the family 
and not only those of  individuals.  The family is 

22 Relatio Synodi 2014, 6.
23 ponTificaL counciL for The famiLy, Charter of  the 

Rights of  the Family (22 October 1983), Art. 11.
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a good which society cannot do without, and it 
ought to be protected.24  “The Church has always 
held it part of  her mission to promote marriage 
and the family and to defend them against those 
who attack them”,25 especially today, when they 
are given scarce attention in political agendas.   
Families have the right to “to be able to count on 
an adequate family policy on the part of  public 
authorities in the juridical, economic, social and 
fiscal domains”.26  At times families suffer terribly 
when, faced with the illness of  a loved one, they 
lack access to adequate health care, or struggle 
to find dignified employment.  “Economic con-
straints prohibit a family’s access to education, 
cultural activities and involvement in the life of  
society.  In many ways, the present-day economic 
situation is keeping people from participating in 
society.  Families, in particular, suffer from prob-
lems related to work, where young people have 
few possibilities and job offers are very selective 
and insecure.  Workdays are long and oftentimes 
made more burdensome by extended periods 
away from home.  This situation does not help 
family members to gather together or parents to 
be with their children in such a way as to nurture 
their relationships each day”.27 

24 Cf. Relatio Finalis 2015, 11-12.
25 ponTificaL counciL for The famiLy, Charter of  the 

Rights of  the Family (22 October 1983), Introduction. 
26 Ibid., 9.
27 Relatio Finalis 2015, 14.
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45. “A great number of  children are born out-
side of  wedlock, many of  whom subsequently 
grow up with just one of  their parents or in a 
blended or reconstituted family… The sexual 
exploitation of  children is yet another scandal-
ous and perverse reality in present-day society.  
Societies experiencing violence due to war, ter-
rorism or the presence of  organized crime are 
witnessing the deterioration of  the family, above 
all in large cities, where, on their outskirts, the 
so-called phenomenon of  ‘street-children’ is on 
the rise”.28  The sexual abuse of  children is all the 
more scandalous when it occurs in places where 
they ought to be most safe, particularly in fami-
lies, schools, communities and Christian institu-
tions.29

46. “Migration is another sign of  the times to 
be faced and understood in terms of  its nega-
tive effects on family life”.30  The recent Synod 
drew attention to this issue, noting that “in var-
ious ways, migration affects whole populations 
in different parts of  the world.  The Church has 
exercised a major role in this area.  Maintaining 
and expanding this witness to the Gospel (cf. 
Mt 25:35) is urgently needed today more than 
ever…  Human mobility, which corresponds 
to the natural historical movement of  peoples, 
can prove to be a genuine enrichment for both 

28 Relatio Synodi 2014, 8.
29 Cf. Relatio Finalis 2015, 78.
30 Relatio Synodi 2014, 8.
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families that migrate and countries that welcome 
them.  Furthermore, forced migration of  fami-
lies, resulting from situations of  war, persecu-
tion, poverty and injustice, and marked by the 
vicissitudes of  a journey that often puts lives at 
risk, traumatizes people and destabilizes families.  
In accompanying migrants, the Church needs a 
specific pastoral programme addressed not only 
to families that migrate but also to those fami-
ly members who remain behind.  This pastoral 
activity must be implemented with due respect 
for their cultures, for the human and religious 
formation from which they come and for the 
spiritual richness of  their rites and traditions, 
even by means of  a specific pastoral care…  Mi-
gration is particularly dramatic and devastating 
to families and individuals when it takes place 
illegally and is supported by international net-
works of  human trafficking.  This is equally true 
when it involves women or unaccompanied chil-
dren who are forced to endure long periods of  
time in temporary facilities and refugee camps, 
where it is impossible to start a process of  inte-
gration.  Extreme poverty and other situations 
of  family breakdown sometimes even lead fam-
ilies to sell their children for prostitution or for 
organ trafficking”.31  “The persecution of  Chris-
tians and ethnic and religious minorities in many 
parts of  the world, especially in the Middle East, 

31 Relatio Finalis 2015, 23; cf. Message for the World Day of  
Migrants and Refugees on 17 January 2016 (12 September 2015), 
L’Osservatore Romano, 2 October 2015, p. 8.
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are a great trial not only for the Church but also 
the entire international community.  Every ef-
fort should be encouraged, even in a practical 
way, to assist families and Christian communities 
to remain in their native lands”.32

47. The Fathers also called particular attention 
to “families of  persons with special needs, where 
the unexpected challenge of  dealing with a disa-
bility can upset a family’s equilibrium, desires and 
expectations…  Families who lovingly accept the 
difficult trial of  a child with special needs are 
greatly to be admired.  They render the Church 
and society an invaluable witness of  faithfulness 
to the gift of  life.  In these situations, the family 
can discover, together with the Christian com-
munity, new approaches, new ways of  acting, a 
different way of  understanding and identifying 
with others, by welcoming and caring for the 
mystery of  the frailty of  human life.  People with 
disabilities are a gift for the family and an oppor-
tunity to grow in love, mutual aid and unity…  If  
the family, in the light of  the faith, accepts the 
presence of  persons with special needs, they will 
be able to recognize and ensure the quality and 
value of  every human life, with its proper needs, 
rights and opportunities.  This approach will pro-
mote care and services on behalf  of  these dis-
advantaged persons and will encourage people 
to draw near to them and provide affection at 

32 Relatio Finalis 2015, 24.
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every stage of  their life”.33  Here I would stress 
that dedication and concern shown to migrants 
and to persons with special needs alike is a sign 
of  the Spirit.  Both situations are paradigmatic: 
they serve as a test of  our commitment to show 
mercy in welcoming others and to help the  
vulnerable to be fully a part of  our communities.  

48. “Most families have great respect for the 
elderly, surrounding them with affection and 
considering them a blessing.  A special word of  
appreciation is due to those associations and 
family movements committed to serving the el-
derly, both spiritually and socially…  In highly 
industrialized societies, where the number of  el-
derly persons is growing even as the birth rate 
declines, they can be regarded as a burden.  On 
the other hand, the care that they require often 
puts a strain on their loved ones”.34  “Care and 
concern for the final stages of  life is all the more 
necessary today, when contemporary society at-
tempts to remove every trace of  death and dying.  
The elderly who are vulnerable and dependent 
are at times unfairly exploited simply for eco-
nomic advantage.  Many families show us that it 
is possible to approach the last stages of  life by 
emphasizing the importance of  a person’s sense 
of  fulfilment and participation in the Lord’s pas-
chal mystery.  A great number of  elderly peo-
ple are cared for in Church institutions, where,  

33 Ibid., 21.  
34 Ibid., 17.
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materially and spiritually, they can live in a peace-
ful, family atmosphere.  Euthanasia and assisted 
suicide are serious threats to families worldwide; 
in many countries, they have been legalized.  The 
Church, while firmly opposing these practices, 
feels the need to assist families who take care of  
their elderly and infirm members”.35  

49. Here I would also like to mention the sit-
uation of  families living in dire poverty and 
great limitations.  The problems faced by poor 
households are often all the more trying.36  For 
example, if  a single mother has to raise a child 
by herself  and needs to leave the child alone at 
home while she goes to work, the child can grow 
up exposed to all kind of  risks and obstacles to 
personal growth.  In such difficult situations of  
need, the Church must be particularly concerned 
to offer understanding, comfort and acceptance, 
rather than imposing straightaway a set of  rules 
that only lead people to feel judged and aban-
doned by the very Mother called to show them 
God’s mercy.  Rather than offering the healing 
power of  grace and the light of  the Gospel mes-
sage, some would “indoctrinate” that message, 
turning it into “dead stones to be hurled at oth-
ers”.37

35 Ibid., 20.
36 Cf. ibid., 15. 
37 Concluding Address of  the Fourteenth Ordinary General 

Assembly of  the Synod of  Bishops (24 October 2015): L’Osservatore 
Romano, 26-27 October 2015, p. 13.
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some chaLLenGes

50. The responses given to the two pre-synodal 
consultations spoke of  a great variety of  situa-
tions and the new challenges that they pose.  In 
addition to those already mentioned, many of  
the respondents pointed to the problems families 
face in raising children.  In many cases, parents 
come home exhausted, not wanting to talk, and 
many families no longer even share a common 
meal.  Distractions abound, including an addic-
tion to television.  This makes it all the more dif-
ficult for parents to hand on the faith to their 
children.  Other responses pointed to the effect 
of  severe stress on families, who often seem 
more caught up with securing their future than 
with enjoying the present. This is a broader cul-
tural problem, aggravated by fears about steady 
employment, finances and the future of  children.  

51. Drug use was also mentioned as one of  
the scourges of  our time, causing immense suf-
fering and even breakup for many families.  The 
same is true of  alcoholism, gambling and other 
addictions.  The family could be the place where 
these are prevented and overcome, but society 
and politics fail to see that families at risk “lose 
the ability to act to help their members…  We see 
the serious effects of  this breakdown in families 
torn apart, the young uprooted and the elderly 
abandoned, children who are orphans of  living 
parents, adolescents and young adults confused 
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and unsupported.”38  As the Bishops of  Mexico 
have pointed out, violence within families breeds 
new forms of  social aggression, since “family 
relationships can also explain the tendency to a 
violent personality.  This is often the case with 
families where communication is lacking, defen-
sive attitudes predominate, the members are not 
supportive of  one another, family activities that 
encourage participation are absent, the parental 
relationship is frequently conflictual and violent, 
and relationships between parents and children 
are marked by hostility.  Violence within the 
family is a breeding-ground of  resentment and  
hatred in the most basic human relationships”.39

52. No one can think that the weakening of  
the family as that natural society founded on 
marriage will prove beneficial to society as a 
whole.  The contrary is true: it poses a threat to 
the mature growth of  individuals, the cultivation 
of  community values and the moral progress of  
cities and countries.  There is a failure to realize 
that only the exclusive and indissoluble union be-
tween a man and a woman has a plenary role to 
play in society as a stable commitment that bears 
fruit in new life.  We need to acknowledge the 
great variety of  family situations that can offer a 
certain stability, but de facto or same-sex unions, 

38 arGenTinian bishops’ conference, Navega mar adentro 
(31 May 2003), 42.

39 mexican bishops’ conference, Que en Cristo Nuestra 
Paz México tenga vida digna (15 February 2009), 67.
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for example, may not simply be equated with 
marriage.  No union that is temporary or closed 
to the transmission of  life can ensure the future 
of  society.  But nowadays who is making an ef-
fort to strengthen marriages, to help married 
couples overcome their problems, to assist them 
in the work of  raising children and, in general, 
to encourage the stability of  the marriage bond? 

53. “Some societies still maintain the practice 
of  polygamy; in other places, arranged marriages 
are an enduring practice…  In many places, not 
only in the West, the practice of  living together 
before marriage is widespread, as well as a type 
of  cohabitation which totally excludes any inten-
tion to marry”.40  In various countries, legislation 
facilitates a growing variety of  alternatives to 
marriage, with the result that marriage, with its 
characteristics of  exclusivity, indissolubility and 
openness to life, comes to appear as an old-fash-
ioned and outdated option.  Many countries are 
witnessing a legal deconstruction of  the family, 
tending to adopt models based almost exclusively 
on the autonomy of  the individual will.  Surely 
it is legitimate and right to reject older forms of  
the traditional family marked by authoritarianism 
and even violence, yet this should not lead to a 
disparagement of  marriage itself, but rather to 
the rediscovery of  its authentic meaning and its 
renewal.  The strength of  the family “lies in its 

40 Relatio Finalis 2015, 25.
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capacity to love and to teach how to love.  For all 
a family’s problems, it can always grow, beginning 
with love”.41  

54. In this brief  overview, I would like to stress 
the fact that, even though significant advances 
have been made in the recognition of  wom-
en’s rights and their participation in public life, 
in some countries much remains to be done to 
promote these rights.  Unacceptable customs 
still need to be eliminated.  I think particularly 
of  the shameful ill-treatment to which women 
are sometimes subjected, domestic violence and 
various forms of  enslavement which, rather than 
a show of  masculine power, are craven acts of  
cowardice.  The verbal, physical, and sexual vio-
lence that women endure in some marriages con-
tradicts the very nature of  the conjugal union.  I 
think of  the reprehensible genital mutilation of  
women practiced in some cultures, but also of  
their lack of  equal access to dignified work and 
roles of  decision-making.  History is burdened 
by the excesses of  patriarchal cultures that con-
sidered women inferior, yet in our own day, we 
cannot overlook the use of  surrogate mothers 
and “the exploitation and commercialization of  
the female body in the current media culture”.42  
There are those who believe that many of  today’s 
problems have arisen because of  feminine eman-

41 Ibid., 10.
42 Catechesis (22 April 2015): L’Osservatore Romano, 23 April 

2015, p. 7.
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cipation.  This argument, however, is not valid, 
“it is false, untrue, a form of  male chauvinism”.43  
The equal dignity of  men and women makes us 
rejoice to see old forms of  discrimination dis-
appear, and within families there is a growing 
reciprocity.  If  certain forms of  feminism have 
arisen which we must consider inadequate, we 
must nonetheless see in the women’s movement 
the working of  the Spirit for a clearer recognition 
of  the dignity and rights of  women. 

55. Men “play an equally decisive role in family 
life, particularly with regard to the protection and 
support of  their wives and children…  Many men 
are conscious of  the importance of  their role in 
the family and live their masculinity accordingly.  
The absence of  a father gravely affects family life 
and the upbringing of  children and their integra-
tion into society.  This absence, which may be 
physical, emotional, psychological and spiritual, 
deprives children of  a suitable father figure”.44

56. Yet another challenge is posed by the var-
ious forms of  an ideology of  gender that “de-
nies the difference and reciprocity in nature of  
a man and a woman and envisages a society 
without sexual differences, thereby eliminating 
the anthropological basis of  the family.  This 
ideology leads to educational programmes and  

43 Catechesis (29 April 2015): L’Osservatore Romano, 30 April 
2015, p. 8.

44 Relatio Finalis 2015, 28.
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legislative enactments that promote a personal 
identity and emotional intimacy radically separat-
ed from the biological difference between male 
and female.  Consequently, human identity be-
comes the choice of  the individual, one which 
can also change over time”.45  It is a source of  
concern that some ideologies of  this sort, which 
seek to respond to what are at times understand-
able aspirations, manage to assert themselves as 
absolute and unquestionable, even dictating how 
children should be raised.  It needs to be empha-
sized that “biological sex and the socio-cultural 
role of  sex (gender) can be distinguished but not 
separated”.46  On the other hand, “the techno-
logical revolution in the field of  human procrea-
tion has introduced the ability to manipulate the 
reproductive act, making it independent of  the 
sexual relationship between a man and a wom-
an.  In this way, human life and parenthood have 
become modular and separable realities, subject 
mainly to the wishes of  individuals or couples”.47  
It is one thing to be understanding of  human 
weakness and the complexities of  life, and an-
other to accept ideologies that attempt to sun-
der what are inseparable aspects of  reality.  Let 
us not fall into the sin of  trying to replace the 
Creator.  We are creatures, and not omnipotent.  
Creation is prior to us and must be received as a 
gift.  At the same time, we are called to protect 

45 Ibid., 8.
46 Ibid., 58.
47 Ibid., 33.



our humanity, and this means, in the first place, 
accepting it and respecting it as it was created.  

57. I thank God that many families, which are 
far from considering themselves perfect, live in 
love, fulfil their calling and keep moving forward, 
even if  they fall many times along the way.  The 
Synod’s reflections show us that there is no stereo- 
type of  the ideal family, but rather a challeng-
ing mosaic made up of  many different realities, 
with all their joys, hopes and problems.  The 
situations that concern us are challenges.  We 
should not be trapped into wasting our energy 
in doleful laments, but rather seek new forms 
of  missionary creativity.  In every situation that 
presents itself, “the Church is conscious of  the 
need to offer a word of  truth and hope…  The 
great values of  marriage and the Christian family 
correspond to a yearning that is part and parcel 
of  human existence”.48  If  we see any number 
of  problems, these should be, as the Bishops of  
Colombia have said, a summons to “revive our 
hope and to make it the source of  prophetic vi-
sions, transformative actions and creative forms 
of  charity”.49

48 Relatio Synodi 2014, 11.
49 coLombian bishops’ conference, A tiempos dificiles, 

colombianos nuevos (13 February 2003), 3.

46
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CHAPTER THREE

LookinG To Jesus: 
 The vocaTion of The famiLy

58. In and among families, the Gospel message 
should always resound; the core of  that message, 
the kerygma, is what is “most beautiful, most 
excellent, most appealing and at the same time 
most necessary”.50  This message “has to occupy 
the centre of  all evangelizing activity”.51  It is the 
first and most important proclamation, “which 
we must hear again and again in different ways, 
and which we must always announce in one form 
or another”.52  Indeed, “nothing is more solid, 
profound, secure, meaningful and wise than that 
message”.  In effect, “all Christian formation 
consists of  entering more deeply into the keryg-
ma”.53

59. Our teaching on marriage and the family 
cannot fail to be inspired and transformed by 
this message of  love and tenderness; otherwise, 
it becomes nothing more than the defence of  
a dry and lifeless doctrine.  The mystery of  the 

50 Apostolic Exhortation Evangelii Gaudium (24 November 
2013), 35: AAS 105 (2013), 1034.

51 Ibid., 164: AAS 105 (2013), 1088.
52 Ibid.
53 Ibid., 165: AAS 105 (2013), 1089.
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Christian family can be fully understood only in 
the light of  the Father’s infinite love revealed in 
Christ, who gave himself  up for our sake and 
who continues to dwell in our midst.  I now wish 
to turn my gaze to the living Christ, who is at the 
heart of  so many love stories, and to invoke the 
fire of  the Spirit upon all the world’s families.

60. This brief  chapter, then, will summarize 
the Church’s teaching on marriage and the fam-
ily.  Here too I will mention what the Synod  
Fathers had to say about the light offered by our 
faith.  They began with the gaze of  Jesus and 
they spoke of  how he “looked upon the wom-
en and men whom he met with love and tender-
ness, accompanying their steps in truth, patience 
and mercy as he proclaimed the demands of  
the Kingdom of  God”.54  The Lord is also with 
us today, as we seek to practice and pass on the 
Gospel of  the family.

Jesus resTores and fuLfiLs God’s pLan

61. Contrary to those who rejected marriage as 
evil, the New Testament teaches that “everything 
created by God is good and nothing is to be re-
jected” (1 Tim 4:4).  Marriage is “a gift” from 
the Lord (1 Cor 7:7).  At the same time, precisely 
because of  this positive understanding, the New 
Testament strongly emphasizes the need to safe-
guard God’s gift: “Let marriage be held in honour 

54 Relatio Synodi 2014, 12.
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among all, and let the marriage bed be undefiled” 
(Heb 13:4).  This divine gift includes sexuality: 
“Do not refuse one another” (1 Cor 7:5).

62. The Synod Fathers noted that Jesus, “in 
speaking of  God’s original plan for man and 
woman, reaffirmed the indissoluble union be-
tween them, even stating that ‘it was for your 
hardness of  heart that Moses allowed you to di-
vorce your wives, but from the beginning it was 
not so’ (Mt 19:8).  The indissolubility of  marriage 
– ‘what God has joined together, let no man put 
asunder’ (Mt 19:6) – should not be viewed as a 
‘yoke’ imposed on humanity, but as a ‘gift’ grant-
ed to those who are joined in marriage…  God’s 
indulgent love always accompanies our human 
journey; through grace, it heals and transforms 
hardened hearts, leading them back to the begin-
ning through the way of  the cross.  The Gospels 
clearly present the example of  Jesus who… pro-
claimed the meaning of  marriage as the fullness 
of  revelation that restores God’s original plan 
(cf. Mt 19:3)”.55

63. “Jesus, who reconciled all things in himself, 
restored marriage and the family to their original 
form (cf. Mt 10:1-12).  Marriage and the family 
have been redeemed by Christ (cf. Eph 5:21-32) 
and restored in the image of  the Holy Trinity, 
the mystery from which all true love flows.  The 

55 Ibid., 14.
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spousal covenant, originating in creation and re-
vealed in the history of  salvation, takes on its full 
meaning in Christ and his Church.  Through his 
Church, Christ bestows on marriage and the fam-
ily the grace necessary to bear witness to the love 
of  God and to live the life of  communion.  The 
Gospel of  the family spans the history of  the 
world, from the creation of  man and woman in 
the image and likeness of  God (cf. Gen 1:26-27), 
to the fulfilment of  the mystery of  the covenant 
in Christ at the end of  time with the marriage of  
the Lamb (cf. Rev 19:9)”.56

64. “The example of  Jesus is a paradigm for 
the Church…  He began his public ministry 
with the miracle at the wedding feast of  Cana 
(cf. Jn 2:1-11).  He shared in everyday moments 
of  friendship with the family of  Lazarus and his 
sisters (cf. Lk 10:38) and with the family of  Pe-
ter (cf. Mk 8:14).  He sympathized with grieving 
parents and restored their children to life (cf. Mk 
5:41; Lk 7:14-15).  In this way he demonstrated 
the true meaning of  mercy, which entails the res-
toration of  the covenant (cf. John Paul II, Dives 
in Misericordia, 4).  This is clear from his conver-
sations with the Samaritan woman (cf. Jn 1:4-30) 
and with the woman found in adultery (cf. Jn 8:1-
11), where the consciousness of  sin is awakened 
by an encounter with Jesus’ gratuitous love”.57

56 Ibid., 16.
57 Relatio Finalis 2015, 41.
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65. The incarnation of  the Word in a human 
family, in Nazareth, by its very newness changed 
the history of  the world.  We need to enter into 
the mystery of  Jesus’ birth, into that “yes” given 
by Mary to the message of  the angel, when the 
Word was conceived in her womb, as well as the 
“yes” of  Joseph, who gave a name to Jesus and 
watched over Mary.  We need to contemplate the 
joy of  the shepherds before the manger, the ad-
oration of  the Magi and the flight into Egypt, 
in which Jesus shares his people’s experience of  
exile, persecution and humiliation.  We need to 
contemplate the religious expectation of  Zecha-
riah and his joy at the birth of  John the Baptist, 
the fulfilment of  the promise made known to 
Simeon and Anna in the Temple and the marvel 
of  the teachers of  the Law who listened to the 
wisdom of  the child Jesus.  We then need to peer 
into those thirty long years when Jesus earned his 
keep by the work of  his hands, reciting the tra-
ditional prayers and expressions of  his people’s 
faith and coming to know that ancestral faith un-
til he made it bear fruit in the mystery of  the 
Kingdom.  This is the mystery of  Christmas and 
the secret of  Nazareth, exuding the beauty of  
family life!  It was this that so fascinated Francis 
of  Assisi, Theresa of  the Child Jesus and Charles 
de Foucauld, and continues to fill Christian fam-
ilies with hope and joy.

66. “The covenant of  love and fidelity lived 
by the Holy Family of  Nazareth illuminates the 
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principle which gives shape to every family, and 
enables it better to face the vicissitudes of  life 
and history.  On this basis, every family, despite 
its weaknesses, can become a light in the darkness 
of  the world.  ‘Nazareth teaches us the meaning 
of  family life, its loving communion, its simple 
and austere beauty, its sacred and inviolable char-
acter.  May it teach how sweet and irreplaceable 
is its training, how fundamental and incompara-
ble its role in the social order’ (Paul VI, Address in 
Nazareth, 5 January 1964)”.58

The famiLy in The documenTs of The church

67. The Second Vatican Council, in its Pastoral 
Constitution Gaudium et Spes, was concerned “to 
promote the dignity of  marriage and the fami-
ly (cf. Nos. 47-52)”.  The Constitution “defined 
marriage as a community of  life and love (cf. 48), 
placing love at the centre of  the family…  ‘True 
love between husband and wife’ (49) involves mu-
tual self-giving, includes and integrates the sexu-
al and affective dimensions, in accordance with 
God’s plan (cf. 48-49)”.  The conciliar document 
also emphasizes “the grounding of  the spouses 
in Christ.  Christ the Lord ‘makes himself  pres-
ent to the Christian spouses in the sacrament of  
marriage’ (48) and remains with them.  In the 
incarnation, he assumes human love, purifies it 
and brings it to fulfilment.  By his Spirit, he gives 

58 Ibid., 38.
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spouses the capacity to live that love, permeating 
every part of  their lives of  faith, hope and char-
ity.  In this way, the spouses are consecrated and 
by means of  a special grace build up the Body 
of  Christ and form a domestic church (cf. Lumen 
Gentium, 11), so that the Church, in order fully to 
understand her mystery, looks to the Christian 
family, which manifests her in a real way”.59

68. “Blessed Paul VI, in the wake of  the Second 
Vatican Council, further developed the Church’s 
teaching on marriage and the family.  In a par-
ticular way, with the Encyclical Humanae Vitae he 
brought out the intrinsic bond between conju-
gal love and the generation of  life: ‘Married love 
requires of  husband and wife the full awareness 
of  their obligations in the matter of  responsible 
parenthood, which today, rightly enough, is much 
insisted upon, but which at the same time must be 
rightly understood…  The exercise of  responsible 
parenthood requires that husband and wife, keep-
ing a right order of  priorities, recognize their own 
duties towards God, themselves, their families and 
human society’ (No. 10).  In the Apostolic Exhor-
tation Evangelii Nuntiandi, Paul VI highlighted the 
relationship between the family and the Church”.60

69. “Saint John Paul II devoted special atten-
tion to the family in his catecheses on human 
love, in his Letter to Families Gratissimam Sane and 

59 Relatio Synodi 2014, 17.
60 Relatio Finalis 2015, 43.
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particularly in his Apostolic Exhortation Familiaris 
Consortio.  In these documents, the Pope defined 
the family as ‘the way of  the Church’.  He also 
offered a general vision of  the vocation of  men 
and women to love, and proposed basic guide-
lines for the pastoral care of  the family and for 
the role of  the family in society.  In particular, by 
treating conjugal love (cf. No. 13), he described 
how spouses, in their mutual love, receive the gift 
of  the Spirit of  Christ and live their call to holi-
ness”.61

70. “Pope Benedict XVI, in his Encyclical Deus 
Caritas Est, returned to the topic of  the truth of  
the love of  man and woman, which is fully illu-
minated only in the love of  the crucified Christ 
(cf. No. 2).  He stressed that ‘marriage based on 
an exclusive and definitive love becomes an icon 
of  the relationship between God and his people, 
and vice versa.  God’s way of  loving becomes the 
measure of  human love’ (11).  Moreover, in the 
Encyclical Caritas in Veritate, he highlighted the 
importance of  love as a principle of  life in society 
(cf. 44), a place where we learn the experience of  
the common good”.62

The sacramenT of maTrimony

71. “Scripture and Tradition give us access to a 
knowledge of  the Trinity, which is revealed with 

61 Relatio Synodi 2014, 18.
62 Ibid., 19.
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the features of  a family.  The family is the image 
of  God, who is a communion of  persons.  At 
Christ’s baptism, the Father’s voice was heard, 
calling Jesus his beloved Son, and in this love we 
can recognize the Holy Spirit (cf. Mk 1:10-11).  
Jesus, who reconciled all things in himself  and 
redeemed us from sin, not only returned mar-
riage and the family to their original form, but 
also raised marriage to the sacramental sign of  
his love for the Church (cf. Mt 19:1-12; Mk 10:1-
12; Eph 5:21-32).  In the human family, gathered 
by Christ, ‘the image and likeness’ of  the Most 
Holy Trinity (cf. Gen 1:26) has been restored, the 
mystery from which all true love flows.  Through 
the Church, marriage and the family receive the 
grace of  the Holy Spirit from Christ, in order to 
bear witness to the Gospel of  God’s love”.63

72. The sacrament of  marriage is not a social 
convention, an empty ritual or merely the out-
ward sign of  a commitment.  The sacrament 
is a gift given for the sanctification and salva-
tion of  the spouses, since “their mutual belong-
ing is a real representation, through the sacra-
mental sign, of  the same relationship between 
Christ and the Church.  The married couple are 
therefore a permanent reminder for the Church 
of  what took place on the cross; they are for 
one another and for their children witnesses of  
the salvation in which they share through the  

63 Relatio Finalis 2015, 38.
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sacrament”.64  Marriage is a vocation, inasmuch 
as it is a response to a specific call to experience 
conjugal love as an imperfect sign of  the love 
between Christ and the Church.  Consequently, 
the decision to marry and to have a family ought 
to be the fruit of  a process of  vocational dis-
cernment.

73. “Mutual self-giving in the sacrament of  
matrimony is grounded in the grace of  baptism, 
which establishes the foundational covenant of  
every person with Christ in the Church.  In ac-
cepting each other, and with Christ’s grace, the 
engaged couple promise each other total self- 
giving, faithfulness and openness to new life.  
The couple recognizes these elements as consti-
tutive of  marriage, gifts offered to them by God, 
and take seriously their mutual commitment, in 
God’s name and in the presence of  the Church.  
Faith thus makes it possible for them to assume 
the goods of  marriage as commitments that can 
be better kept through the help of  the grace 
of  the sacrament…  Consequently, the Church 
looks to married couples as the heart of  the 
entire family, which, in turn, looks to Jesus”.65  
The sacrament is not a “thing” or a “power”, 
for in it Christ himself  “now encounters Chris-
tian spouses...  He dwells with them, gives them 
the strength to take up their crosses and so  

64 John pauL II, Apostolic Exhortation Familiaris Consortio 
(22 November 1981), 13: AAS 74 (1982), 94.

65 Relatio Synodi 2014, 21.
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follow him, to rise again after they have fallen, 
to forgive one another, to bear one another’s 
burdens”.66  Christian marriage is a sign of  how 
much Christ loved his Church in the covenant 
sealed on the cross, yet it also makes that love 
present in the communion of  the spouses.  By 
becoming one flesh, they embody the espousal 
of  our human nature by the Son of  God.  That 
is why “in the joys of  their love and family life, 
he gives them here on earth a foretaste of  the 
wedding feast of  the Lamb”.67  Even though the 
analogy between the human couple of  husband 
and wife, and that of  Christ and his Church, is 
“imperfect”,68 it inspires us to beg the Lord to 
bestow on every married couple an outpouring 
of  his divine love.

74. Sexual union, lovingly experienced and 
sanctified by the sacrament, is in turn a path 
of  growth in the life of  grace for the couple.  
It is the “nuptial mystery”.69  The meaning and 
value of  their physical union is expressed in the 
words of  consent, in which they accepted and 
offered themselves each to the other, in order to 
share their lives completely.  Those words give 
meaning to the sexual relationship and free it 

66 Catechism of  the Catholic Church, 1642.
67 Ibid.
68 Catechesis (6 May 2015): L’Osservatore Romano, 7 May 

2015, p. 8.
69 Leo The GreaT, Epistula Rustico Narbonensi Episcopo, 

Inquis. IV: PL 54, 1205A; cf. hincmar of rheims, Epist. 22: PL 
126, 142.
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from ambiguity.  More generally, the common 
life of  husband and wife, the entire network of  
relations that they build with their children and 
the world around them, will be steeped in and 
strengthened by the grace of  the sacrament.   For 
the sacrament of  marriage flows from the incar-
nation and the paschal mystery, whereby God 
showed the fullness of  his love for humanity by 
becoming one with us.  Neither of  the spouses 
will be alone in facing whatever challenges may 
come their way.  Both are called to respond to 
God’s gift with commitment, creativity, perse-
verance and daily effort.  They can always invoke 
the assistance of  the Holy Spirit who consecrat-
ed their union, so that his grace may be felt in 
every new situation that they encounter.

75. In the Church’s Latin tradition, the min-
isters of  the sacrament of  marriage are the 
man and the woman who marry;70 by manifest-
ing their consent and expressing it physical-
ly, they receive a great gift.  Their consent and 
their bodily union are the divinely appointed 
means whereby they become “one flesh”.  By 
their baptismal consecration, they were enabled 
to join in marriage as the Lord’s ministers and 
thus to respond to God’s call.  Hence, when 
two non-Christian spouses receive baptism, they 
need not renew their marriage vows; they need 

70 Cf. pius XII, Encyclical Letter Mystici Corporis Christi 
(29 June 1943): AAS 35 (1943), 202: “Matrimonio enim quo coniuges 
sibi invicem sunt ministri gratiae …”
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simply not reject them, since by the reception 
of  baptism their union automatically becomes 
sacramental.  Canon Law also recognizes the va-
lidity of  certain unions celebrated without the 
presence of  an ordained minister.71  The natural 
order has been so imbued with the redemptive 
grace of  Jesus that “a valid matrimonial contract 
cannot exist between the baptized without it be-
ing by that fact a sacrament”.72  The Church can 
require that the wedding be celebrated publicly, 
with the presence of  witnesses and other condi-
tions that have varied over the course of  time, 
but this does not detract from the fact that the 
couple who marry are the ministers of  the sac-
rament.  Nor does it affect the centrality of  the 
consent given by the man and the woman, which 
of  itself  establishes the sacramental bond.  This 
having been said, there is a need for further re-
flection on God’s action in the marriage rite; this 
is clearly manifested in the Oriental Churches 
through the importance of  the blessing that the 
couple receive as a sign of  the gift of  the Spirit.

seeds of The Word and imperfecT siTuaTions

76. “The Gospel of  the family also nourishes 
seeds that are still waiting to grow, and serves 
as the basis for caring for those plants that are  

71 Cf. Code of  Canon Law, cc. 1116; 1161-1165; Code of  
Canons of  the Eastern Churches, 832; 848-852.

72 Ibid., c. 1055 §2.
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wilting and must not be neglected.”73  Thus, 
building on the gift of  Christ in the sacrament, 
married couples “may be led patiently further on 
in order to achieve a deeper grasp and a fuller 
integration of  this mystery in their lives”.74

77. Appealing to the Bible’s teaching that all 
was created through Christ and for Christ (cf. Col 
1:16), the Synod Fathers noted that “the order of  
redemption illuminates and fulfils that of  creation.  
Natural marriage, therefore, is fully understood 
in the light of  its fulfilment in the sacrament of  
Matrimony: only in contemplating Christ does a 
person come to know the deepest truth about hu-
man relationships.  ‘Only in the mystery of  the 
Incarnate Word does the mystery of  man take on 
light…  Christ, the new Adam, by the revelation 
of  the mystery of  the Father and his love, fully 
reveals man to himself  and makes his supreme 
calling clear’ (Gaudium et Spes, 22).  It is particular-
ly helpful to understand in a Christocentric key… 
the good of  the spouses (bonum coniugum)”,75 
which includes unity, openness to life, fidelity, 
indissolubility and, within Christian marriage, 
mutual support on the path towards complete 
friendship with the Lord.  “Discernment of  the 
presence of  ‘seeds of  the Word’ in other cultures 
(cf. Ad Gentes 11) can also apply to the reality of  

73 Relatio Synodi 2014, 23.
74 John pauL II, Apostolic Exhortation Familiaris Consortio 

(22 November 1981), 9: AAS 74 (1982), 90.
75 Relatio Finalis 2015, 47.
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marriage and the family.  In addition to true natu-
ral marriage, positive elements exist in the forms 
of  marriage found in other religious traditions”,76 
even if, at times, obscurely.  We can readily say 
that “anyone who wants to bring into this world 
a family which teaches children to be excited by 
every gesture aimed at overcoming evil – a family 
which shows that the Spirit is alive and at work – 
will encounter our gratitude and our appreciation.  
Whatever the people, religion or region to which 
they belong!”77

78. “The light of  Christ enlightens every person 
(cf. Jn 1:9; Gaudium et Spes, 22).  Seeing things with 
the eyes of  Christ inspires the Church’s pastoral 
care for the faithful who are living together, or are 
only married civilly, or are divorced and remar-
ried.  Following this divine pedagogy, the Church 
turns with love to those who participate in her 
life in an imperfect manner: she seeks the grace 
of  conversion for them; she encourages them to 
do good, to take loving care of  each other and 
to serve the community in which they live and 
work…  When a couple in an irregular union at-
tains a noteworthy stability through a public bond 
– and is characterized by deep affection, responsi-
bility towards the children and the ability to over-
come trials – this can be seen as an opportunity, 

76 Ibid.
77 Homily for the Concluding Mass of  the Eighth World Meeting 

of  Families in Philadelphia (27 September 2015): L’Osservatore 
Romano, 28-29 September 2015, p. 7.
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where possible, to lead them to celebrate the 
sacrament of  Matrimony”.78

79. “When faced with difficult situations and 
wounded families, it is always necessary to recall 
this general principle: ‘Pastors must know that, 
for the sake of  truth, they are obliged to exer-
cise careful discernment of  situations’ (Familiaris 
Consortio, 84).  The degree of  responsibility is 
not equal in all cases and factors may exist which 
limit the ability to make a decision.  Therefore, 
while clearly stating the Church’s teaching, pas-
tors are to avoid judgements that do not take into 
account the complexity of  various situations, and 
they are to be attentive, by necessity, to how peo-
ple experience and endure distress because of  
their condition”.79

The Transmission of Life and The rearinG of 
chiLdren

80. Marriage is firstly an “intimate partner-
ship of  life and love”80 which is a good for the 
spouses themselves,81 while sexuality is “ordered 
to the conjugal love of  man and woman”.82  It 

78 Relatio Finalis 2015, 53-54.
79 Ibid., 51.
80 Second vaTican ecumenicaL counciL, Pastoral 

Constitution on the Church in the Modern World Gaudium et 
Spes, 48.

81 Cf. Code of  Canon Law, c. 1055 § 1: “ad bonum coniugum 
atque ad prolis generationem et educationem ordinatum”.

82 Catechism of  the Catholic Church, 2360.
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follows that “spouses to whom God has not 
granted children can have a conjugal life full of  
meaning, in both human and Christian terms”.83  
Nonetheless, the conjugal union is ordered to 
procreation “by its very nature”.84  The child 
who is born “does not come from outside as 
something added on to the mutual love of  the 
spouses, but springs from the very heart of  that 
mutual giving, as its fruit and fulfilment”.85  He 
or she does not appear at the end of  a process, 
but is present from the beginning of  love as 
an essential feature, one that cannot be denied 
without disfiguring that love itself.  From the 
outset, love refuses every impulse to close in on 
itself; it is open to a fruitfulness that draws it 
beyond itself.  Hence no genital act of  husband 
and wife can refuse this meaning,86 even when 
for various reasons it may not always in fact be-
get a new life.

81. A child deserves to be born of  that love, 
and not by any other means, for “he or she is not 
something owed to one, but is a gift”,87 which 
is “the fruit of  the specific act of  the conjugal 

83 Ibid., 1654.
84 second vaTican ecumenicaL counciL, Pastoral 

Constitution on the Church in the Modern World Gaudium et 
Spes, 48.

85 Catechism of  the Catholic Church, 2366.
86 Cf. pauL VI, Encyclical Letter Humanae Vitae (25 July 

1968), 11-12: AAS 60 (1968), 488-489.
87 Catechism of  the Catholic Church, 2378.
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love of  the parents”.88  This is the case because, 
“according to the order of  creation, conjugal 
love between a man and a woman, and the 
transmission of  life are ordered to each other 
(cf. Gen 1:27-28).  Thus the Creator made man 
and woman share in the work of  his creation 
and, at the same time, made them instruments 
of  his love, entrusting to them the responsibili-
ty for the future of  mankind, through the trans-
mission of  human life”.89

82. The Synod Fathers stated that “the growth 
of  a mentality that would reduce the generation 
of  human life to one variable of  an individu-
al’s or a couple’s plans is clearly evident”.90  The 
Church’s teaching is meant to “help couples to 
experience in a complete, harmonious and con-
scious way their communion as husband and wife, 
together with their responsibility for procreating 
life.  We need to return to the message of  the 
Encyclical Humanae Vitae of  Blessed Pope Paul 
VI, which highlights the need to respect the dig-
nity of  the person in morally assessing methods 
of  regulating birth…  The choice of  adoption or 
foster parenting can also express that fruitfulness 
which is a characteristic of  married life”.91  With 
special gratitude the Church “supports families 

88 conGreGaTion for The docTrine of The faiTh, 
Instruction Donum Vitae (22 February 1987), II, 8: AAS 80 
(1988), 97. 

89 Relatio Finalis 2015, 63.
90 Relatio Synodi 2014, 57.
91 Ibid., 58.
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who accept, raise and surround with affection 
children with various disabilities”.92

83. Here I feel it urgent to state that, if  the 
family is the sanctuary of  life, the place where 
life is conceived and cared for, it is a horrendous 
contradiction when it becomes a place where life 
is rejected and destroyed.  So great is the value 
of  a human life, and so inalienable the right to 
life of  an innocent child growing in the mother’s 
womb, that no alleged right to one’s own body 
can justify a decision to terminate that life, which 
is an end in itself  and which can never be con-
sidered the “property” of  another human being.  
The family protects human life in all its stages, 
including its last.  Consequently, “those who 
work in healthcare facilities are reminded of  the 
moral duty of  conscientious objection.  Similarly, 
the Church not only feels the urgency to assert 
the right to a natural death, without aggressive 
treatment and euthanasia”, but likewise “firmly 
rejects the death penalty”.93 

84. The Synod Fathers also wished to empha-
size that “one of  the fundamental challenges fac-
ing families today is undoubtedly that of  raising 
children, made all the more difficult and complex 
by today’s cultural reality and the powerful influ-
ence of  the media”.94  “The Church assumes a 

92 Ibid., 57.
93 Relatio Finalis 2015, 64.
94 Relatio Synodi 2014, 60.
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valuable role in supporting families, starting with 
Christian initiation, through welcoming commu-
nities”.95   At the same time I feel it important to 
reiterate that the overall education of  children is 
a “most serious duty” and at the same time a “pri-
mary right” of  parents.96  This is not just a task 
or a burden, but an essential and inalienable right 
that parents are called to defend and of  which no 
one may claim to deprive them.  The State offers 
educational programmes in a subsidiary way, sup-
porting the parents in their indeclinable role; par-
ents themselves enjoy the right to choose freely 
the kind of  education – accessible and of  good 
quality – which they wish to give their children 
in accordance with their convictions.  Schools do 
not replace parents, but complement them.  This 
is a basic principle: “all other participants in the 
process of  education are only able to carry out 
their responsibilities in the name of  the parents, 
with their consent and, to a certain degree, with 
their authorization”.97  Still, “a rift has opened up 
between the family and society, between family 
and the school; the educational pact today has 
been broken and thus the educational alliance 
between society and the family is in crisis”.98

95 Ibid., 61
96 Code of  Canon Law, c. 1136; cf. Code of  Canons of  

the Eastern Churches, 627.
97 ponTificaL counciL for The famiLy, The Truth and 

Meaning of  Human Sexuality (8 December 1995), 23.  
98 Catechesis (20 May 2015): L’Osservatore Romano, 21 May 

2015, p. 8.  
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85. The Church is called to cooperate with par-
ents through suitable pastoral initiatives, assisting 
them in the fulfilment of  their educational mis-
sion.  She must always do this by helping them 
to appreciate their proper role and to realize that 
by their reception of  the sacrament of  mar-
riage they become ministers of  their children’s  
education.  In educating them, they build up the 
Church,99 and in so doing, they accept a God- 
given vocation.100

The famiLy and The church

86. “With inner joy and deep comfort, the 
Church looks to the families who remain faith-
ful to the teachings of  the Gospel, encouraging 
them and thanking them for the testimony they 
offer.  For they bear witness, in a credible way, to 
the beauty of  marriage as indissoluble and per-
petually faithful.  Within the family ‘which could 
be called a domestic church’ (Lumen Gentium, 11), 
individuals enter upon an ecclesial experience 
of  communion among persons, which reflects, 
through grace, the mystery of  the Holy Trinity.  
‘Here one learns endurance and the joy of  work, 
fraternal love, generous – even repeated – for-
giveness, and above all divine worship in prayer 

99 John pauL II, Apostolic Exhortation Familiaris Consortio 
(28 November 1981) 38: AAS 74 (1982), 129.

100 Cf. Address to the Diocesan Conference of  Rome (14 June 
2015): L’Osservatore Romano, 15-16 June 2015, p. 8. 
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and the offering of  one’s life’ (Catechism of  the 
Catholic Church, 1657)”.101

87. The Church is a family of  families, con-
stantly enriched by the lives of  all those domestic 
churches.  “In virtue of  the sacrament of  matri-
mony, every family becomes, in effect, a good for 
the Church.  From this standpoint, reflecting on 
the interplay between the family and the Church 
will prove a precious gift for the Church in our 
time.  The Church is good for the family, and the 
family is good for the Church.  The safeguarding 
of  the Lord’s gift in the sacrament of  matrimony 
is a concern not only of  individual families but 
of  the entire Christian community”.102

88. The experience of  love in families is a 
perennial source of  strength for the life of  
the Church.  “The unitive end of  marriage is a 
constant summons to make this love grow and 
deepen.  Through their union in love, the couple 
experiences the beauty of  fatherhood and moth-
erhood, and shares plans, trials, expectations and 
concerns; they learn care for one another and 
mutual forgiveness.  In this love, they celebrate 
their happy moments and support each other 
in the difficult passages of  their life together…  
The beauty of  this mutual, gratuitous gift, the joy 
which comes from a life that is born and the lov-
ing care of  all family members – from toddlers 

101 Relatio Synodi 2014, 23.
102 Relatio Finalis 2015, 52.
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to seniors – are just a few of  the fruits which 
make the response to the vocation of  the family 
unique and irreplaceable”,103 both for the Church 
and for society as a whole.

103 Ibid., 49-50.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Love in marriaGe

89. All that has been said so far would be in-
sufficient to express the Gospel of  marriage and 
the family, were we not also to speak of  love.  For 
we cannot encourage a path of  fidelity and mu-
tual self-giving without encouraging the growth, 
strengthening and deepening of  conjugal and 
family love.  Indeed, the grace of  the sacrament 
of  marriage is intended before all else “to perfect 
the couple’s love”.104  Here too we can say that, 
“even if  I have faith so as to remove mountains, 
but have not love, I am nothing.  If  I give all 
I have, and if  I deliver my body to be burned, 
but have not love, I gain nothing” (1 Cor 13:2-3).  
The word “love”, however, is commonly used 
and often misused.105 

our daiLy Love

90. In a lyrical passage of  Saint Paul, we see 
some of  the features of  true love:

“Love is patient, 
love is kind;

104 Catechism of  the Catholic Church, 1641.
105 Cf. BenedicT XVI, Encyclical Letter Deus Caritas Est 

(25 December 2005), 2: AAS 98 (2006), 218.
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love is not jealous or boastful;
it is not arrogant or rude.
Love does not insist on its own way,
it is not irritable or resentful;
it does not rejoice at wrong, 
but rejoices in the right.
Love bears all things,
believes all things,
hopes all things,
endures all things” (1 Cor 13:4-7).

Love is experienced and nurtured in the  
daily life of  couples and their children.  It is help-
ful to think more deeply about the meaning of  
this Pauline text and its relevance for the con-
crete situation of  every family.

Love is patient

91. The first word used is makrothyméi.  This 
does not simply have to do with “enduring all 
things”, because we find that idea expressed at 
the end of  the seventh verse.  Its meaning is 
clarified by the Greek translation of  the Old 
Testament, where we read that God is “slow to 
anger” (Ex 34:6; Num 14:18).  It refers, then, 
to the quality of  one who does not act on im-
pulse and avoids giving offense.  We find this 
quality in the God of  the Covenant, who calls 
us to imitate him also within the life of  the 
family.  Saint Paul’s texts using this word need 
to be read in the light of  the Book of  Wisdom 
(cf. 11:23; 12:2, 15-18), which extols God’s  
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restraint, as leaving open the possibility of  re-
pentance, yet insists on his power, as revealed in 
his acts of  mercy.  God’s “patience”, shown in 
his mercy towards sinners, is a sign of  his real 
power.

92. Being patient does not mean letting our-
selves be constantly mistreated, tolerating phys-
ical aggression or allowing other people to use 
us.  We encounter problems whenever we think 
that relationships or people ought to be perfect, 
or when we put ourselves at the centre and ex-
pect things to turn out our way.  Then everything 
makes us impatient, everything makes us react 
aggressively.  Unless we cultivate patience, we 
will always find excuses for responding angri-
ly.  We will end up incapable of  living together,  
antisocial, unable to control our impulses, and 
our families will become battlegrounds.  That is 
why the word of  God tells us: “Let all bitterness 
and wrath and anger and clamour and slander be 
put away from you, with all malice” (Eph 4:31).  
Patience takes root when I recognize that oth-
er people also have a right to live in this world, 
just as they are.  It does not matter if  they hold 
me back, if  they unsettle my plans, or annoy me 
by the way they act or think, or if  they are not 
everything I want them to be.  Love always has 
an aspect of  deep compassion that leads to ac-
cepting the other person as part of  this world, 
even when he or she acts differently than I would 
like.
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Love is at the service of  others

93. The next word that Paul uses is chrestéuetai.  
The word is used only here in the entire Bible.  It 
is derived from chrestós: a good person, one who 
shows his goodness by his deeds.  Here, in strict 
parallelism with the preceding verb, it serves as 
a complement.  Paul wants to make it clear that 
“patience” is not a completely passive attitude, 
but one accompanied by activity, by a dynamic 
and creative interaction with others.  The word 
indicates that love benefits and helps others.  For 
this reason it is translated as “kind”; love is ever 
ready to be of  assistance.

94. Throughout the text, it is clear that Paul 
wants to stress that love is more than a mere feel-
ing.  Rather, it should be understood along the 
lines of  the Hebrew verb “to love”; it is “to do 
good”.  As Saint Ignatius of  Loyola said, “Love 
is shown more by deeds than by words”.106  It 
thus shows its fruitfulness and allows us to ex-
perience the happiness of  giving, the nobility 
and grandeur of  spending ourselves unstinting-
ly, without asking to be repaid, purely for the  
pleasure of  giving and serving.  

Love is not jealous 

95. Saint Paul goes on to reject as contrary to 
love an attitude expressed by the verb zelói – to be  

106 Spiritual Exercises, Contemplation to Attain Love (230).  
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jealous or envious.  This means that love has no 
room for discomfiture at another person’s good for-
tune (cf. Acts 7:9; 17:5).  Envy is a form of  sadness 
provoked by another’s prosperity; it shows that we 
are not concerned for the happiness of  others but 
only with our own well-being.  Whereas love makes 
us rise above ourselves, envy closes us in on our-
selves.  True love values the other person’s achieve-
ments.  It does not see him or her as a threat.  It 
frees us from the sour taste of  envy.  It recognizes 
that everyone has different gifts and a unique path 
in life.  So it strives to discover its own road to hap-
piness, while allowing others to find theirs.

96. In a word, love means fulfilling the last two 
commandments of  God’s Law: “You shall not 
covet your neighbour’s house; you shall not covet 
your neighbour’s wife, or his manservant, or his 
maidservant, or his ox, or his donkey, or anything 
that is your neighbour’s” (Ex 20:17).  Love in-
spires a sincere esteem for every human being and 
the recognition of  his or her own right to happi-
ness.  I love this person, and I see him or her with 
the eyes of  God, who gives us everything “for our 
enjoyment” (1 Tim 6:17).  As a result, I feel a deep 
sense of  happiness and peace.  This same deep-
ly rooted love also leads me to reject the injustice 
whereby some possess too much and others too 
little.  It moves me to find ways of  helping socie-
ty’s outcasts to find a modicum of  joy.  That is not 
envy, but the desire for equality.
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Love is not boastful

97. The following word, perpereúetai, denotes 
vainglory, the need to be haughty, pedantic and 
somewhat pushy.  Those who love not only re-
frain from speaking too much about themselves, 
but are focused on others; they do not need to 
be the centre of  attention.  The word that comes 
next – physioútai – is similar, indicating that love 
is not arrogant.  Literally, it means that we do 
not become “puffed up” before others.  It also 
points to something more subtle: an obsession 
with showing off  and a loss of  a sense of  reality.  
Such people think that, because they are more 
“spiritual” or “wise”, they are more important 
than they really are.  Paul uses this verb on oth-
er occasions, as when he says that “knowledge 
puffs up”, whereas “love builds up” (1 Cor 8:1).  
Some think that they are important because they 
are more knowledgeable than others; they want 
to lord it over them.  Yet what really makes us 
important is a love that understands, shows con-
cern, and embraces the weak.  Elsewhere the 
word is used to criticize those who are “inflated” 
with their own importance (cf. 1 Cor 4:18) but in 
fact are filled more with empty words than the 
real “power” of  the Spirit (cf. 1 Cor 4:19).

98. It is important for Christians to show their 
love by the way they treat family members who 
are less knowledgeable about the faith, weak or 
less sure in their convictions.  At times the op-
posite occurs: the supposedly mature believers 
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within the family become unbearably arrogant.  
Love, on the other hand, is marked by humility; 
if  we are to understand, forgive and serve others 
from the heart, our pride has to be healed and 
our humility must increase.  Jesus told his disci-
ples that in a world where power prevails, each 
tries to dominate the other, but “it shall not be 
so among you” (Mt 20:26).  The inner logic of  
Christian love is not about importance and pow-
er; rather, “whoever would be first among you 
must be your slave” (Mt 20:27).  In family life, the 
logic of  domination and competition about who 
is the most intelligent or powerful destroys love.  
Saint Peter’s admonition also applies to the fam-
ily: “Clothe yourselves, all of  you, with humil-
ity towards one another, for ‘God opposes the 
proud, but gives grace to the humble’” (1 Pet 5:5).

Love is not rude 

99. To love is also to be gentle and thoughtful, 
and this is conveyed by the next word, aschemonéi.  
It indicates that love is not rude or impolite; it 
is not harsh.  Its actions, words and gestures are 
pleasing and not abrasive or rigid.  Love abhors 
making others suffer.  Courtesy “is a school of  
sensitivity and disinterestedness” which requires a 
person “to develop his or her mind and feelings, 
learning how to listen, to speak and, at certain 
times, to keep quiet”.107  It is not something that a 

107 ocTavio paz, La llama doble, Barcelona, 1993, 35.
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Christian may accept or reject.  As an essential re-
quirement of  love, “every human being is bound 
to live agreeably with those around him”.108  Every 
day, “entering into the life of  another, even when 
that person already has a part to play in our life, 
demands the sensitivity and restraint which can 
renew trust and respect.  Indeed, the deeper love 
is, the more it calls for respect for the other’s free-
dom and the ability to wait until the other opens 
the door to his or her heart”.109  

100. To be open to a genuine encounter with 
others, “a kind look” is essential.  This is incom-
patible with a negative attitude that readily points 
out other people’s shortcomings while overlook-
ing one’s own.  A kind look helps us to see be-
yond our own limitations, to be patient and to 
cooperate with others, despite our differences.  
Loving kindness builds bonds, cultivates relation-
ships, creates new networks of  integration and 
knits a firm social fabric.  In this way, it grows 
ever stronger, for without a sense of  belonging 
we cannot sustain a commitment to others; we 
end up seeking our convenience alone and life 
in common becomes impossible.  Antisocial 
persons think that others exist only for the satis-
faction of  their own needs.  Consequently, there 
is no room for the gentleness of  love and its  

108 Thomas aquinas, Summa Theologiae II-II, q. 114, art. 
2, ad 1.

109 Catechesis (13 May 2005): L’Osservatore Romano, 14 
May 2015, p. 8.
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expression.  Those who love are capable of  speak-
ing words of  comfort, strength, consolation, and 
encouragement.  These were the words that Jesus 
himself  spoke: “Take heart, my son!” (Mt 9:2); 
“Great is your faith!” (Mt 15:28); “Arise!” (Mk 
5:41); “Go in peace” (Lk 7:50); “Be not afraid” 
(Mt 14:27).  These are not words that demean, 
sadden, anger or show scorn.  In our families, we 
must learn to imitate Jesus’ own gentleness in our 
way of  speaking to one another.

Love is generous

101. We have repeatedly said that to love an-
other we must first love ourselves.  Paul’s hymn 
to love, however, states that love “does not seek 
its own interest”, nor “seek what is its own”.  
This same idea is expressed in another text: “Let 
each of  you look not only to his own interests, 
but also to the interests of  others” (Phil 2:4).  
The Bible makes it clear that generously serving 
others is far more noble than loving ourselves.  
Loving ourselves is only important as a psycho-
logical prerequisite for being able to love others: 
“If  a man is mean to himself, to whom will he be 
generous?  No one is meaner than the man who 
is grudging to himself ” (Sir 14:5-6).

102. Saint Thomas Aquinas explains that “it 
is more proper to charity to desire to love than 
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to desire to be loved”;110 indeed, “mothers, who 
are those who love the most, seek to love more 
than to be loved”.111  Consequently, love can 
transcend and overflow the demands of  justice, 
“expecting nothing in return” (Lk 6:35), and the 
greatest of  loves can lead to “laying down one’s 
life” for another (cf. Jn 15:13).  Can such gener-
osity, which enables us to give freely and fully, 
really be possible?  Yes, because it is demanded 
by the Gospel: “You received without pay, give 
without pay” (Mt 10:8).

Love is not irritable or resentful

103. If  the first word of  Paul’s hymn spoke of  
the need for a patience that does not immedi-
ately react harshly to the weaknesses and faults 
of  others, the word he uses next – paroxýnetai – 
has to do more with an interior indignation pro-
voked by something from without.  It refers to 
a violent reaction within, a hidden irritation that 
sets us on edge where others are concerned, as if  
they were troublesome or threatening and thus 
to be avoided.  To nurture such interior hostility 
helps no one.  It only causes hurt and alienation.  
Indignation is only healthy when it makes us  
react to a grave injustice; when it permeates our 
attitude towards others it is harmful.  

110 Thomas aquinas, Summa Theologiae, II-II, q. 27, art. 1, 
ad 2.

111 Ibid., q. 27, art. 1.
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our own eye (cf. Mt 7:5).  Christians cannot ig-
nore the persistent admonition of  God’s word 
not to nurture anger: “Do not be overcome by 
evil” (Rm 12:21).  “Let us not grow weary in do-
ing good” (Gal 6:9).  It is one thing to sense a 
sudden surge of  hostility and another to give into 
it, letting it take root in our hearts: “Be angry 
but do not sin; do not let the sun go down on 
your anger” (Eph 4:26).  My advice is never to let 
the day end without making peace in the family.  
“And how am I going to make peace?  By getting 
down on my knees?  No!  Just by a small gesture, 
a little something, and harmony within your fam-
ily will be restored.  Just a little caress, no words 
are necessary.  But do not let the day end with-
out making peace in your family”.112  Our first 
reaction when we are annoyed should be one of  
heartfelt blessing, asking God to bless, free and 
heal that person.  “On the contrary bless, for to 
this you have been called, that you may obtain a 
blessing” (1 Pet 3:9).  If  we must fight evil, so be 
it; but we must always say “no” to violence in the 
home.

Love forgives

105. Once we allow ill will to take root in our 
hearts, it leads to deep resentment.  The phrase 
ou logízetai to kakón means that love “takes no  

112 Catechesis (13 May 2015): L’Osservatore Romano, 14 
May 2015, p. 8.
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account of  evil”; “it is not resentful”.  The oppo-
site of  resentment is forgiveness, which is rooted 
in a positive attitude that seeks to understand  
other people’s weaknesses and to excuse 
them.  As Jesus said, “Father, forgive them; for 
they know not what they do” (Lk 23:34).  Yet 
we keep looking for more and more faults,  
imagining greater evils, presuming all kinds of  
bad intentions, and so resentment grows and 
deepens.  Thus, every mistake or lapse on the 
part of  a spouse can harm the bond of  love and 
the stability of  the family.  Something is wrong 
when we see every problem as equally serious; in 
this way, we risk being unduly harsh with the fail-
ings of  others.  The just desire to see our rights 
respected turns into a thirst for vengeance rather 
than a reasoned defence of  our dignity.

106. When we have been offended or let down, 
forgiveness is possible and desirable, but no one 
can say that it is easy.  The truth is that “family 
communion can only be preserved and perfected 
through a great spirit of  sacrifice.  It requires, 
in fact, a ready and generous openness of  each 
and all to understanding, to forbearance, to par-
don, to reconciliation.  There is no family that 
does not know how selfishness, discord, tension 
and conflict violently attack and at times mortal-
ly wound its own communion: hence there arise 
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the many and varied forms of  division in family 
life”.113

107. Today we recognize that being able to for-
give others implies the liberating experience of  
understanding and forgiving ourselves.  Often 
our mistakes, or criticism we have received from 
loved ones, can lead to a loss of  self-esteem.  We 
become distant from others, avoiding affection 
and fearful in our interpersonal relationships.  
Blaming others becomes falsely reassuring.  We 
need to learn to pray over our past history, to  
accept ourselves, to learn how to live with our 
limitations, and even to forgive ourselves, in  
order to have this same attitude towards others.

108. All this assumes that we ourselves have 
had the experience of  being forgiven by God, 
justified by his grace and not by our own merits.  
We have known a love that is prior to any of  our 
own efforts, a love that constantly opens doors, 
promotes and encourages.  If  we accept that 
God’s love is unconditional, that the Father’s love 
cannot be bought or sold, then we will become 
capable of  showing boundless love and forgiving 
others even if  they have wronged us.  Otherwise, 
our family life will no longer be a place of  under-
standing, support and encouragement, but rather 
one of  constant tension and mutual criticism.

113 John pauL II, Apostolic Exhortation Familiaris 
Consortio (22 November 1981), 21: AAS 74 (1982), 106.
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Love rejoices with others

109. The expression chaírei epì te adikía has to 
do with a negativity lurking deep within a per-
son’s heart.  It is the toxic attitude of  those who 
rejoice at seeing an injustice done to others.  The 
following phrase expresses its opposite: sygchaírei te 
aletheía: “it rejoices in the right”.  In other words, 
we rejoice at the good of  others when we see their 
dignity and value their abilities and good works.  
This is impossible for those who must always be 
comparing and competing, even with their spouse, 
so that they secretly rejoice in their failures.

110. When a loving person can do good for  
others, or sees that others are happy, they them-
selves live happily and in this way give glory to 
God, for “God loves a cheerful giver” (2 Cor 9:7).  
Our Lord especially appreciates those who find 
joy in the happiness of  others.  If  we fail to learn 
how to rejoice in the well-being of  others, and fo-
cus primarily on our own needs, we condemn our-
selves to a joyless existence, for, as Jesus said, “it is 
more blessed to give than to receive” (Acts 20:35).  
The family must always be a place where, when 
something good happens to one of  its members, 
they know that others will be there to celebrate it 
with them.

Love bears all things

111. Paul’s list ends with four phrases contain-
ing the words “all things”.  Love bears all things, 
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believes all things, hopes all things, endures all 
things.  Here we see clearly the countercultural  
power of  a love that is able to face whatever 
might threaten it.

112. First, Paul says that love “bears all things” 
(panta stégei).  This is about more than simply put-
ting up with evil; it has to do with the use of  the 
tongue.  The verb can mean “holding one’s peace” 
about what may be wrong with another person.  
It implies limiting judgment, checking the im-
pulse to issue a firm and ruthless condemnation: 
“Judge not and you will not be judged” (Lk 6:37).  
Although it runs contrary to the way we normal-
ly use our tongues, God’s word tells us: “Do not 
speak evil against one another, brothers and sis-
ters” (Jas 4:11).  Being willing to speak ill of  an-
other person is a way of  asserting ourselves, vent-
ing resentment and envy without concern for the 
harm we may do.  We often forget that slander 
can be quite sinful; it is a grave offense against 
God when it seriously harms another person’s 
good name and causes damage that is hard to 
repair.  Hence God’s word forthrightly states that 
the tongue “is a world of  iniquity” that “stains 
the whole body” (Jas 3:6); it is a “restless evil, 
full of  deadly poison” (3:8).  Whereas the tongue 
can be used to “curse those who are made in the 
likeness of  God” (3:9), love cherishes the good 
name of  others, even one’s enemies.  In seeking 
to uphold God’s law we must never forget this 
specific requirement of  love.
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113. Married couples joined by love speak well 
of  each other; they try to show their spouse’s 
good side, not their weakness and faults.  In 
any event, they keep silent rather than speak ill 
of  them.  This is not merely a way of  acting in 
front of  others; it springs from an interior atti-
tude.  Far from ingenuously claiming not to see 
the problems and weaknesses of  others, it sees 
those weaknesses and faults in a wider context.  
It recognizes that these failings are a part of  a 
bigger picture.  We have to realize that all of  us 
are a complex mixture of  light and shadows.  The 
other person is much more than the sum of  the 
little things that annoy me.  Love does not have 
to be perfect for us to value it.  The other person 
loves me as best they can, with all their limits, but 
the fact that love is imperfect does not mean that 
it is untrue or unreal.  It is real, albeit limited and 
earthly.  If  I expect too much, the other person 
will let me know, for he or she can neither play 
God nor serve all my needs.  Love coexists with 
imperfection.  It “bears all things” and can hold 
its peace before the limitations of  the loved one.

Love believes all things

114.  Panta pisteúei. Love believes all things.  
Here “belief ” is not to be taken in its strict the-
ological meaning, but more in the sense of  what 
we mean by “trust”.  This goes beyond simply 
presuming that the other is not lying or cheating.  
Such basic trust recognizes God’s light shining 
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beyond the darkness, like an ember glowing be-
neath the ash.

115. This trust enables a relationship to be free.  
It means we do not have to control the other per-
son, to follow their every step lest they escape our 
grip.  Love trusts, it sets free, it does not try to 
control, possess and dominate everything.  This 
freedom, which fosters independence, an open-
ness to the world around us and to new experi-
ences, can only enrich and expand relationships.  
The spouses then share with one another the 
joy of  all they have received and learned outside 
the family circle.  At the same time, this free-
dom makes for sincerity and transparency, for 
those who know that they are trusted and ap-
preciated can be open and hide nothing.  Those 
who know that their spouse is always suspicious, 
judgmental and lacking unconditional love, will 
tend to keep secrets, conceal their failings and 
weaknesses, and pretend to be someone other 
than who they are.  On the other hand, a family 
marked by loving trust, come what may, helps its 
members to be themselves and spontaneously to 
reject deceit, falsehood, and lies.

Love hopes all things

116.  Panta elpízei.  Love does not despair of  the 
future.  Following upon what has just been said, 
this phrase speaks of  the hope of  one who knows 
that others can change, mature and radiate unex-
pected beauty and untold potential.  This does 
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not mean that everything will change in this life.  
It does involve realizing that, though things 
may not always turn out as we wish, God may 
well make crooked lines straight and draw some 
good from the evil we endure in this world.

117. Here hope comes most fully into its 
own, for it embraces the certainty of  life after 
death.  Each person, with all his or her failings, 
is called to the fullness of  life in heaven.  There, 
fully transformed by Christ’s resurrection, every 
weakness, darkness and infirmity will pass away.  
There the person’s true being will shine forth in 
all its goodness and beauty.  This realization helps 
us, amid the aggravations of  this present life, to 
see each person from a supernatural perspective, 
in the light of  hope, and await the fullness that he 
or she will receive in the heavenly kingdom, even 
if  it is not yet visible.

Love endures all things

118.  Panta hypoménei.  This means that love 
bears every trial with a positive attitude.  It stands 
firm in hostile surroundings.  This “endurance” 
involves not only the ability to tolerate certain 
aggravations, but something greater: a constant 
readiness to confront any challenge.  It is a love 
that never gives up, even in the darkest hour.  It 
shows a certain dogged heroism, a power to 
resist every negative current, an irrepressible 
commitment to goodness.  Here I think of  the 
words of  Martin Luther King, who met every 
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kind of  trial and tribulation with fraternal love: 
“The person who hates you most has some good 
in him; even the nation that hates you most has 
some good in it; even the race that hates you 
most has some good in it.  And when you come 
to the point that you look in the face of  every 
man and see deep down within him what reli-
gion calls ‘the image of  God’, you begin to love 
him in spite of  [everything].  No matter what 
he does, you see God’s image there.  There is 
an element of  goodness that he can never sluff  
off…  Another way that you love your enemy 
is this: when the opportunity presents itself  for 
you to defeat your enemy, that is the time which 
you must not do it…  When you rise to the level 
of  love, of  its great beauty and power, you seek 
only to defeat evil systems.  Individuals who 
happen to be caught up in that system, you love, 
but you seek to defeat the system…  Hate for 
hate only intensifies the existence of  hate and 
evil in the universe.  If  I hit you and you hit me 
and I hit you back and you hit me back and so 
on, you see, that goes on ad infinitum.  It just 
never ends.  Somewhere somebody must have 
a little sense, and that’s the strong person.  The 
strong person is the person who can cut off  the 
chain of  hate, the chain of  evil…  Somebody 
must have religion enough and morality enough 
to cut it off  and inject within the very structure 
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of  the universe that strong and powerful ele-
ment of  love”.114

119. In family life, we need to cultivate that 
strength of  love which can help us fight every 
evil threatening it.  Love does not yield to resent-
ment, scorn for others or the desire to hurt or 
to gain some advantage.  The Christian ideal, es-
pecially in families, is a love that never gives up.  
I am sometimes amazed to see men or women 
who have had to separate from their spouse for 
their own protection, yet, because of  their en-
during conjugal love, still try to help them, even 
by enlisting others, in their moments of  illness, 
suffering or trial.  Here too we see a love that 
never gives up.

GroWinG in conJuGaL Love

120. Our reflection on Saint Paul’s hymn to 
love has prepared us to discuss conjugal love.  
This is the love between husband and wife,115 a 
love sanctified, enriched and illuminated by the 
grace of  the sacrament of  marriage.  It is an “af-
fective union”,116 spiritual and sacrificial, which 
combines the warmth of  friendship and erotic 

114 marTin LuTher kinG Jr., Sermon delivered at Dexter 
Avenue Baptist Church, Montgomery, Alabama, 17 November 
1957.

115 Thomas Aquinas calls love a vis unitiva (Summa Theologiae 
I, q. 20, art. 1, ad 3), echoing a phrase of  Pseudo-Dionysius the 
Areopagite (De Divinis Nominibus, IV, 12: PG 3, 709).

116 Thomas aquinas, Summa Theologiae II-II, q. 27, art. 2.  
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passion, and endures long after emotions and 
passion subside.  Pope Pius XI taught that this 
love permeates the duties of  married life and en-
joys pride of  place.117  Infused by the Holy Spirit, 
this powerful love is a reflection of  the unbroken 
covenant between Christ and humanity that cul-
minated in his self-sacrifice on the cross.  “The 
Spirit which the Lord pours forth gives a new 
heart and renders man and woman capable of  
loving one another as Christ loved us.  Conjugal 
love reaches that fullness to which it is interiorly 
ordained: conjugal charity.”118

121. Marriage is a precious sign, for “when a 
man and a woman celebrate the sacrament of  
marriage, God is, as it were, ‘mirrored’ in them; 
he impresses in them his own features and the in-
delible character of  his love.  Marriage is the icon 
of  God’s love for us.  Indeed, God is also com-
munion: the three Persons of  the Father, the Son 
and the Holy Spirit live eternally in perfect uni-
ty.  And this is precisely the mystery of  marriage: 
God makes of  the two spouses one single exis-
tence”.119  This has concrete daily consequences, 
because the spouses, “in virtue of  the sacrament, 
are invested with a true and proper mission, so 
that, starting with the simple ordinary things of  

117 Encyclical Letter Casti Connubii (31 December 1930): 
AAS 22 (1930), 547-548.

118 John pauL II, Apostolic Exhortation Familiaris 
Consortio (22 November 1981) 13: AAS 74 (1982), 94. 

119 Catechesis (2 April 2014): L’Osservatore Romano, 3 April 
2014, p. 8.
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life they can make visible the love with which 
Christ loves his Church and continues to give his 
life for her”.120

122. We should not however confuse different 
levels: there is no need to lay upon two limited 
persons the tremendous burden of  having to 
reproduce perfectly the union existing between 
Christ and his Church, for marriage as a sign  
entails “a dynamic process…, one which advanc-
es gradually with the progressive integration of  
the gifts of  God”.121

Lifelong sharing

123. After the love that unites us to God, con-
jugal love is the “greatest form of  friendship”.122  
It is a union possessing all the traits of  a good 
friendship: concern for the good of  the other, 
reciprocity, intimacy, warmth, stability and the  
resemblance born of  a shared life.  Marriage joins 
to all this an indissoluble exclusivity expressed in 
the stable commitment to share and shape to-
gether the whole of  life.  Let us be honest and  
acknowledge the signs that this is the case.   
Lovers do not see their relationship as mere-
ly temporary.  Those who marry do not expect 

120 Ibid.
121 John pauL II, Apostolic Exhortation Familiaris 

Consortio (22 November 1981), 9: AAS 75 (1982), 90.
122 Thomas aquinas, Summa Contra Gentiles III, 123; cf. 

ArisToTLe, Nicomachean Ethics, 8, 12 (ed. Bywater, Oxford, 1984, 
174). 
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their excitement to fade.  Those who witness the 
celebration of  a loving union, however fragile, 
trust that it will pass the test of  time.  Children 
not only want their parents to love one another, but 
also to be faithful and remain together.  These 
and similar signs show that it is in the very nature 
of  conjugal love to be definitive.  The lasting 
union expressed by the marriage vows is more 
than a formality or a traditional formula; it is 
rooted in the natural inclinations of  the human 
person.  For believers, it is also a covenant before 
God that calls for fidelity: “The Lord was wit-
ness to the covenant between you and the wife 
of  your youth, to whom you have been faithless, 
though she is your companion and your wife by 
covenant…  Let none be faithless to the wife 
of  his youth.  For I hate divorce, says the Lord” 
(Mal 2:14-16).

124. A love that is weak or infirm, incapable of  
accepting marriage as a challenge to be taken up 
and fought for, reborn, renewed and reinvented 
until death, cannot sustain a great commitment.  
It will succumb to the culture of  the ephemeral 
that prevents a constant process of  growth.  Yet 
“promising love for ever is possible when we per-
ceive a plan bigger than our own ideas and un-
dertakings, a plan which sustains us and enables 
us to surrender our future entirely to the one we 
love”.123  If  this love is to overcome all trials and 

123 Encyclical Letter Lumen Fidei (29 June 2013), 52: AAS 
105 (2013), 590.
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remain faithful in the face of  everything, it needs 
the gift of  grace to strengthen and elevate it.  In 
the words of  Saint Robert Bellarmine, “the fact 
that one man unites with one woman in an indis-
soluble bond, and that they remain inseparable 
despite every kind of  difficulty, even when there 
is no longer hope for children, can only be the 
sign of  a great mystery”.124

125. Marriage is likewise a friendship marked 
by passion, but a passion always directed to an 
ever more stable and intense union.  This is be-
cause “marriage was not instituted solely for the 
procreation of  children” but also that mutual 
love “might be properly expressed, that it should 
grow and mature”.125  This unique friendship be-
tween a man and a woman acquires an all-encom-
passing character only within the conjugal union.  
Precisely as all-encompassing, this union is also 
exclusive, faithful and open to new life.  It shares 
everything in constant mutual respect.  The Sec-
ond Vatican Council echoed this by stating that 
“such a love, bringing together the human and 
the divine, leads the partners to a free and mutual 
self-giving, experienced in tenderness and action, 
and permeating their entire lives”.126

124 De sacramento matrimonii, I, 2; in Id., Disputationes, III, 5, 
3 (ed. Giuliano, Naples, 1858), 778.

125 second vaTican ecumenicaL counciL, Pastoral 
Constitution on the Church in the Modern World Gaudium et 
Spes, 50.

126 Ibid., 49.
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Joy and beauty

126. In marriage, the joy of  love needs to be 
cultivated.  When the search for pleasure be-
comes obsessive, it holds us in thrall and keeps 
us from experiencing other satisfactions.  Joy, on 
the other hand, increases our pleasure and helps 
us find fulfilment in any number of  things, even 
at those times of  life when physical pleasure has 
ebbed.  Saint Thomas Aquinas said that the word 
“joy” refers to an expansion of  the heart.127  Mar-
ital joy can be experienced even amid sorrow; it 
involves accepting that marriage is an inevitable 
mixture of  enjoyment and struggles, tensions 
and repose, pain and relief, satisfactions and 
longings, annoyances and pleasures, but always 
on the path of  friendship, which inspires married 
couples to care for one another: “they help and 
serve each other”.128

127. The love of  friendship is called “charity” 
when it perceives and esteems the “great worth” 
of  another person.129  Beauty – that “great worth” 
which is other than physical or psychological  
appeal – enables us to appreciate the sacredness 
of  a person, without feeling the need to possess 
it.  In a consumerist society, the sense of  beauty 
is impoverished and so joy fades.  Everything is 

127 Cf. Summa Theologiae I-II, q. 31, art. 3., ad 3.
128 second vaTican ecumenicaL counciL, Pastoral 

Constitution on the Church in the Modern World Gaudium et 
Spes, 48.

129 Cf. Thomas aquinas, Summa Theologiae I-II, q. 26, art. 3.
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there to be purchased, possessed or consumed, 
including people.  Tenderness, on the other hand, 
is a sign of  a love free of  selfish possessiveness.  
It makes us approach a person with immense re-
spect and a certain dread of  causing them harm 
or taking away their freedom.  Loving another 
person involves the joy of  contemplating and 
appreciating their innate beauty and sacredness, 
which is greater than my needs.  This enables me 
to seek their good even when they cannot belong 
to me, or when they are no longer physically ap-
pealing but intrusive and annoying.  For “the love 
by which one person is pleasing to another de-
pends on his or her giving something freely”.130

128. The aesthetic experience of  love is ex-
pressed in that “gaze” which contemplates oth-
er persons as ends in themselves, even if  they 
are infirm, elderly or physically unattractive.  A 
look of  appreciation has enormous importance, 
and to begrudge it is usually hurtful.  How many 
things do spouses and children sometimes do in 
order to be noticed!  Much hurt and many prob-
lems result when we stop looking at one another.  
This lies behind the complaints and grievances 
we often hear in families: “My husband does not 
look at me; he acts as if  I were invisible”.  “Please 
look at me when I am talking to you!”.  “My wife 
no longer looks at me, she only has eyes for 
our children”.  “In my own home nobody cares 

130 Ibid., q. 110, art. 1.  
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about me; they do not even see me; it is as if  I 
did not exist”.  Love opens our eyes and enables 
us to see, beyond all else, the great worth of  a 
human being.

129. The joy of  this contemplative love needs 
to be cultivated.  Since we were made for love, 
we know that there is no greater joy than that 
of  sharing good things: “Give, take, and treat 
yourself  well” (Sir 14:16).  The most intense 
joys in life arise when we are able to elicit joy in  
others, as a foretaste of  heaven.  We can think of  
the lovely scene in the film Babette’s Feast, when 
the generous cook receives a grateful hug and 
praise: “Ah, how you will delight the angels!”  It is a 
joy and a great consolation to bring delight to 
others, to see them enjoying themselves.  This 
joy, the fruit of  fraternal love, is not that of  the 
vain and self-centred, but of  lovers who delight 
in the good of  those whom they love, who give 
freely to them and thus bear good fruit.

130. On the other hand, joy also grows through 
pain and sorrow.  In the words of  Saint Augus-
tine, “the greater the danger in battle the great-
er is the joy of  victory”.131  After suffering and 
struggling together, spouses are able to experi-
ence that it was worth it, because they achieved 
some good, learned something as a couple, or 
came to appreciate what they have.  Few human 

131 auGusTine, Confessions, VIII, III, 7: PL 32, 752.
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joys are as deep and thrilling as those experi-
enced by two people who love one another and 
have achieved something as the result of  a great, 
shared effort.

Marrying for love

131. I would like to say to young people that 
none of  this is jeopardized when their love finds 
expression in marriage. Their union encounters 
in this institution the means to ensure that their 
love truly will endure and grow.  Naturally, love 
is much more than an outward consent or a con-
tract, yet it is nonetheless true that choosing to 
give marriage a visible form in society by under-
taking certain commitments shows how import-
ant it is.  It manifests the seriousness of  each 
person’s identification with the other and their 
firm decision to leave adolescent individualism 
behind and to belong to one another.  Marriage 
is a means of  expressing that we have truly left 
the security of  the home in which we grew up in 
order to build other strong ties and to take on a 
new responsibility for another person.  This is 
much more meaningful than a mere spontaneous 
association for mutual gratification, which would 
turn marriage into a purely private affair.  As a 
social institution, marriage protects and shapes 
a shared commitment to deeper growth in love 
and commitment to one another, for the good 
of  society as a whole.  That is why marriage is 
more than a fleeting fashion; it is of  enduring 
importance.  Its essence derives from our human 
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nature and social character.  It involves a series 
of  obligations born of  love itself, a love so seri-
ous and generous that it is ready to face any risk.  

132. To opt for marriage in this way express-
es a genuine and firm decision to join paths, 
come what may. Given its seriousness, this pub-
lic commitment of  love cannot be the fruit of  a 
hasty decision, but neither can it be postponed 
indefinitely. Committing oneself  exclusively and  
definitively to another person always involves a 
risk and a bold gamble.  Unwillingness to make 
such a commitment is selfish, calculating and 
petty.  It fails to recognize the rights of  another 
person and to present him or her to society as 
someone worthy of  unconditional love.  If  two 
persons are truly in love, they naturally show this 
to others.  When love is expressed before oth-
ers in the marriage contract, with all its public 
commitments, it clearly indicates and protects 
the “yes” which those persons speak freely and 
unreservedly to each other. This “yes” tells them 
that they can always trust one another, and that 
they will never be abandoned when difficulties 
arise or new attractions or selfish interests pres-
ent themselves.       

A love that reveals itself  and increases

133. The love of  friendship unifies all aspects 
of  marital life and helps family members to grow 
constantly.  This love must be freely and gener-
ously expressed in words and acts.  In the family, 
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“three words need to be used.  I want to repeat 
this! Three words: ‘Please’, ‘Thank you’, ‘Sor-
ry’.  Three essential words!”.132  “In our families 
when we are not overbearing and ask: ‘May I?’; 
in our families when we are not selfish and can 
say: ‘Thank you!’; and in our families when some-
one realizes that he or she did something wrong 
and is able to say ‘Sorry!’, our family experienc-
es peace and joy”.133  Let us not be stingy about 
using these words, but keep repeating them, day 
after day.  For “certain silences are oppressive, 
even at times within families, between husbands 
and wives, between parents and children, among 
siblings”.134 The right words, spoken at the right 
time, daily protect and nurture love.

134. All this occurs through a process of  con-
stant growth.  The very special form of  love 
that is marriage is called to embody what Saint 
Thomas Aquinas said about charity in general.  
“Charity”, he says, “by its very nature, has no 
limit to its increase, for it is a participation in 
that infinite charity which is the Holy Spirit…  
Nor on the part of  the subject can its limit be 
fixed, because as charity grows, so too does its 
capacity for an even greater increase”.135  Saint 

132 Address to the Pilgrimage of  Families during the Year of  Faith 
(26 October 2013): AAS 105 (2013), 980.

133 Angelus Message (29 December 2013): L’Osservatore 
Romano, 30-31 December 2013, p. 7.

134 Address to the Pilgrimage of  Families during the Year of  Faith 
(26 October 2013): AAS 105 (2013), 978.

135 Summa Theologiae II-II, q. 24, art. 7.
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Paul also prays: “May the Lord make you in-
crease and abound in love to one another” (1 Th 
3:12), and again, “concerning fraternal love… 
we urge you, beloved, to do so more and more” 
(1 Th 4:9-10).  More and more!  Marital love is 
not defended primarily by presenting indissol-
ubility as a duty, or by repeating doctrine, but 
by helping it to grow ever stronger under the 
impulse of  grace. A love that fails to grow is at 
risk.  Growth can only occur if  we respond to 
God’s grace through constant acts of  love, acts 
of  kindness that become ever more frequent, in-
tense, generous, tender and cheerful.  Husbands 
and wives “become conscious of  their unity and 
experience it more deeply from day to day”.136  
The gift of  God’s love poured out upon the 
spouses is also a summons to constant growth 
in grace.

135. It is not helpful to dream of  an idyllic and 
perfect love needing no stimulus to grow.  A ce-
lestial notion of  earthly love forgets that the best 
is yet to come, that fine wine matures with age.  
As the Bishops of  Chile have pointed out, “the 
perfect families proposed by deceptive consum-
erist propaganda do not exist.  In those families, 
no one grows old, there is no sickness, sorrow 
or death… Consumerist propaganda presents a 
fantasy that has nothing to do with the reality 

136 second vaTican ecumenicaL counciL, Pastoral 
Constitution on the Church in the Modern World Gaudium et 
Spes, 48.
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which must daily be faced by the heads of  fami-
lies”.137  It is much healthier to be realistic about 
our limits, defects and imperfections, and to re-
spond to the call to grow together, to bring love 
to maturity and to strengthen the union, come 
what may.

Dialogue

136. Dialogue is essential for experiencing, ex-
pressing and fostering love in marriage and fam-
ily life.  Yet it can only be the fruit of  a long and 
demanding apprenticeship. Men and women, 
young people and adults, communicate different-
ly.  They speak different languages and they act in 
different ways.  Our way of  asking and respond-
ing to questions, the tone we use, our timing and 
any number of  other factors condition how well 
we communicate.  We need to develop certain at-
titudes that express love and encourage authentic 
dialogue.

137. Take time, quality time.  This means being 
ready to listen patiently and attentively to every-
thing the other person wants to say.  It requires 
the self-discipline of  not speaking until the time 
is right.  Instead of  offering an opinion or advice, 
we need to be sure that we have heard everything 
the other person has to say.  This means cultivat-
ing an interior silence that makes it possible to 

137 chiLean bishops’ conference, La vida y la familia: 
regalos de Dios para cada uno de nosotros (21 July 2014).
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listen to the other person without mental or emo-
tional distractions.  Do not be rushed, put aside 
all of  your own needs and worries, and make 
space.  Often the other spouse does not need a 
solution to his or her problems, but simply to 
be heard, to feel that someone has acknowledge 
their pain, their disappointment, their fear, their 
anger, their hopes and their dreams.  How often 
we hear complaints like: “He does not listen to 
me.”  “Even when you seem to, you are really 
doing something else.”  “I talk to her and I feel 
like she can’t wait for me to finish.”  “When I 
speak to her, she tries to change the subject, or 
she gives me curt responses to end the conver-
sation”.

138. Develop the habit of  giving real impor-
tance to the other person.  This means appreci-
ating them and recognizing their right to exist, to 
think as they do and to be happy.  Never down-
play what they say or think, even if  you need to 
express your own point of  view.  Everyone has 
something to contribute, because they have their 
life experiences, they look at things from a differ-
ent standpoint and they have their own concerns, 
abilities and insights.  We ought to be able to ac-
knowledge the other person’s truth, the value of  
his or her deepest concerns, and what it is that 
they are trying to communicate, however aggres-
sively.  We have to put ourselves in their shoes 
and try to peer into their hearts, to perceive their 
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deepest concerns and to take them as a point of  
departure for further dialogue.

139. Keep an open mind.  Don’t get bogged 
down in your own limited ideas and opinions, 
but be prepared to change or expand them.  The 
combination of  two different ways of  thinking 
can lead to a synthesis that enriches both.  The 
unity that we seek is not uniformity, but a “uni-
ty in diversity”, or “reconciled diversity”.  Fra-
ternal communion is enriched by respect and 
appreciation for differences within an overall 
perspective that advances the common good.  
We need to free ourselves from feeling that we 
all have to be alike.  A certain astuteness is also 
needed to prevent the appearance of  “static” 
that can interfere with the process of  dialogue.  
For example, if  hard feelings start to emerge, 
they should be dealt with sensitively, lest they 
interrupt the dynamic of  dialogue.  The ability 
to say what one is thinking without offending 
the other person is important.  Words should be 
carefully chosen so as not to offend, especially 
when discussing difficult issues.  Making a point 
should never involve venting anger and inflict-
ing hurt.  A patronizing tone only serves to 
hurt, ridicule, accuse and offend others.  Many 
disagreements between couples are not about 
important things.  Mostly they are about trivial 
matters.  What alters the mood, however, is the 
way things are said or the attitude with which 
they are said.
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140. Show affection and concern for the other 
person.  Love surmounts even the worst barriers.  
When we love someone, or when we feel loved 
by them, we can better understand what they are 
trying to communicate.  Fearing the other person 
as a kind of  “rival” is a sign of  weakness and 
needs to be overcome.  It is very important to 
base one’s position on solid choices, beliefs or 
values, and not on the need to win an argument 
or to be proved right.

141. Finally, let us acknowledge that for a worth-
while dialogue we have to have something to say.  
This can only be the fruit of  an interior richness 
nourished by reading, personal reflection, prayer 
and openness to the world around us.  Otherwise, 
conversations become boring and trivial.  When 
neither of  the spouses works at this, and has lit-
tle real contact with other people, family life be-
comes stifling and dialogue impoverished.

passionaTe Love

142. The Second Vatican Council teaches that 
this conjugal love “embraces the good of  the 
whole person; it can enrich the sentiments of  the 
spirit and their physical expression with a unique 
dignity and ennoble them as the special features 
and manifestation of  the friendship proper to 
marriage”.138  For this reason, a love lacking  

138 Pastoral Constitution on the Church in the Modern 
World Gaudium et Spes, 49.
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either pleasure or passion is insufficient to sym-
bolize the union of  the human heart with God: 
“All the mystics have affirmed that supernatural 
love and heavenly love find the symbols which 
they seek in marital love, rather than in friend-
ship, filial devotion or devotion to a cause. And 
the reason is to be found precisely in its totali-
ty”.139  Why then should we not pause to speak 
of  feelings and sexuality in marriage?

The world of  emotions

143. Desires, feelings, emotions, what the an-
cients called “the passions”, all have an impor-
tant place in married life.  They are awakened 
whenever “another” becomes present and part 
of  a person’s life.  It is characteristic of  all living 
beings to reach out to other things, and this ten-
dency always has basic affective signs: pleasure 
or pain, joy or sadness, tenderness or fear.  They 
ground the most elementary psychological activ-
ity.  Human beings live on this earth, and all that 
they do and seek is fraught with passion.

144. As true man, Jesus showed his emotions.  
He was hurt by the rejection of  Jerusalem (cf. Mt 
23:27) and this moved him to tears (cf. Lk 19:41).  
He was also deeply moved by the sufferings of  
others (cf. Mk 6:34).  He felt deeply their grief  
(cf. Jn 11:33), and he wept at the death of  a friend 

139 A. serTiLLanGes, L’Amour chrétien, Paris, 1920, 174.
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(cf. Jn 11:35).  These examples of  his sensitivity 
showed how much his human heart was open to 
others.

145. Experiencing an emotion is not, in itself, 
morally good or evil.140 The stirring of  desire or 
repugnance is neither sinful nor blameworthy.  
What is morally good or evil is what we do on the 
basis of, or under the influence of, a given passion.  
But when passions are aroused or sought, and as a 
result we perform evil acts, the evil lies in the de-
cision to fuel them and in the evil acts that result.  
Along the same lines, my being attracted to some-
one is not automatically good.  If  my attraction to 
that person makes me try to dominate him or her, 
then my feeling only serves my selfishness.  To 
believe that we are good simply because “we feel 
good” is a tremendous illusion.  There are those 
who feel themselves capable of  great love only 
because they have a great need for affection, yet 
they prove incapable of  the effort needed to bring 
happiness to others.  They remain caught up in 
their own needs and desires.  In such cases, emo-
tions distract from the highest values and con-
ceal a self-centredness that makes it impossible  
to develop a healthy and happy family life.

146. This being said, if  passion accompanies a 
free act, it can manifest the depth of  that act.  
Marital love strives to ensure that one’s entire 

140 Cf. Thomas aquinas, Summa Theologiae I-II, q. 24, art. 1.
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emotional life benefits the family as a whole and 
stands at the service of  its common life.  A family is 
mature when the emotional life of  its members be-
comes a form of  sensitivity that neither stifles nor 
obscures great decisions and values, but rather fol-
lows each one’s freedom,141 springs from it, enrich-
es, perfects and harmonizes it in the service of  all.

God loves the joy of  his children

147. This calls for a pedagogical process 
that involves renunciation.  This conviction 
on the part of  the Church has often been  
rejected as opposed to human happiness.   
Benedict XVI summed up this charge with great 
clarity: “Doesn’t the Church, with all her com-
mandments and prohibitions, turn to bitter-
ness the most precious thing in life?  Doesn’t 
she blow the whistle just when the joy which is 
the Creator’s gift offers us a happiness which 
is itself  a certain foretaste of  the Divine?”142  
He responded that, although there have been  
exaggerations and deviant forms of  asceticism 
in Christianity, the Church’s official teaching, in 
fidelity to the Scriptures, did not reject “eros as 
such, but rather declared war on a warped and 
destructive form of  it, because this counterfeit 

141 Cf. ibid., q. 59, art. 5.
142 Encyclical Letter Deus Caritas Est (25 December 2005), 

3: AAS 98 (2006), 219-220.
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divinization of  eros… actually strips it of  divine 
dignity and dehumanizes it”.143

148. Training in the areas of  emotion and 
instinct is necessary, and at times this requires 
setting limits.  Excess, lack of  control or ob-
session with a single form of  pleasure can end 
up weakening and tainting that very pleasure144 
and damaging family life.  A person can cer-
tainly channel his passions in a beautiful and 
healthy way, increasingly pointing them towards 
altruism and an integrated self-fulfilment that 
can only enrich interpersonal relationships in 
the heart of  the family.  This does not mean 
renouncing moments of  intense enjoyment,145 
but rather integrating them with other moments 
of  generous commitment, patient hope, inevi-
table weariness and struggle to achieve an ideal.  
Family life is all this, and it deserves to be lived 
to the fullest.

149. Some currents of  spirituality teach that 
desire has to be eliminated as a path to libera-
tion from pain.  Yet we believe that God loves 
the enjoyment felt by human beings: he created 
us and “richly furnishes us with everything to 
enjoy” (1 Tim 6:17). Let us be glad when with 

143 Ibid., 4: AAS 98 (2006), 220.
144 Cf. Thomas aquinas, Summa Theologiae I-II, q. 32, art.7.
145 Cf. id., Summa Theologiae II-II, q. 153, art. 2, ad 2: 

“Abundantia delectationis quae est in actu venereo secundum rationem 
ordinato, non contrariatur medio virtutis”.  
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great love he tells us: “My son, treat yourself  
well… Do not deprive yourself  of  a happy day” 
(Sir 14:11-14).  Married couples likewise re-
spond to God’s will when they take up the bib-
lical injunction: “Be joyful in the day of  pros-
perity” (Ec 7:14).  What is important is to have 
the freedom to realize that pleasure can find dif-
ferent expressions at different times of  life, in 
accordance with the needs of  mutual love.  In 
this sense, we can appreciate the teachings of  
some Eastern masters who urge us to expand 
our consciousness, lest we be imprisoned by 
one limited experience that can blinker us.  This 
expansion of  consciousness is not the denial or 
destruction of  desire so much as its broadening 
and perfection.

The erotic dimension of  love

150. All this brings us to the sexual dimension 
of  marriage.  God himself  created sexuality, 
which is a marvellous gift to his creatures.  If  
this gift needs to be cultivated and directed, it is 
to prevent the “impoverishment of  an authentic 
value”.146  Saint John Paul II rejected the claim 
that the Church’s teaching is “a negation of  the 
value of  human sexuality”, or that the Church 
simply tolerates sexuality “because it is necessary 
for procreation”.147  Sexual desire is not some-

146 John pauL II, Catechesis (22 October 1980), 5: 
Insegnamenti III/2 (1980), 951.

147 Ibid., 3.
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thing to be looked down upon, and “and there 
can be no attempt whatsoever to call into ques-
tion its necessity”.148

151. To those who fear that the training of  
the passions and of  sexuality detracts from the 
spontaneity of  sexual love, Saint John Paul II 
replied that human persons are “called to full 
and mature spontaneity in their relationships”, 
a maturity that “is the gradual fruit of  a discern-
ment of  the impulses of  one’s own heart”.149  
This calls for discipline and self-mastery, since 
every human person “must learn, with perse-
verance and consistency, the meaning of  his or 
her body”.150  Sexuality is not a means of  grati-
fication or entertainment; it is an interpersonal 
language wherein the other is taken seriously, 
in his or her sacred and inviolable dignity.  As 
such, “the human heart comes to participate, so 
to speak, in another kind of  spontaneity”.151  In 
this context, the erotic appears as a specifically 
human manifestation of  sexuality.  It enables us 
to discover “the nuptial meaning of  the body 
and the authentic dignity of  the gift”.152  In his 
catecheses on the theology of  the body, Saint 
John Paul II taught that sexual differentiation 

148 Id., Catechesis, (24 September 1980), 4: Insegnamenti 
III/2 (1980), 719.

149 Catechesis (12 November 1980), 2: Insegnamenti  III/2 
(1980), 1133.

150 Ibid., 4.
151 Ibid., 5.
152 Ibid., 1: 1132.
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not only is “a source of  fruitfulness and pro-
creation”, but also possesses “the capacity of  
expressing love: that love precisely in which the 
human person becomes a gift”.153  A healthy 
sexual desire, albeit closely joined to a pursuit 
of  pleasure, always involves a sense of  wonder, 
and for that very reason can humanize the im-
pulses.

152. In no way, then, can we consider the 
erotic dimension of  love simply as a permis-
sible evil or a burden to be tolerated for the 
good of  the family.  Rather, it must be seen as 
gift from God that enriches the relationship 
of  the spouses.  As a passion sublimated by a 
love respectful of  the dignity of  the other, it 
becomes a “pure, unadulterated affirmation” 
revealing the marvels of  which the human 
heart is capable.  In this way, even momentar-
ily, we can feel that “life has turned out good 
and happy”.154

Violence and manipulation

153. On the basis of  this positive vision of  
sexuality, we can approach the entire subject 
with a healthy realism.  It is, after all, a fact 
that sex often becomes depersonalized and 

153 Catechesis (16 January 1980), 1: Insegnamenti III/1 
(1980), 151.

154 Josef pieper, Über die Liebe, Munich, 2014, 174.  
English: On Love, in Faith, Hope, Love, San Francisco, 1997, p. 
256.
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unhealthy; as a result, “it becomes the occa-
sion and instrument for self-assertion and the 
selfish satisfaction of  personal desires and in-
stincts”.155  In our own day, sexuality risks be-
ing poisoned by the mentality of  “use and dis-
card”.  The body of  the other is often viewed 
as an object to be used as long as it offers sat-
isfaction, and rejected once it is no longer ap-
pealing.  Can we really ignore or overlook the 
continuing forms of  domination, arrogance, 
abuse, sexual perversion and violence that are 
the product of  a warped understanding of  sex-
uality?  Or the fact that the dignity of  others 
and our human vocation to love thus end up 
being less important than an obscure need to 
“find oneself ”?

154. We also know that, within marriage itself, 
sex can become a source of  suffering and ma-
nipulation.  Hence it must be clearly reaffirmed 
that “a conjugal act imposed on one’s spouse 
without regard to his or her condition, or per-
sonal and reasonable wishes in the matter, is no 
true act of  love, and therefore offends the mor-
al order in its particular application to the inti-
mate relationship of  husband and wife”.156  The 
acts proper to the sexual union of  husband and 
wife correspond to the nature of  sexuality as 

155 John pauL II, Encyclical Letter Evangelium Vitae (25 
March 1995), 23: AAS 87 (1995), 427.

156 PauL VI, Encyclical Letter Humanae Vitae (25 July 
1968), 13: AAS 60 (1968), 489.
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willed by God when they take place in “a man-
ner which is truly human”.157  Saint Paul insists: 
“Let no one transgress and wrong his brother 
or sister in this matter” (1 Th 4:6).  Even though 
Paul was writing in the context of  a patriar-
chal culture in which women were considered 
completely subordinate to men, he nonetheless 
taught that sex must involve communication 
between the spouses: he brings up the possibil-
ity of  postponing sexual relations for a period, 
but “by agreement” (1 Cor 7:5).

155. Saint John Paul II very subtly warned that 
a couple can be “threatened by insatiability”158.  In 
other words, while called to an increasingly pro-
found union, they can risk effacing their differences  
and the rightful distance between the two.  For 
each possesses his or her own proper and inalien-
able dignity.  When reciprocal belonging turns into 
domination, “the structure of  communion in in-
terpersonal relations is essentially changed”.159  It 
is part of  the mentality of  domination that those 
who dominate end up negating their own dignity.160  
Ultimately, they no longer “identify themselves 
subjectively with their own body”,161 because they 
take away its deepest meaning.  They end up using 

157 second vaTican ecumenicaL counciL, Pastoral Con-
stitution on the Church in the Modern World Gaudium et Spes, 49.

158 Catechesis (18 June 1980), 5: Insegnamenti III/1 (1980), 1778.
159 Ibid., 6.
160 Cf. Catechesis (30 July 1980), 1: Insegnamenti III/2 

(1980), 311.
161 Catechesis (8 April 1981), 3: Insegnamenti IV/1 (1981), 904.
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sex as form of  escapism and renounce the beauty 
of  conjugal union.

156. Every form of  sexual submission must 
be clearly rejected.  This includes all improp-
er interpretations of  the passage in the Let-
ter to the Ephesians where Paul tells women 
to “be subject to your husbands” (Eph 5:22).  
This passage mirrors the cultural categories 
of  the time, but our concern is not with its 
cultural matrix but with the revealed message 
that it conveys.  As Saint John Paul II wise-
ly observed: “Love excludes every kind of  
subjection whereby the wife might become 
a servant or a slave of  the husband…  The 
community or unity which they should estab-
lish through marriage is constituted by a re-
ciprocal donation of  self, which is also a mu-
tual subjection”.162  Hence Paul goes on to say 
that “husbands should love their wives as their 
own bodies” (Eph 5:28).  The biblical text is 
actually concerned with encouraging everyone 
to overcome a complacent individualism and 
to be constantly mindful of  others: “Be sub-
ject to one another” (Eph 5:21).  In marriage, 
this reciprocal “submission” takes on a special 
meaning, and is seen as a freely chosen mutual 
belonging marked by fidelity, respect and care.  
Sexuality is inseparably at the service of  this 

162 Catechesis (11 August 1982), 4: Insegnamenti V/3 
(1982), 205-206.
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conjugal friendship, for it is meant to aid the 
fulfilment of  the other.

157. All the same, the rejection of  distortions 
of  sexuality and eroticism should never lead 
us to a disparagement or neglect of  sexuality 
and eros in themselves.  The ideal of  marriage 
cannot be seen purely as generous donation 
and self-sacrifice, where each spouse renounc-
es all personal needs and seeks only the oth-
er’s good without concern for personal satis-
faction.  We need to remember that authentic 
love also needs to be able to receive the other, 
to accept one’s own vulnerability and needs, 
and to welcome with sincere and joyful grati-
tude the physical expressions of  love found in 
a caress, an embrace, a kiss and sexual union.   
Benedict XVI stated this very clearly: “Should 
man aspire to be pure spirit and to reject the 
flesh as pertaining to his animal nature alone, 
then spirit and body would both lose their dig-
nity”.163  For this reason, “man cannot live by 
oblative, descending love alone.  He cannot al-
ways give, he must also receive.  Anyone who 
wishes to give love must also receive love as 
a gift”.164  Still, we must never forget that our 
human equilibrium is fragile; there is a part of  
us that resists real human growth, and any mo-

163 Encyclical Letter Deus Caritas Est (25 December 2005), 
5: AAS 98 (2006), 221.

164 Ibid., 7.
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ment it can unleash the most primitive and self-
ish tendencies. 

Marriage and virginity

158. “Many people who are unmarried are 
not only devoted to their own family but often 
render great service in their group of  friends, in 
the Church community and in their professional 
lives.  Sometimes their presence and contribu-
tions are overlooked, causing in them a sense of  
isolation.  Many put their talents at the service 
of  the Christian community through charity and 
volunteer work.  Others remain unmarried be-
cause they consecrate their lives to the love of  
Christ and neighbour.  Their dedication greatly 
enriches the family, the Church and society”.165

159. Virginity is a form of  love.  As a sign, 
it speaks to us of  the coming of  the Kingdom 
and the need for complete devotion to the cause 
of  the Gospel (cf. 1 Cor 7:32).  It is also a re-
flection of  the fullness of  heaven, where “they 
neither marry not are given in marriage” (Mt 
22:30).  Saint Paul recommended virginity be-
cause he expected Jesus’ imminent return and he 
wanted everyone to concentrate only on spread-
ing the Gospel: “the appointed time has grown 
very short” (1 Cor 7:29).  Nonetheless, he made 
it clear that this was his personal opinion and 

165 Relatio Finalis 2015, 22.
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preference (cf. 1 Cor 7:6-9), not something de-
manded by Christ: “I have no command in the 
Lord” (1 Cor 7:25).  All the same, he recognized 
the value of  the different callings: “Each has his 
or her own special gift from God, one of  one 
kind and one of  another” (1 Cor 7:7).  Reflecting 
on this, Saint John Paul II noted that the biblical 
texts “give no reason to assert the ‘inferiority’ of  
marriage, nor the ‘superiority’ of  virginity or celi-
bacy”166 based on sexual abstinence.  Rather than 
speak absolutely of  the superiority of  virginity, it 
should be enough to point out that the different 
states of  life complement one another, and con-
sequently that some can be more perfect in one 
way and others in another.  Alexander of  Hales, 
for example, stated that in one sense marriage 
may be considered superior to the other sacra-
ments, inasmuch as it symbolizes the great reality 
of  “Christ’s union with the Church, or the union 
of  his divine and human natures”.167 

160. Consequently, “it is not a matter of   
diminishing the value of  matrimony in favour of  
continence”.168  “There is no basis for playing one 
off  against the other…  If, following a certain 
theological tradition, one speaks of  a ‘state of  
perfection’ (status perfectionis), this has to do not 

166 Catechesis (14 April 1982), 1: Insegnamenti V/1 (1982), 
1176.

167 Glossa in quatuor libros sententiarum Petri Lombardi, IV, 
XXVI, 2 (Quaracchi, 1957, 446). 

168 John pauL II, Catechesis (7 April 1982), 2: Insegnamenti 
V/1 (1982), 1127.
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with continence in itself, but with the entirety 
of  a life based on the evangelical counsels”.169  
A married person can experience the highest  
degree of  charity and thus “reach the perfec-
tion which flows from charity, through fidelity 
to the spirit of  those counsels.  Such perfec-
tion is possible and accessible to every man and 
woman”.170

161. The value of  virginity lies in its symboliz-
ing a love that has no need to possess the other; in 
this way it reflects the freedom of  the Kingdom 
of  Heaven.  Virginity encourages married cou-
ples to live their own conjugal love against the 
backdrop of  Christ’s definitive love, journeying 
together towards the fullness of  the Kingdom.  
For its part, conjugal love symbolizes other val-
ues.  On the one hand, it is a particular reflec-
tion of  that full unity in distinction found in the 
Trinity.  The family is also a sign of  Christ.  It 
manifests the closeness of  God who is a part of  
every human life, since he became one with us 
through his incarnation, death and resurrection.  
Each spouse becomes “one flesh” with the oth-
er as a sign of  willingness to share everything 
with him or her until death.  Whereas virginity 
is an “eschatological” sign of  the risen Christ, 
marriage is a “historical” sign for us living in this 
world, a sign of  the earthly Christ who chose to 

169 Id., Catechesis (14 April 1982), 3: Insegnamenti V/1 
(1982), 1177.

170 Ibid.
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become one with us and gave himself  up for us 
even to shedding his blood.  Virginity and mar-
riage are, and must be, different ways of  loving.  
For “man cannot live without love. He remains 
a being that is incomprehensible for himself, his 
life is senseless, if  love is not revealed to him”.171  

162. Celibacy can risk becoming a comfortable 
single life that provides the freedom to be inde-
pendent, to move from one residence, work or 
option to another, to spend money as one sees 
fit and to spend time with others as one wants.  
In such cases, the witness of  married people be-
comes especially eloquent.  Those called to vir-
ginity can encounter in some marriages a clear 
sign of  God’s generous and steadfast fideli-
ty to his covenant, and this can move them to a 
more concrete and generous availability to oth-
ers.  Many married couples remain faithful when 
one of  them has become physically unattractive, 
or fails to satisfy the other’s needs, despite the 
voices in our society that might encourage them 
to be unfaithful or to leave the other.  A wife can 
care for her sick husband and thus, in drawing 
near to the Cross, renew her commitment to love 
unto death.  In such love, the dignity of  the true 
lover shines forth, inasmuch as it is more proper 
to charity to love than to be loved.172  We could 
also point to the presence in many families of  

171 Id., Encyclical Letter Redemptor Hominis (4 March 
1979), 10: AAS 71 (1979), 274.

172 Cf. Thomas aquinas, Summa Theologiae, II-II, q. 27, art. 1.
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a capacity for selfless and loving service when 
children prove troublesome and even ungrateful.  
This makes those parents a sign of  the free and 
selfless love of  Jesus.  Cases like these encourage 
celibate persons to live their commitment to the 
Kingdom with greater generosity and openness.  
Today, secularization has obscured the value of  
a life-long union and the beauty of  the vocation 
to marriage.  For this reason, it is “necessary to 
deepen an understanding of  the positive aspects 
of  conjugal love”.173

The TransformaTion of Love

163. Longer life spans now mean that close 
and exclusive relationships must last for four, 
five or even six decades; consequently, the ini-
tial decision has to be frequently renewed.  While 
one of  the spouses may no longer experience an 
intense sexual desire for the other, he or she may 
still experience the pleasure of  mutual belonging 
and the knowledge that neither of  them is alone 
but has a “partner” with whom everything in life 
is shared.  He or she is a companion on life’s 
journey, one with whom to face life’s difficulties 
and enjoy its pleasures.  This satisfaction is part 
of  the affection proper to conjugal love.  There 
is no guarantee that we will feel the same way all 
through life.  Yet if  a couple can come up with 
a shared and lasting life project, they can love 

173 ponTificaL counciL for The famiLy, Family, Marriage 
and “De Facto” Unions (26 July 2000), 40.
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one another and live as one until death do them 
part, enjoying an enriching intimacy.  The love 
they pledge is greater than any emotion, feeling 
or state of  mind, although it may include all of  
these.  It is a deeper love, a lifelong decision of  
the heart.  Even amid unresolved conflicts and 
confused emotional situations, they daily reaf-
firm their decision to love, to belong to one an-
other, to share their lives and to continue loving 
and forgiving.  Each progresses along the path 
of  personal growth and development.  On this 
journey, love rejoices at every step and in every 
new stage.

164. In the course of  every marriage physical 
appearances change, but this hardly means that 
love and attraction need fade.  We love the other 
person for who they are, not simply for their 
body.  Although the body ages, it still expresses 
that personal identity that first won our heart.  
Even if  others can no longer see the beauty of  
that identity, a spouse continues to see it with 
the eyes of  love and so his or her affection does 
not diminish.  He or she reaffirms the decision 
to belong to the other and expresses that choice 
in faithful and loving closeness.  The nobility of  
this decision, by its intensity and depth, gives 
rise to a new kind of  emotion as they fulfil their 
marital mission.  For “emotion, caused by an-
other human being as a person… does not per se 
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tend toward the conjugal act”.174  It finds other 
sensible expressions.  Indeed, love “is a single 
reality, but with different dimensions; at differ-
ent times, one or other dimension may emerge 
more clearly”.175  The marriage bond finds new 
forms of  expression and constantly seeks new 
ways to grow in strength.  These both preserve 
and strengthen the bond.  They call for daily ef-
fort.  None of  this, however, is possible with-
out praying to the Holy Spirit for an outpouring 
of  his grace, his supernatural strength and his 
spiritual fire, to confirm, direct and transform 
our love in every new situation.

174 John pauL II, Catechesis (31 October 1984), 6: 
Insegnamenti VII/2 (1984), 1072.

175 benedicT XVI, Encyclical Letter Deus Caritas Est (25 
December 2005), 8: AAS 98 (2006), 224.
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CHAPTER FIVE 

Love made fruiTfuL

165. Love always gives life. Conjugal love 
“does not end with the couple… The couple, in 
giving themselves to one another, give not just 
themselves but also the reality of  children, who 
are a living reflection of  their love, a permanent 
sign of  their conjugal unity and a living and in-
separable synthesis of  their being a father and a 
mother”.176  

WeLcominG a neW Life

166. The family is the setting in which a new 
life is not only born but also welcomed as a gift 
of  God.  Each new life “allows us to appreci-
ate the utterly gratuitous dimension of  love, 
which never ceases to amaze us.  It is the beau-
ty of  being loved first: children are loved even 
before they arrive”.177  Here we see a reflection 
of  the primacy of  the love of  God, who always 
takes the initiative, for children “are loved before 
having done anything to deserve it”.178  And yet, 

176 John pauL II, Apostolic Exhortation Familiaris 
Consortio, (22 November 1981), 14: AAS 74 (1982), 96.

177 Catechesis (11 February 2015): L’Osservatore Romano, 
12 February 2015, p. 8.

178 Ibid.
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“from the first moments of  their lives, many 
children are rejected, abandoned, and robbed 
of  their childhood and future. There are those 
who dare to say, as if  to justify themselves, that 
it was a mistake to bring these children into the 
world.  This is shameful! … How can we issue 
solemn declarations on human rights and the 
rights of  children, if  we then punish children 
for the errors of  adults?”179  If  a child comes 
into this world in unwanted circumstances, the 
parents and other members of  the family must 
do everything possible to accept that child as 
a gift from God and assume the responsibility 
of  accepting him or her with openness and af-
fection.  For “when speaking of  children who 
come into the world, no sacrifice made by adults 
will be considered too costly or too great, if  it 
means the child never has to feel that he or she is 
a mistake, or worthless or abandoned to the four 
winds and the arrogance of  man”.180  The gift 
of  a new child, entrusted by the Lord to a father 
and a mother, begins with acceptance, continues 
with lifelong protection and has as its final goal 
the joy of  eternal life.  By serenely contemplating 
the ultimate fulfilment of  each human person, 
parents will be even more aware of  the precious 
gift entrusted to them.  For God allows parents 

179 Catechesis (8 April 2015): L’Osservatore Romano, 9 April 
2015, p. 8.

180 Ibid.
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to choose the name by which he himself  will call 
their child for all eternity.181

167. Large families are a joy for the Church.  
They are an expression of  the fruitfulness of  
love.  At the same time, Saint John Paul II rightly 
explained that responsible parenthood does not 
mean “unlimited procreation or lack of  aware-
ness of  what is involved in rearing children, but 
rather the empowerment of  couples to use their 
inviolable liberty wisely and responsibly, taking 
into account social and demographic realities, 
as well as their own situation and legitimate de-
sires”.182

Love and pregnancy 

168. Pregnancy is a difficult but wonderful 
time.  A mother joins with God to bring forth 
the miracle of  a new life.  Motherhood is the fruit 
of  a “particular creative potential of  the female 
body, directed to the conception and birth of  a 
new human being”.183  Each woman shares in 

181 Cf. second vaTican ecumenicaL counciL, Pastoral 
Constitution on the Church in the Modern World Gaudium 
et Spes, 51: “Let us all be convinced that human life and its 
transmission are realities whose meaning is not limited by the 
horizons of  this life only: their true evaluation and full meaning 
can only be understood in reference to our eternal destiny”.

182 Letter to the Secretary General of  the United Nations 
Organization on Population and Development (18 March 1994): 
Insegnamenti XVII/1 (1994), 750-751.

183 John pauL II, Catechesis (12 March 1980), 3: 
Insegnamenti III/1 (1980), 543.
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“the mystery of  creation, which is renewed with 
each birth”.184  The Psalmist says: “You knit me 
together in my mother’s womb” (Ps 139:13).  
Every child growing within the mother’s womb 
is part of  the eternal loving plan of  God the  
Father: “Before I formed you in the womb I 
knew you, and before you were born I consecrat-
ed you” (Jer 1:5). Each child has a place in God’s 
heart from all eternity; once he or she is con-
ceived, the Creator’s eternal dream comes true.  
Let us pause to think of  the great value of  that 
embryo from the moment of  conception.  We 
need to see it with the eyes of  God, who always 
looks beyond mere appearances.

169. A pregnant woman can participate in 
God’s plan by dreaming of  her child. “For nine 
months every mother and father dreams about 
their child… You can’t have a family without 
dreams.  Once a family loses the ability to dream, 
children do not grow, love does not grow, life 
shrivels up and dies”.185 For Christian married 
couples, baptism necessarily appears as a part of  
that dream.  With their prayers, parents prepare 
for baptism, entrusting their baby to Jesus even 
before he or she is born.

170. Scientific advances today allow us to know 
beforehand what colour a child’s hair will be or 

184 Ibid.
185 Address at the Meeting with Families in Manila (16 January 

2015): AAS 107 (2015), 176.
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what illnesses they may one day suffer, because all 
the somatic traits of  the person are written in his 
or her genetic code already in the embryonic stage.  
Yet only the Father, the Creator, fully knows the 
child; he alone knows his or her deepest identity 
and worth.  Expectant mothers need to ask God 
for the wisdom fully to know their children and 
to accept them as they are.  Some parents feel 
that their child is not coming at the best time.  
They should ask the Lord to heal and strengthen 
them to accept their child fully and wholeheart-
edly.  It is important for that child to feel wanted.  
He or she is not an accessory or a solution to 
some personal need.  A child is a human being of  
immense worth and may never be used for one’s 
own benefit.  So it matters little whether this new 
life is convenient for you, whether it has features 
that please you, or whether it fits into your plans 
and aspirations.  For “children are a gift.  Each 
one is unique and irreplaceable…  We love our 
children because they are children, not because 
they are beautiful, or look or think as we do, or 
embody our dreams.  We love them because they 
are children.  A child is a child”.186  The love of  
parents is the means by which God our Father 
shows his own love.  He awaits the birth of  each 
child, accepts that child unconditionally, and wel-
comes him or her freely.

186 Catechesis (11 February 2015): L’Osservatore Romano, 
12 February 2015, p. 8.
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171. With great affection I urge all future moth-
ers: keep happy and let nothing rob you of  the 
interior joy of  motherhood.  Your child deserves 
your happiness.  Don’t let fears, worries, other 
people’s comments or problems lessen your joy 
at being God’s means of  bringing a new life to 
the world.  Prepare yourself  for the birth of  your 
child, but without obsessing, and join in Mary’s 
song of  joy: “My soul proclaims the greatness of  
the Lord and my spirit exults in God my Saviour, 
for he has looked with favour on the lowliness of  
his servant” (Lk 1:46-48).  Try to experience this 
serene excitement amid all your many concerns, 
and ask the Lord to preserve your joy, so that you 
can pass it on to your child.

The love of  a mother and a father

172. “Children, once born, begin to receive, 
along with nourishment and care, the spiritual 
gift of  knowing with certainty that they are loved.  
This love is shown to them through the gift of  
their personal name, the sharing of  language, 
looks of  love and the brightness of  a smile.  In 
this way, they learn that the beauty of  human re-
lationships touches our soul, seeks our freedom, 
accepts the difference of  others, recognizes and 
respects them as a partner in dialogue…  Such 
is love, and it contains a spark of  God’s love!”187  
Every child has a right to receive love from a 

187 Catechesis (14 October 2015): L’Osservatore Romano, 15 
October 2015, p. 8.
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mother and a father; both are necessary for a 
child’s integral and harmonious development.  
As the Australian Bishops have observed, each 
of  the spouses “contributes in a distinct way to 
the upbringing of  a child.  Respecting a child’s 
dignity means affirming his or her need and nat-
ural right to have a mother and a father”.188  We 
are speaking not simply of  the love of  father and 
mother as individuals, but also of  their mutual 
love, perceived as the source of  one’s life and the 
solid foundation of  the family.  Without this, a 
child could become a mere plaything.  Husband 
and wife, father and mother, both “cooperate 
with the love of  God the Creator, and are, in 
a certain sense, his interpreters”.189  They show 
their children the maternal and paternal face of  
the Lord.  Together they teach the value of  rec-
iprocity, of  respect for differences and of  being 
able to give and take.  If  for some inevitable rea-
son one parent should be lacking, it is important 
to compensate for this loss, for the sake of  the 
child’s healthy growth to maturity.

173. The sense of  being orphaned that affects 
many children and young people today is much 
deeper than we think.  Nowadays we acknowl-
edge as legitimate and indeed desirable that 

188 ausTraLian caThoLic bishops’ conference, Pastoral 
Letter Don’t Mess with Marriage (24 November 2015), 13.

189 second vaTican ecumenicaL counciL, Pastoral 
Constitution on the Church in the Modern World Gaudium et 
Spes, 50.
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women wish to study, work, develop their skills 
and have personal goals.  At the same time, we 
cannot ignore the need that children have for a 
mother’s presence, especially in the first months 
of  life.  Indeed, “the woman stands before the 
man as a mother, the subject of  the new human 
life that is conceived and develops in her, and 
from her is born into the world”.190  The weak-
ening of  this maternal presence with its femi-
nine qualities poses a grave risk to our world.  I 
certainly value feminism, but one that does not 
demand uniformity or negate motherhood.  For 
the grandeur of  women includes all the rights 
derived from their inalienable human dignity but 
also from their feminine genius, which is essen-
tial to society.  Their specifically feminine abilities 
– motherhood in particular – also grant duties, 
because womanhood also entails a specific mis-
sion in this world, a mission that society needs to 
protect and preserve for the good of  all.191

174. “Mothers are the strongest antidote 
to the spread of  self-centred individualism…  
It is they who testify to the beauty of  life”.192  
Certainly, “a society without mothers would 
be dehumanized, for mothers are always, even 
in the worst of  times, witnesses to tenderness, 

190 John pauL II, Catechesis (12 March 1980), 2: 
Insegnamenti III/1 (1980), 542.

191  Cf. id., Apostolic Letter Mulieris Dignitatem (15 August 
1988), 30-31: AAS 80 (1988), 1726-1729.

192 Catechesis (7 January 2015): L’Osservatore Romano, 7-8 
January 2015, p. 8.
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dedication and moral strength.  Mothers often 
communicate the deepest meaning of  religious 
practice in the first prayers and acts of  devotion 
that their children learn…  Without mothers, 
not only would there be no new faithful, but the 
faith itself  would lose a good part of  its simple 
and profound warmth…  Dear mothers: thank 
you!  Thank you for what you are in your family 
and for what you give to the Church and the 
world”.193

175. A mother who watches over her child 
with tenderness and compassion helps him or 
her to grow in confidence and to experience that 
the world is a good and welcoming place.  This 
helps the child to grow in self-esteem and, in 
turn, to develop a capacity for intimacy and em-
pathy.  A father, for his part, helps the child to 
perceive the limits of  life, to be open to the chal-
lenges of  the wider world, and to see the need 
for hard work and strenuous effort.  A father 
possessed of  a clear and serene masculine iden-
tity who demonstrates affection and concern for 
his wife is just as necessary as a caring mother.  
There can be a certain flexibility of  roles and 
responsibilities, depending on the concrete cir-
cumstances of  each particular family.  But the 
clear and well-defined presence of  both figures, 
female and male, creates the environment best 
suited to the growth of  the child.

193 Ibid.
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176. We often hear that ours is “a society without 
fathers”.  In Western culture, the father figure is 
said to be symbolically absent, missing or vanished.  
Manhood itself  seems to be called into question.  
The result has been an understandable confu-
sion.  “At first, this was perceived as a liberation: 
liberation from the father as master, from the 
father as the representative of  a law imposed 
from without, from the father as the arbiter of  
his children’s happiness and an obstacle to the 
emancipation and autonomy of  young people.  
In some homes authoritarianism once reigned 
and, at times, even oppression”.194  Yet, “as of-
ten happens, one goes from one extreme to the 
other.  In our day, the problem no longer seems 
to be the overbearing presence of  the father so 
much as his absence, his not being there.  Fathers 
are often so caught up in themselves and their 
work, and at times in their own self-fulfilment, 
that they neglect their families.  They leave the 
little ones and the young to themselves”.195  The 
presence of  the father, and hence his authority, 
is also impacted by the amount of  time given 
over to the communications and entertainment 
media.  Nowadays authority is often considered 
suspect and adults treated with impertinence.  
They themselves become uncertain and so fail 
to offer sure and solid guidance to their children.  

194 Catechesis (28 January 2015): L’Osservatore Romano, 29 
January 2015, p. 8.

195 Ibid.
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A reversal of  the roles of  parents and children is 
unhealthy, since it hinders the proper process of  
development that children need to experience, 
and it denies them the love and guidance needed 
to mature.196

177. God sets the father in the family so that 
by the gifts of  his masculinity he can be “close 
to his wife and share everything, joy and sorrow, 
hope and hardship.  And to be close to his chil-
dren as they grow – when they play and when 
they work, when they are carefree and when 
they are distressed, when they are talkative and 
when they are silent, when they are daring and 
when they are afraid, when they stray and when 
they get back on the right path.  To be a father 
who is always present.  When I say ‘present’, 
I do not mean ‘controlling’.  Fathers who are 
too controlling overshadow their children, they 
don’t let them develop”.197  Some fathers feel 
they are useless or unnecessary, but the fact is 
that “children need to find a father waiting for 
them when they return home with their prob-
lems.  They may try hard not to admit it, not to 
show it, but they need it”.198  It is not good for 
children to lack a father and to grow up before 
they are ready.

196 Cf. Relatio Finalis 2015, 28.
197 Catechesis (4 February 2015), L’Osservatore Romano, 5 

February 2015, p. 8.
198 Ibid.
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an expandinG fruiTfuLness

178. Some couples are unable to have chil-
dren.  We know that this can be a cause of  real 
suffering for them.  At the same time, we know 
that “marriage was not instituted solely for the 
procreation of  children…  Even in cases where,  
despite the intense desire of  the spouses, there 
are no children, marriage still retains its character 
of  being a whole manner and communion of  life, 
and preserves its value and indissolubility”.199  So 
too, “motherhood is not a solely biological reali-
ty, but is expressed in diverse ways”.200

179. Adoption is a very generous way to be-
come parents.  I encourage those who cannot 
have children to expand their marital love to  
embrace those who lack a proper family situa-
tion.  They will never regret having been gener-
ous.  Adopting a child is an act of  love, offering 
the gift of  a family to someone who has none.  It 
is important to insist that legislation help facili-
tate the adoption process, above all in the case 
of  unwanted children, in order to prevent their 
abortion or abandonment.  Those who accept 
the challenge of  adopting and accepting some-
one unconditionally and gratuitously become 

199 second vaTican ecumenicaL counciL, Pastoral 
Constitution on the Church in the Modern World Gaudium et 
Spes, 50.

200 fifTh GeneraL conference of The LaTin american 
and caribbean bishops, Aparecida Document (29 June 2007), No. 
457.
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channels of  God’s love.  For he says, “Even if  
your mother forgets you, I will not forget you” 
(Is 49:15).

180. “The choice of  adoption and foster care 
expresses a particular kind of  fruitfulness in the 
marriage experience, and not only in cases of  in-
fertility.  In the light of  those situations where 
a child is desired at any cost, as a right for one’s 
self-fulfilment, adoption and foster care, correct-
ly understood, manifest an important aspect of  
parenting and the raising of  children.  They make 
people aware that children, whether natural, 
adoptive or taken in foster care, are persons in 
their own right who need to be accepted, loved 
and cared for, and not just brought into this 
world.  The best interests of  the child should al-
ways underlie any decision in adoption and foster 
care”.201  On the other hand, “the trafficking of  
children between countries and continents needs 
to be prevented by appropriate legislative action 
and state control”.202

181. We also do well to remember that procre-
ation and adoption are not the only ways of  ex-
periencing the fruitfulness of  love.  Even large 
families are called to make their mark on society, 
finding other expressions of  fruitfulness that in 
some way prolong the love that sustains them.  
Christian families should never forget that “faith 

201 Relatio Finalis 2015, 65.
202 Ibid.
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does not remove us from the world, but draws 
us more deeply into it…  Each of  us, in fact, 
has a special role in preparing for the coming of  
God’s kingdom in our world”.203  Families should 
not see themselves as a refuge from society, but 
instead go forth from their homes in a spirit of  
solidarity with others.  In this way, they become 
a hub for integrating persons into society and a 
point of  contact between the public and private 
spheres.  Married couples should have a clear 
awareness of  their social obligations.  With this, 
their affection does not diminish but is flooded 
with new light.  As the poet says:

“Your hands are my caress,
The harmony that fills my days.
I love you because your hands
Work for justice.  

If  I love you, it is because you are
My love, my companion and my all,
And on the street, side by side,
We are much more than just two”.204

182. No family can be fruitful if  it sees itself  
as overly different or “set apart”.  To avoid this 

203 Address at the Meeting with Families in Manila (16 January 
2015): AAS 107 (2015), 178.

204 Mario Benedetti, “Te Quiero”, in Poemas de otros, 
Buenos Aires 1993, 316: ““Tus manos son mi caricia / mis acordes 
cotidianos / te quiero porque tus manos / trabajan por la justicia.  //  Si 
te quiero es porque sos / mi amor mi cómplice y todo / y en la calle codo a 
codo / somos mucho más que dos.
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risk, we should remember that Jesus’ own fami-
ly, so full of  grace and wisdom, did not appear 
unusual or different from others.  That is why 
people found it hard to acknowledge Jesus’ wis-
dom: “Where did this man get all this?  Is not 
this the carpenter, the son of  Mary?” (Mk 6:2-
3).  “Is this not the carpenter’s son?” (Mt 13: 55).  
These questions make it clear that theirs was an 
ordinary family, close to others, a normal part 
of  the community.  Jesus did not grow up in a 
narrow and stifling relationship with Mary and  
Joseph, but readily interacted with the wider fam-
ily, the relatives of  his parents and their friends.  
This explains how, on returning from Jerusalem, 
Mary and Joseph could imagine for a whole day 
that the twelve-year-old Jesus was somewhere 
in the caravan, listening to people’s stories and 
sharing their concerns: “Supposing him to be in 
the group of  travellers, they went a day’s journey” 
(Lk 2:44).  Still, some Christian families, whether 
because of  the language they use, the way they 
act or treat others, or their constant harping on 
the same two or three issues, end up being seen 
as remote and not really a part of  the community.  
Even their relatives feel looked down upon or 
judged by them.

183. A married couple who experience the 
power of  love know that this love is called to 
bind the wounds of  the outcast, to foster a cul-
ture of  encounter and to fight for justice.  God 
has given the family the job of  “domesticating” 
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the world205 and helping each person to see fel-
low human beings as brothers and sisters.  “An 
attentive look at the everyday life of  today’s men 
and women immediately shows the omnipresent 
need for a healthy injection of  family spirit…  
Not only is the organization of  ordinary life in-
creasingly thwarted by a bureaucracy completely 
removed from fundamental human bonds, but 
even social and political mores show signs of  
degradation”.206  For their part, open and caring 
families find a place for the poor and build friend-
ships with those less fortunate than themselves.  
In their efforts to live according to the Gospel, 
they are mindful of  Jesus’ words: “As you did it 
to one of  the least of  these my brethren, you did 
it to me (Mt 25:40)”.  In a very real way, their lives 
express what is asked of  us all: “When you give 
a dinner or a banquet, do not invite your friends 
or your brothers or your kinsmen or rich neigh-
bours, lest they also invite you in return, and you 
be repaid.  But when you give a feast, invite the 
poor, the maimed, the lame, the blind, and you 
will be blessed” (Lk 14:12-14).  You will be bless-
ed!  Here is the secret to a happy family.

184. By their witness as well as their words, 
families speak to others of  Jesus.  They pass on 
the faith, they arouse a desire for God and they 

205 Cf. Catechesis (16 September 2015): L’Osservatore 
Romano, 17 September 2015, p. 8.

206 Catechesis (7 October 2015): L’Osservatore Romano, 9 
October 2015, p. 8.
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reflect the beauty of  the Gospel and its way of  
life. Christian marriages thus enliven society by 
their witness of  fraternity, their social concern, 
their outspokenness on behalf  of  the underpriv-
ileged, their luminous faith and their active hope.  
Their fruitfulness expands and in countless ways 
makes God’s love present in society.

Discerning the body

185. Along these same lines, we do well to take 
seriously a biblical text usually interpreted outside 
of  its context or in a generic sense, with the risk 
of  overlooking its immediate and direct mean-
ing, which is markedly social.  I am speaking of   
1 Cor 11:17-34, where Saint Paul faces a shameful 
situation in the community.  The wealthier mem-
bers tended to discriminate against the poorer 
ones, and this carried over even to the agape meal 
that accompanied the celebration of  the Eucha-
rist.  While the rich enjoyed their food, the poor 
looked on and went hungry: “One is hungry and 
another is drunk.  Do you not have houses to 
eat and drink in?  Or do you despise the Church 
of  God and humiliate those who have nothing?” 
(vv. 21-22).

186. The Eucharist demands that we be mem-
bers of  the one body of  the Church.  Those who 
approach the Body and Blood of  Christ may not 
wound that same Body by creating scandalous 
distinctions and divisions among its members.  
This is what it means to “discern” the body of  
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the Lord, to acknowledge it with faith and charity 
both in the sacramental signs and in the commu-
nity; those who fail to do so eat and drink judge-
ment against themselves (cf. v. 29).  The celebra-
tion of  the Eucharist thus becomes a constant 
summons for everyone “to examine himself  or 
herself ” (v. 28), to open the doors of  the family 
to greater fellowship with the underprivileged, 
and in this way to receive the sacrament of  that 
eucharistic love which makes us one body.  We 
must not forget that “the ‘mysticism’ of  the sac-
rament has a social character”.207  When those 
who receive it turn a blind eye to the poor and 
suffering, or consent to various forms of  divi-
sion, contempt and inequality, the Eucharist is 
received unworthily.  On the other hand, fami-
lies who are properly disposed and receive the 
Eucharist regularly, reinforce their desire for fra-
ternity, their social consciousness and their com-
mitment to those in need.

Life in The Wider famiLy

187. The nuclear family needs to interact with 
the wider family made up of  parents, aunts 
and uncles, cousins and even neighbours.  This 
greater family may have members who require 
assistance, or at least companionship and af-
fection, or consolation amid suffering.208  The 

207 benedicT XVI, Encyclical Letter Deus Caritas Est (25 
December 2005), 14: AAS 98 (2006), 228.

208 Cf. Relatio Finalis 2015, 11.
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individualism so prevalent today can lead to 
creating small nests of  security, where others 
are perceived as bothersome or a threat.  Such 
isolation, however, cannot offer greater peace 
or happiness; rather, it straitens the heart of  a 
family and makes its life all the more narrow.

Being sons and daughters

188. First, let us think of  our parents.  Jesus 
told the Pharisees that abandoning one’s parents 
is contrary to God’s law (cf. Mk 7:8-13).  We 
do well to remember that each of  us is a son or 
daughter.  “Even if  one becomes an adult, or an 
elderly person, even if  one becomes a parent, if  
one occupies a position of  responsibility, under-
neath all of  this is still the identity of  a child.  
We are all sons and daughters.  And this always 
brings us back to the fact that we did not give 
ourselves life but that we received it.  The great 
gift of  life is the first gift that we received”.209

189. Hence, “the fourth commandment asks 
children… to honour their father and mother 
(cf. Ex 20:12). This commandment comes im-
mediately after those dealing with God him-
self.  Indeed, it has to do with something sacred, 
something divine, something at the basis of  
every other kind of  human respect.  The bib-
lical formulation of  the fourth commandment 

209 Catechesis (18 March 2015): L’Osservatore Romano, 19 
March 2015, p. 8.
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goes on to say: ‘that your days may be long in 
the land which the Lord your God gives you’.  
The virtuous bond between generations is the 
guarantee of  the future, and is the guarantee of  
a truly humane society.  A society with children 
who do not honour parents is a society without 
honour…  It is a society destined to be filled with 
surly and greedy young people”.210

190. There is, however, another side to the 
coin.  As the word of  God tells us, “a man leaves 
his father and his mother” (Gen 2:24). This does 
not always happen, and a marriage is hampered 
by the failure to make this necessary sacrifice and 
surrender.  Parents must not be abandoned or ig-
nored, but marriage itself  demands that they be 
“left”, so that the new home will be a true hearth, 
a place of  security, hope and future plans, and 
the couple can truly become “one flesh” (ibid.).  
In some marriages, one spouse keeps secrets 
from the other, confiding them instead to his or 
her parents.  As a result, the opinions of  their 
parents become more important than the feel-
ings and opinions of  their spouse. This situation 
cannot go on for long, and even if  it takes time, 
both spouses need to make the effort to grow in 
trust and communication.  Marriage challenges 
husbands and wives to find new ways of  being 
sons and daughters.

210 Catechesis (11 February 2015): L’Osservatore Romano, 
12 February 2015, p. 8.
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The elderly

191. “Do not cast me off  in the time of  old 
age; forsake me not when my strength is spent” 
(Ps 71:9).  This is the plea of  the elderly, who 
fear being forgotten and rejected.  Just as God 
asks us to be his means of  hearing the cry of  the 
poor, so too he wants us to hear the cry of  the 
elderly.211  This represents a challenge to fami-
lies and communities, since “the Church cannot 
and does not want to conform to a mentality of  
impatience, and much less of  indifference and 
contempt, towards old age.  We must reawaken 
the collective sense of  gratitude, of  appreciation, 
of  hospitality, which makes the elderly feel like 
a living part of  the community.  Our elderly are 
men and women, fathers and mothers, who came 
before us on our own road, in our own house, 
in our daily battle for a worthy life”.212  Indeed, 
“how I would like a Church that challenges the 
throw-away culture by the overflowing joy of  a 
new embrace between young and old!”213

192. Saint John Paul II asked us to be attentive 
to the role of  the elderly in our families, because 
there are cultures which, “especially in the wake 
of  disordered industrial and urban development, 
have both in the past and in the present set the 

211 Cf. Relatio Finalis 2015, 17-18.
212 Catechesis (4 March 2015): L’Osservatore Romano, 5 

March 2015, p. 8.
213 Catechesis (11 March 2015): L’Osservatore Romano, 12 

March 2015, p. 8.
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elderly aside in unacceptable ways”.214  The el-
derly help us to appreciate “the continuity of  
the generations”, by their “charism of  bridging 
the gap”.215  Very often it is grandparents who  
ensure that the most important values are passed 
down to their grandchildren, and “many people 
can testify that they owe their initiation into the 
Christian life to their grandparents”.216  Their 
words, their affection or simply their presence 
help children to realize that history did not be-
gin with them, that they are now part of  an age-
old pilgrimage and that they need to respect all 
that came before them.  Those who would break 
all ties with the past will surely find it difficult 
to build stable relationships and to realize that  
reality is bigger than they are.  “Attention to the 
elderly makes the difference in a society.  Does 
a society show concern for the elderly?  Does it 
make room for the elderly?  Such a society will 
move forward if  it respects the wisdom of  the 
elderly”.217

193. The lack of  historical memory is a seri-
ous shortcoming in our society.  A mentality that 
can only say, “Then was then, now is now”, is 

214 Apostolic Exhortation Familiaris Consortio, 27 (22 
November 1981): AAS 74 (1982), 113. 

215 Id., Address to Participants in the “International Forum on 
Active Aging” (5 September 1980), 5: Insegnamenti III/2 (1980), 
539.  

216 Relatio Finalis 2015, 18.
217 Catechesis (4 March 2015): L’Osservatore Romano, 5 

March 2015, p. 8.
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ultimately immature.  Knowing and judging past 
events is the only way to build a meaningful fu-
ture.  Memory is necessary for growth: “Recall the 
former days” (Heb 10:32).  Listening to the elderly 
tell their stories is good for children and young 
people; it makes them feel connected to the liv-
ing history of  their families, their neighborhoods 
and their country.  A family that fails to respect 
and cherish its grandparents, who are its living 
memory, is already in decline, whereas a family 
that remembers has a future.  “A society that has 
no room for the elderly or discards them because 
they create problems, has a deadly virus”;218 “it is 
torn from its roots”.219  Our contemporary ex-
perience of  being orphans as a result of  cultural 
discontinuity, uprootedness and the collapse of  
the certainties that shape our lives, challenges us 
to make our families places where children can 
sink roots in the rich soil of  a collective history.

Being brothers and sisters

194. Relationships between brothers and sisters 
deepen with the passing of  time, and “the bond 
of  fraternity that forms in the family between 
children, if  consolidated by an educational atmos-
phere of  openness to others, is a great school of  
freedom and peace.  In the family, we learn how to 
live as one.  Perhaps we do not always think about 

218 Ibid.
219 Address at the Meeting with the Elderly (28 September 

2014): L’Osservatore Romano, 29-30 September 2014, p. 7.
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this, but the family itself  introduces fraternity into 
the world.  From this initial experience of  fraterni-
ty, nourished by affection and education at home, 
the style of  fraternity radiates like a promise upon 
the whole of  society”.220

195. Growing up with brothers and sisters makes 
for a beautiful experience of  caring for and helping 
one another.  For “fraternity in families is especial-
ly radiant when we see the care, the patience, the 
affection that surround the little brother or sister 
who is frail, sick or disabled”.221  It must be ac-
knowledged that “having a brother or a sister who 
loves you is a profound, precious and unique expe-
rience”.222  Children do need to be patiently taught 
to treat one another as brothers and sisters.  This 
training, at times quite demanding, is a true school 
of  socialization.  In some countries, where it has 
become quite common to have only one child, the 
experience of  being a brother or sister is less and 
less common.  When it has been possible to have 
only one child, ways have to be found to ensure that 
he or she does not grow up alone or isolated.  

A big heart

196. In addition to the small circle of  the cou-
ple and their children, there is the larger family, 

220 Catechesis (18 February 2015): L’Osservatore Romano, 
19 February 2015, p. 8.

221 Ibid.
222 Ibid.
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which cannot be overlooked.  Indeed, “the love 
between husband and wife and, in a derivative 
and broader way, the love between members of  
the same family – between parents and children, 
brothers and sisters and relatives and members 
of  the household – is given life and sustenance 
by an unceasing inner dynamism leading the fam-
ily to ever deeper and more intense communion, 
which is the foundation and soul of  the com-
munity of  marriage and the family”.223  Friends 
and other families are part of  this larger family, 
as well as communities of  families who support 
one another in their difficulties, their social com-
mitments and their faith.  

197. This larger family should provide love 
and support to teenage mothers, children with-
out parents, single mothers left to raise children, 
persons with disabilities needing particular af-
fection and closeness, young people struggling 
with addiction, the unmarried, separated or wid-
owed who are alone, and the elderly and infirm 
who lack the support of  their children. It should 
also embrace “even those who have made ship-
wreck of  their lives”.224  This wider family can 
help make up for the shortcomings of  parents, 
detect and report possible situations in which 
children suffer violence and even abuse, and  

223 John pauL II, Apostolic Exhortation Familiaris 
Consortio (22 November 1981), 18: AAS 74 (1982), 101.

224 Catechesis (7 October 2015): L’Osservatore Romano, 8 
October 2015), p. 8.
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provide wholesome love and family stability in 
cases when parents prove incapable of  this. 

198. Finally, we cannot forget that this larger 
family includes fathers-in-law, mothers-in-law 
and all the relatives of  the couple.  One particu-
larly delicate aspect of  love is learning not to view 
these relatives as somehow competitors, threats 
or intruders.  The conjugal union demands re-
spect for their traditions and customs, an effort 
to understand their language and to refrain from 
criticism, caring for them and cherishing them 
while maintaining the legitimate privacy and  
independence of  the couple.  Being willing to 
do so is also an exquisite expression of  generous 
love for one’s spouse. 
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CHAPTER SIX

some pasToraL perspecTives

199. The dialogue that took place during the 
Synod raised the need for new pastoral methods.  
I will attempt to mention some of  these in a very 
general way.  Different communities will have 
to devise more practical and effective initiatives 
that respect both the Church’s teaching and local 
problems and needs.  Without claiming to pres-
ent a pastoral plan for the family, I would now 
like to reflect on some more significant pastoral 
challenges. 

procLaiminG The GospeL of The famiLy Today

200. The Synod Fathers emphasized that Chris-
tian families, by the grace of  the sacrament of  
matrimony, are the principal agents of  the family 
apostolate, above all through “their joy-filled wit-
ness as domestic churches”.225  Consequently, “it 
is important that people experience the Gospel 
of  the family as a joy that ‘fills hearts and lives’, 
because in Christ we have been ‘set free from sin, 
sorrow, inner emptiness and loneliness’ (Evangelii 
Gaudium, 1).  As in the parable of  the sower  
(cf. Mt 13:3-9), we are called to help sow seeds; 

225 Relatio Synodi 2014, 30.



the rest is God’s work.  Nor must we forget that, 
in her teaching on the family, the Church is a 
sign of  contradiction”.226  Married couples are 
grateful that their pastors uphold the high ideal 
of  a love that is strong, solid, enduring and ca-
pable of  sustaining them through whatever trials 
they may have to face.  The Church wishes, with 
humility and compassion, to reach out to fami-
lies and “to help each family to discover the best 
way to overcome any obstacles it encounters”.227  
It is not enough to show generic concern for the 
family in pastoral planning.  Enabling families to 
take up their role as active agents of  the family 
apostolate calls for “an effort at evangelization 
and catechesis inside the family”.228

201. “This effort calls for missionary conver-
sion by everyone in the Church, that is, one that 
is not content to proclaim a merely theoretical 
message without connection to people’s real 
problems”.229  Pastoral care for families “needs 
to make it clear that the Gospel of  the family 
responds to the deepest expectations of  the hu-
man person: a response to each one’s dignity and 
fulfilment in reciprocity, communion and fruit-
fulness.  This consists not merely in presenting 
a set of  rules, but in proposing values that are 
clearly needed today, even in the most secularized 

226 Ibid., 31.
227 Relatio Finalis 2015, 56.
228 Ibid., 89.
229 Relatio Synodi 2014, 32.
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of  countries”.230  The Synod Fathers also “high-
lighted the fact that evangelization needs unam-
biguously to denounce cultural, social, political 
and economic factors – such as the excessive 
importance given to market logic – that prevent 
authentic family life and lead to discrimination, 
poverty, exclusion, and violence.  Consequently, 
dialogue and cooperation need to be fostered 
with societal structures and encouragement giv-
en to lay people who are involved, as Christians, 
in the cultural and socio-political fields”.231

202. “The main contribution to the pastoral 
care of  families is offered by the parish, which is 
the family of  families, where small communities, 
ecclesial movements and associations live in har-
mony”.232  Along with a pastoral outreach aimed 
specifically at families, this shows the need for “a 
more adequate formation... of  priests, deacons, 
men and women religious, catechists and other 
pastoral workers”.233  In the replies given to the 
worldwide consultation, it became clear that or-
dained ministers often lack the training needed to 
deal with the complex problems currently facing 
families.  The experience of  the broad oriental 
tradition of  a married clergy could also be drawn 
upon.  

230 Ibid., 33.
231 Ibid., 38.
232 Relatio Finalis 2015, 77.
233 Ibid., 61.
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203. Seminarians should receive a more exten-
sive interdisciplinary, and not merely doctrinal, 
formation in the areas of  engagement and mar-
riage.  Their training does not always allow them 
to explore their own psychological and affective 
background and experiences.  Some come from 
troubled families, with absent parents and a lack 
of  emotional stability.  There is a need to ensure 
that the formation process can enable them to 
attain the maturity and psychological balance 
needed for their future ministry.  Family bonds 
are essential for reinforcing healthy self-esteem.  
It is important for families to be part of  the sem-
inary process and priestly life, since they help to 
reaffirm these and to keep them well grounded 
in reality.  It is helpful for seminarians to com-
bine time in the seminary with time spent in par-
ishes.  There they can have greater contact with 
the concrete realities of  family life, since in their 
future ministry they will largely be dealing with 
families.  “The presence of  lay people, families 
and especially the presence of  women in priestly 
formation, promotes an appreciation of  the di-
versity and complementarity of  the different vo-
cations in the Church”.234

204. The response to the consultation also  
insisted on the need for training lay leaders who 
can assist in the pastoral care of  families, with 
the help of  teachers and counsellors, family and 

234 Ibid.
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community physicians, social workers, juvenile 
and family advocates, and drawing upon the 
contributions of  psychology, sociology, marital 
therapy and counselling.  Professionals, espe-
cially those with practical experience, help keep 
pastoral initiatives grounded in the real situations 
and concrete concerns of  families.  “Courses 
and programmes, planned specifically for pas-
toral workers, can be of  assistance by integrat-
ing the premarital preparation programme into 
the broader dynamic of  ecclesial life”.235  Good 
pastoral training is important “especially in light 
of  particular emergency situations arising from 
cases of  domestic violence and sexual abuse”.236  
All this in no way diminishes, but rather comple-
ments, the fundamental value of  spiritual direc-
tion, the rich spiritual treasures of  the Church, 
and sacramental Reconciliation. 

preparinG enGaGed coupLes for marriaGe

205. The Synod Fathers stated in a number of  
ways that we need to help young people discov-
er the dignity and beauty of  marriage.237  They 
should be helped to perceive the attraction of  
a complete union that elevates and perfects the 
social dimension of  existence, gives sexuality 
its deepest meaning, and benefits children by  

235 Ibid.
236 Ibid.
237 Cf. Relatio Synodi 2014, 26.
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offering them the best context for their growth 
and development.  

206. “The complexity of  today’s society and 
the challenges faced by the family require a great-
er effort on the part of  the whole Christian com-
munity in preparing those who are about to be 
married.  The importance of  the virtues needs 
to be included.   Among these, chastity proves 
invaluable for the genuine growth of  love be-
tween persons.  In this regard, the Synod Fathers 
agreed on the need to involve the entire commu-
nity more extensively by stressing the witness of  
families themselves and by grounding marriage 
preparation in the process of  Christian initiation 
by bringing out the connection between mar-
riage, baptism and the other sacraments.  The 
Fathers also spoke of  the need for specific pro-
grammes of  marriage preparation aimed at giv-
ing couples a genuine experience of  participation 
in ecclesial life and a complete introduction to 
various aspects of  family life”.238 

207. I encourage Christian communities to rec-
ognize the great benefit that they themselves re-
ceive from supporting engaged couples as they 
grow in love.  As the Italian bishops have ob-
served, those couples are “a valuable resource 
because, as they sincerely commit themselves 
to grow in love and self-giving, they can help  

238 Ibid., 39.
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renew the fabric of  the whole ecclesial body.  
Their special form of  friendship can prove con-
tagious and foster the growth of  friendship and 
fraternity in the Christian community of  which 
they are a part”.239  There are a number of  legiti-
mate ways to structure programmes of  marriage 
preparation, and each local Church will discern 
how best to provide a suitable formation without 
distancing young people from the sacrament.  
They do not need to be taught the entire Cat-
echism or overwhelmed with too much infor-
mation.  Here too, “it is not great knowledge, 
but rather the ability to feel and relish things 
interiorly that contents and satisfies the soul”.240  
Quality is more important than quantity, and 
priority should be given – along with a renewed 
proclamation of  the kerygma – to an attractive 
and helpful presentation of  information that 
can help couples to live the rest of  their lives 
together “with great courage and generosity”.241 
Marriage preparation should be a kind of  “initi-
ation” to the sacrament of  matrimony, provid-
ing couples with the help they need to receive 
the sacrament worthily and to make a solid be-
ginning of  life as a family. 

239 iTaLian bishops’ conference, Episcopal Commission 
on Family and Life, Orientamenti pastorali sulla preparazione al 
matrimonio e alla famiglia (22 October 2012), 1.

240 iGnaTius of LoyoLa, Spiritual Exercises, Annotation 2.
241 Ibid., Annotation 5.
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208. With the help of  missionary families, the 
couple’s own families and a variety of  pastoral 
resources, ways should also be found to offer a 
remote preparation that, by example and good 
advice, can help their love to grow and mature.  
Discussion groups and optional talks on a variety 
of  topics of  genuine interest to young people can 
also prove helpful.  All the same, some individ-
ual meetings remain essential, since the prima-
ry objective is to help each to learn how to love 
this very real person with whom he or she plans 
to share his or her whole life.  Learning to love 
someone does not happen automatically, nor can 
it be taught in a workshop just prior to the cele-
bration of  marriage.  For every couple, marriage 
preparation begins at birth.  What they received 
from their family should prepare them to know 
themselves and to make a full and definitive 
commitment.  Those best prepared for marriage 
are probably those who learned what Christian 
marriage is from their own parents, who chose 
each other unconditionally and daily renew this 
decision.  In this sense, pastoral initiatives aimed 
at helping married couples to grow in love and in 
the Gospel of  the family also help their children, 
by preparing them for their future married life.  
Nor should we underestimate the pastoral value 
of  traditional religious practices.  To give just 
one example: I think of  Saint Valentine’s Day; in 
some countries, commercial interests are quicker 
to see the potential of  this celebration than are 
we in the Church.  
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209. The timely preparation of  engaged cou-
ples by the parish community should also assist 
them to recognize eventual problems and risks.  
In this way, they can come to realize the wisdom 
of  breaking off  a relationship whose failure and 
painful aftermath can be foreseen.  In their ini-
tial enchantment with one another, couples can 
attempt to conceal or relativize certain things and 
to avoid disagreements; only later do problems 
surface.  For this reason, they should be strongly 
encouraged to discuss what each expects from 
marriage, what they understand by love and com-
mitment, what each wants from the other and 
what kind of  life they would like to build together. 
Such discussions would help them to see if  they 
in fact have little in common and to realize that 
mutual attraction alone will not suffice to keep 
them together.  Nothing is more volatile, precar-
ious and unpredictable than desire.  The deci-
sion to marry should never be encouraged unless 
the couple has discerned deeper reasons that will 
ensure a genuine and stable commitment. 

210. In any event, if  one partner clearly rec-
ognizes the other’s weak points, he or she needs 
to have a realistic trust in the possibility of  help-
ing to develop the good points that counterbal-
ance them, and in this way to foster their human 
growth.  This entails a willingness to face even-
tual sacrifices, problems and situations of  con-
flict; it demands a firm resolve to be ready for 
this.  Couples need to be able to detect danger  
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signals in their relationship and to find, before 
the wedding, effective ways of  responding to 
them.  Sadly, many couples marry without really 
knowing one another.  They have enjoyed each 
other’s company and done things together, but 
without facing the challenge of  revealing them-
selves and coming to know who the other person 
truly is. 

211. Both short-term and long-term marriage 
preparation should ensure that the couple do not 
view the wedding ceremony as the end of  the 
road, but instead embark upon marriage as a life-
long calling based on a firm and realistic decision 
to face all trials and difficult moments together.  
The pastoral care of  engaged and married cou-
ples should be centred on the marriage bond, 
assisting couples not only to deepen their love 
but also to overcome problems and difficulties.  
This involves not only helping them to accept 
the Church’s teaching and to have recourse to 
her valuable resources, but also offering practical 
programmes, sound advice, proven strategies and 
psychological guidance.  All this calls for a ped-
agogy of  love, attuned to the feelings and needs 
of  young people and capable of  helping them 
to grow interiorly.  Marriage preparation should 
also provide couples with the names of  places, 
people and services to which they can turn for 
help when problems arise.  It is also important to 
remind them of  the availability of  the sacrament 
of  Reconciliation, which allows them to bring 
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their sins and past mistakes, and their relation-
ship itself, before God, and to receive in turn his 
merciful forgiveness and healing strength.  

The preparation of  the celebration

212. Short-term preparations for marriage 
tend to be concentrated on invitations, clothes, 
the party and any number of  other details that 
tend to drain not only the budget but energy and 
joy as well.  The spouses come to the wedding 
ceremony exhausted and harried, rather than fo-
cused and ready for the great step that they are 
about to take.  The same kind of  preoccupation 
with a big celebration also affects certain de fac-
to unions; because of  the expenses involved, the 
couple, instead of  being concerned above all 
with their love and solemnizing it in the presence 
of  others, never get married.  Here let me say a 
word to fiancés.  Have the courage to be differ-
ent.  Don’t let yourselves get swallowed up by a 
society of  consumption and empty appearances.  
What is important is the love you share, strength-
ened and sanctified by grace.  You are capable of  
opting for a more modest and simple celebration 
in which love takes precedence over everything 
else.  Pastoral workers and the entire community 
can help make this priority the norm rather than 
the exception.  

213. In their preparation for marriage, the cou-
ple should be encouraged to make the liturgical 
celebration a profound personal experience and 
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to appreciate the meaning of  each of  its signs.  
In the case of  two baptized persons, the commit-
ment expressed by the words of  consent and the 
bodily union that consummates the marriage can 
only be seen as signs of  the covenantal love and 
union between the incarnate Son of  God and his 
Church.  In the baptized, words and signs be-
come an eloquent language of  faith.  The body, 
created with a God-given meaning, “becomes 
the language of  the ministers of  the sacrament, 
aware that in the conjugal pact there is expressed 
and realized the mystery that has its origin in 
God himself ”.242 

214. At times, the couple does not grasp the 
theological and spiritual import of  the words 
of  consent, which illuminate the meaning of  all 
the signs that follow.  It needs to be stressed that 
these words cannot be reduced to the present; 
they involve a totality that includes the future: 
“until death do us part”.  The content of  the 
words of  consent makes it clear that “freedom 
and fidelity are not opposed to one another; rath-
er, they are mutually supportive, both in inter-
personal and social relationships.  Indeed, let us 
consider the damage caused, in our culture of  
global communication, by the escalation of  un-
kept promises...  Honouring one’s word, fidelity 
to one’s promises: these are things that cannot be 

242 John pauL II, Catechesis (27 June 1984), 4: Insegnamenti 
VII/1 (1984), 1941.
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bought and sold.  They cannot be compelled by 
force or maintained without sacrifice”.243

215. The Kenyan Bishops have observed that 
“many [young people] concentrate on their wed-
ding day and forget the life-long commitment 
they are about to enter into”.244  They need to be 
encouraged to see the sacrament not as a single 
moment that then becomes a part of  the past 
and its memories, but rather as a reality that per-
manently influences the whole of  married life.245  
The procreative meaning of  sexuality, the lan-
guage of  the body, and the signs of  love shown 
throughout married life, all become an “unin-
terrupted continuity of  liturgical language” and 
“conjugal life becomes in a certain sense liturgi-
cal”.246  

216. The couple can also meditate on the bib-
lical readings and the meaningfulness of  the 
rings they will exchange and the other signs that 
are part of  the rite.  Nor would it be good for 
them to arrive at the wedding without ever hav-
ing prayed together, one for the other, to seek 
God’s help in remaining faithful and generous, 

243 Catechesis (21 October 2015): L’Osservatore Romano, 22 
October 2015, p. 12.

244 kenya conference of caThoLic bishops, Lenten 
Message (18 February 2015).

245 Cf. pius XI, Encyclical Letter Casti Connubii (31 
December 1930): AAS 22 (1930), 583.

246 John pauL II, Catechesis (4 July 1984), 3, 
6: Insegnamenti VII/2 (1984), pp. 9, 10.
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to ask the Lord together what he wants of  them, 
and to consecrate their love before an image of  
the Virgin Mary.  Those who help prepare them 
for marriage should help them experience these 
moments of  prayer that can prove so beneficial.  
“The marriage liturgy is a unique event, which 
is both a family and a community celebration.  
The first signs of  Jesus were performed at the 
wedding feast of  Cana.  The good wine, result-
ing from the Lord’s miracle that brought joy to 
the beginning of  a new family, is the new wine 
of  Christ’s covenant with the men and women 
of  every age...  Frequently, the celebrant speaks 
to a congregation that includes people who sel-
dom participate in the life of  the Church, or who 
are members of  other Christian denominations 
or religious communities.  The occasion thus 
provides a valuable opportunity to proclaim the 
Gospel of  Christ”.247  

accompanyinG The firsT years of married Life

217. It is important that marriage be seen as a 
matter of  love, that only those who freely choose 
and love one another may marry.  When love is 
merely physical attraction or a vague affection, 
spouses become particularly vulnerable once this 
affection wanes or physical attraction diminishes.  
Given the frequency with which this happens, it 
is all the more essential that couples be helped 

247 Relatio Finalis 2015, 59.
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during the first years of  their married life to en-
rich and deepen their conscious and free decision 
to have, hold and love one another for life.  Of-
ten the engagement period is not long enough, 
the decision is precipitated for various reasons 
and, what is even more problematic, the couple 
themselves are insufficiently mature.  As a result, 
the newly married couple need to complete a 
process that should have taken place during their 
engagement. 

218. Another great challenge of  marriage 
preparation is to help couples realize that mar-
riage is not something that happens once for all.  
Their union is real and irrevocable, confirmed and 
consecrated by the sacrament of  matrimony.  Yet 
in joining their lives, the spouses assume an active 
and creative role in a lifelong project.  Their gaze 
now has to be directed to the future that, with the 
help of  God’s grace, they are daily called to build.  
For this very reason, neither spouse can expect 
the other to be perfect.  Each must set aside all 
illusions and accept the other as he or she actu-
ally is: an unfinished product, needing to grow, a 
work in progress.  A persistently critical attitude 
towards one’s partner is a sign that marriage was 
not entered into as a project to be worked on 
together, with patience, understanding, tolerance 
and generosity.  Slowly but surely, love will then 
give way to constant questioning and criticism, 
dwelling on each other’s good and bad points, 
issuing ultimatums and engaging in competition 
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and self-justification.  The couple then prove in-
capable of  helping one another to build a mature 
union.  This fact needs to be realistically present-
ed to newly married couples from the outset, 
so that they can grasp that the wedding is “just 
the beginning”.  By saying “I do”, they embark 
on a journey that requires them to overcome all 
obstacles standing in the way of  their reaching 
the goal.  The nuptial blessing that they receive 
is a grace and an incentive for this journey.  They 
can only benefit from sitting down and talking to 
one another about how, concretely, they plan to 
achieve their goal. 

219. I recall an old saying: still water becomes 
stagnant and good for nothing.  If, in the first 
years of  marriage, a couple’s experience of  love 
grows stagnant, it loses the very excitement that 
should be its propelling force.  Young love needs 
to keep dancing towards the future with immense 
hope.  Hope is the leaven that, in those first years 
of  engagement and marriage, makes it possible 
to look beyond arguments, conflicts and prob-
lems and to see things in a broader perspective.  
It harnesses our uncertainties and concerns so 
that growth can take place.  Hope also bids us 
live fully in the present, giving our all to the life 
of  the family, for the best way to prepare a solid 
future is to live well in the present. 

220. This process occurs in various stages 
that call for generosity and sacrifice.  The first 
powerful feelings of  attraction give way to the  
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realization that the other is now a part of  my life.  
The pleasure of  belonging to one another leads 
to seeing life as a common project, putting the 
other’s happiness ahead of  my own, and realizing 
with joy that this marriage enriches society.  As 
love matures, it also learns to “negotiate”.  Far 
from anything selfish or calculating, such nego-
tiation is an exercise of  mutual love, an interplay 
of  give and take, for the good of  the family.  At 
each new stage of  married life, there is a need 
to sit down and renegotiate agreements, so that 
there will be no winners and losers, but rather 
two winners.  In the home, decisions cannot 
be made unilaterally, since each spouse shares 
responsibility for the family; yet each home is 
unique and each marriage will find an arrange-
ment that works best. 

221. Among the causes of  broken marriages 
are unduly high expectations about conjugal life.  
Once it becomes apparent that the reality is more 
limited and challenging than one imagined, the 
solution is not to think quickly and irresponsibly 
about separation, but to come to the sober real-
ization that married life is a process of  growth, 
in which each spouse is God’s means of  helping 
the other to mature.  Change, improvement, the 
flowering of  the good qualities present in each 
person – all these are possible.  Each marriage is 
a kind of  “salvation history”, which from frag-
ile beginnings – thanks to God’s gift and a crea-
tive and generous response on our part – grows 
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over time into something precious and enduring.  
Might we say that the greatest mission of  two 
people in love is to help one another become, re-
spectively, more a man and more a woman?  Fos-
tering growth means helping a person to shape 
his or her own identity.  Love is thus a kind of  
craftsmanship.  When we read in the Bible about 
the creation of  man and woman, we see God 
first forming Adam (cf. Gen 2:7); he realizes that 
something essential is lacking and so he forms 
Eve and then hears the man exclaim in amaze-
ment, “Yes, this one is just right for me!”  We can 
almost hear the amazing dialogue that must have 
taken place when the man and the woman first 
encountered one another.  In the life of  married 
couples, even at difficult moments, one person 
can always surprise the other, and new doors can 
open for their relationship, as if  they were meet-
ing for the first time.  At every new stage, they 
can keep “forming” one another.  Love makes 
each wait for the other with the patience of  a 
craftsman, a patience which comes from God. 

222. The pastoral care of  newly married cou-
ples must also involve encouraging them to be 
generous in bestowing life.  “In accord with the 
personal and fully human character of  conjugal 
love, family planning fittingly takes place as the 
result a consensual dialogue between the spous-
es, respect for times and consideration of  the 
dignity of  the partner.  In this sense, the teaching 
of  the Encyclical Humanae Vitae (cf. 1014) and 
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the Apostolic Exhortation Familiaris Consortio (cf. 
14; 2835) ought to be taken up anew, in order to 
counter a mentality that is often hostile to life...  
Decisions involving responsible parenthood pre-
supposes the formation of  conscience, which is 
‘the most secret core and sanctuary of  a person. 
There each one is alone with God, whose voice 
echoes in the depths of  the heart’ (Gaudium et 
Spes, 16).  The more the couple tries to listen in 
conscience to God and his commandments (cf. 
Rom 2:15), and is accompanied spiritually, the 
more their decision will be profoundly free of  
subjective caprice and accommodation to pre-
vailing social mores”.248  The clear teaching of  
the Second Vatican Council still holds: “[The 
couple] will make decisions by common coun-
sel and effort.  Let them thoughtfully take into 
account both their own welfare and that of  their 
children, those already born and those which the 
future may bring.  For this accounting they need 
to reckon with both the material and the spiritual 
conditions of  the times as well as of  their state in 
life.  Finally, they should consult the interests of  
the family group, of  temporal society and of  the 
Church herself.  The parents themselves and no 
one else should ultimately make this judgment 
in the sight of  God”.249  Moreover, “the use of  
methods based on the ‘laws of  nature and the  

248 Ibid., 63.
249 second vaTican ecumenicaL counciL, Pastoral 

Constitution on the Church in the Modern World Gaudium et 
Spes, 50.
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incidence of  fertility’ (Humanae Vitae, 11) are to 
be promoted, since ‘these methods respect the 
bodies of  the spouses, encourage tenderness be-
tween them and favour the education of  an au-
thentic freedom’ (Catechism of  the Catholic Church, 
2370).  Greater emphasis needs to be placed on 
the fact that children are a wonderful gift from 
God and a joy for parents and the Church.  
Through them, the Lord renews the world”.250  

Some resources

223. The Synod Fathers observed that “the 
initial years of  marriage are a vital and sensitive 
period during which couples become more aware 
of  the challenges and meaning of  married life.  
Consequently, pastoral accompaniment needs to 
go beyond the actual celebration of  the sacra-
ment (Familiaris Consortio, Part III).  In this re-
gard, experienced couples have an important role 
to play.  The parish is a place where such expe-
rienced couples can help younger couples, with 
the eventual cooperation of  associations, eccle-
sial movements and new communities.  Young 
couples need to be encouraged to be essentially 
open to the great gift of  children.  Emphasis 
should also be given to the importance of  family 
spirituality, prayer and participation in the Sun-
day Eucharist, and couples encouraged to meet 
regularly to promote growth in their spiritual life 

250 Relatio Finalis 2015, 63.
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and solidarity in the concrete demands of  life.  
Liturgies, devotional practices and the Eucharist 
celebrated for families, especially on the wedding 
anniversary, were mentioned as vital factors in 
fostering evangelization through the family”.251

224. This process takes time.  Love needs time 
and space; everything else is secondary.  Time is 
needed to talk things over, to embrace leisurely, 
to share plans, to listen to one other and gaze in 
each other’s eyes, to appreciate one another and 
to build a stronger relationship.  Sometimes the 
frenetic pace of  our society and the pressures of  
the workplace create problems.  At other times, 
the problem is the lack of  quality time together, 
sharing the same room without one even notic-
ing the other.  Pastoral workers and groups of  
married people should think of  ways to help 
young or vulnerable couples to make the most 
of  those moments, to be present to one another, 
even by sharing moments of  meaningful silence. 

225. Couples who have learned how to do this 
well can share some practical suggestions which 
they have found useful: planning free time to-
gether, moments of  recreation with the children, 
different ways of  celebrating important events, 
shared opportunities for spiritual growth.  They 
can also provide resources that help young mar-
ried couples to make those moments meaningful 

251 Relatio Synodi 2014, 40.
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and loving, and thus to improve their commu-
nication.  This is extremely important for the 
stage when the novelty of  marriage has worn off.  
Once a couple no longer knows how to spend 
time together, one or both of  them will end up 
taking refuge in gadgets, finding other commit-
ments, seeking the embrace of  another, or sim-
ply looking for ways to flee what has become an 
uncomfortable closeness.  

226. Young married couples should be encour-
aged to develop a routine that gives a healthy 
sense of  closeness and stability through shared 
daily rituals.  These could include a morning 
kiss, an evening blessing, waiting at the door to 
welcome each other home, taking trips together 
and sharing household chores.  Yet it also helps 
to break the routine with a party, and to enjoy 
family celebrations of  anniversaries and special 
events.  We need these moments of  cherishing 
God’s gifts and renewing our zest for life.  As 
long as we can celebrate, we are able to rekindle 
our love, to free it from monotony and to colour 
our daily routine with hope. 

227. We pastors have to encourage families to 
grow in faith.  This means encouraging frequent 
confession, spiritual direction and occasional re-
treats.  It also means encouraging family prayer 
during the week, since “the family that prays to-
gether stays together”.  When visiting our peo-
ple’s homes, we should gather all the members 
of  the family and briefly pray for one another, 
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placing the family in the Lord’s hands.  It is also 
helpful to encourage each of  the spouses to find 
time for prayer alone with God, since each has 
his or her secret crosses to bear.  Why shouldn’t 
we tell God our troubles and ask him to grant 
us the healing and help we need to remain faith-
ful?  The Synod Fathers noted that “the word of  
God is the source of  life and spirituality for the 
family.  All pastoral work on behalf  of  the fam-
ily must allow people to be interiorly fashioned 
and formed as members of  the domestic church 
through the Church’s prayerful reading of  sacred 
Scripture.  The word of  God is not only good 
news in a person’s private life but also a criterion 
of  judgement and a light in discerning the vari-
ous challenges that married couples and families 
encounter”.252

228. In some cases, one of  the spouses is not 
baptized or does not want to practice the faith.  
This can make the other’s desire to live and grow 
in the Christian life difficult and at times pain-
ful.  Still, some common values can be found and 
these can be shared and relished.  In any event, 
showing love for a spouse who is not a believer, 
bestowing happiness, soothing hurts and sharing 
life together represents a true path of  sanctifi-
cation.  Love is always a gift of  God.  Wherever 
it is poured out, it makes its transforming pres-
ence felt, often in mysterious ways, even to the 

252 Ibid., 34.
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point that “the unbelieving husband is consecrated 
through his wife, and the unbelieving wife is con-
secrated through her husband” (1 Cor 7:14). 

229. Parishes, movements, schools and other 
Church institutions can help in a variety of  ways 
to support families and help them grow.  These 
might include: meetings of  couples living in the 
same neighbourhood, brief  retreats for couples; 
talks by experts on concrete issues facing families, 
marriage counselling, home missionaries who 
help couples discuss their difficulties and desires, 
social services dealing with family problems like 
addiction, infidelity and domestic violence, pro-
grammes of  spiritual growth, workshops for 
parents with troubled children and family meet-
ings.  The parish office should be prepared to 
deal helpfully and sensitively with family needs 
and be able to make referrals, when necessary, 
to those who can help.  There is also the contri-
bution made by groups of  married couples that 
provide assistance as part of  their commitment 
to service, prayer, formation and mutual support.  
Such groups enable couples to be generous, to 
assist other families and to share the faith; at the 
same time they strengthen marriages and help 
them to grow.  

230. It is true that many couples, once married, 
drop out of  the Christian community.  Often, 
however, we ourselves do not take advantage of  
those occasions when they do return, to remind 
them of  the beautiful ideal of  Christian marriage 
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and the support that our parishes can offer them.  
I think, for example, of  the Baptism and First 
Holy Communion of  their children, or the fu-
nerals or weddings of  their relatives or friends.  
Almost all married couples reappear on these 
occasions, and we should take greater advantage 
of  this.  Another way of  growing closer is by 
blessing homes or by bringing a pilgrim image 
of  Our Lady to houses in the neighbourhood; 
this provides an opportunity for a pastoral con-
versation about the family’s situation.  It could 
also be helpful to ask older married couples to 
help younger couples in the neighbourhood by 
visiting them and offering guidance in the early 
years of  marriage.  Given the pace of  life today, 
most couples cannot attend frequent meetings; 
still, we cannot restrict our pastoral outreach to 
small and select groups.  Nowadays, pastoral care 
for families has to be fundamentally missionary, 
going out to where people are.  We can no longer 
be like a factory, churning out courses that for 
the most part are poorly attended. 

casTinG LiGhT on crises, Worries and difficuLTies

231. A word should also be said about those 
whose love, like a fine wine, has come into its 
own.  Just as a good wine begins to “breathe” 
with time, so too the daily experience of  fidelity 
gives married life richness and “body”.  Fidelity 
has to do with patience and expectation.  Its joys 
and sacrifices bear fruit as the years go by and the 
couple rejoices to see their children’s children.  
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The love present from the beginning becomes 
more conscious, settled and mature as the couple 
discover each other anew day after day, year after 
year.  Saint John of  the Cross tells us that “old 
lovers are tried and true”.  They “are outwardly 
no longer afire with powerful emotions and im-
pulses, but now taste the sweetness of  the wine 
of  love, well-aged and stored deep within their 
hearts”.253  Such couples have successfully over-
come crises and hardships without fleeing from 
challenges or concealing problems.  

The challenge of  crises

232. The life of  every family is marked by 
all kinds of  crises, yet these are also part of  its 
dramatic beauty.  Couples should be helped to  
realize that surmounting a crisis need not weaken 
their relationship; instead, it can improve, settle 
and mature the wine of  their union.  Life together 
should not diminish but increase their content-
ment; every new step along the way can help 
couples find new ways to happiness.  Each cri-
sis becomes an apprenticeship in growing closer 
together or learning a little more about what it 
means to be married.  There is no need for cou-
ples to resign themselves to an inevitable down-
ward spiral or a tolerable mediocrity.  On the 
contrary, when marriage is seen as a challenge 
that involves overcoming obstacles, each crisis 

253 Cántico Espiritual B, XXV, 11.
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becomes an opportunity to let the wine of  their 
relationship age and improve.  Couples will gain 
from receiving help in facing crises, meeting chal-
lenges and acknowledging them as part of  fam-
ily life.  Experienced and trained couples should 
be open to offering guidance, so the couples will 
not be unnerved by these crises or tempted to 
hasty decisions.  Each crisis has a lesson to teach 
us; we need to learn how to listen for it with the 
ear of  the heart. 

233. Faced with a crisis, we tend first to react 
defensively, since we feel that we are losing con-
trol, or are somehow at fault, and this makes us 
uneasy.  We resort to denying the problem, hid-
ing or downplaying it, and hoping that it will go 
away.  But this does not help; it only makes things 
worse, wastes energy and delays a solution.  Cou-
ples grow apart and lose their ability to com-
municate.  When problems are not dealt with, 
communication is the first thing to go.  Little 
by little, the “the person I love” slowly becomes 
“my mate”, then just “the father or mother of  
my children”, and finally a stranger.  

234. Crises need to be faced together.  This is 
hard, since persons sometimes withdraw in order 
to avoid saying what they feel; they retreat into 
a craven silence.  At these times, it becomes all 
the more important to create opportunities for 
speaking heart to heart.  Unless a couple learns 
to do this, they will find it harder and harder as 
time passes.  Communication is an art learned 
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in moments of  peace in order to be practised in 
moments of  difficulty.  Spouses need help in dis-
covering their deepest thoughts and feelings and 
expressing them.  Like childbirth, this is a painful 
process that brings forth a new treasure.  The 
answers given to the pre-synodal consultation 
showed that most people in difficult or critical 
situations do not seek pastoral assistance, since 
they do not find it sympathetic, realistic or con-
cerned for individual cases.  This should spur us 
to try to approach marriage crises with greater 
sensitivity to their burden of  hurt and anxiety. 

235. Some crises are typical of  almost every 
marriage.  Newly married couples need to learn 
how to accept their differences and to disengage 
from their parents.  The arrival of  a child pre-
sents new emotional challenges.  Raising small 
children necessitates a change of  lifestyle, while 
the onset of  adolescence causes strain, frus-
tration and even tension between parents.  An 
“empty nest” obliges a couple to redefine their 
relationship, while the need to care for aging par-
ents involves making difficult decisions in their 
regard.  All these are demanding situations that 
can cause apprehension, feelings of  guilt, depres-
sion and fatigue, with serious repercussions on a 
marriage. 

236. Then there are those personal crises that 
affect the life of  couples, often involving financ-
es, problems in the workplace, emotional, social 
and spiritual difficulties.  Unexpected situations 
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present themselves, disrupting family life and re-
quiring a process of  forgiveness and reconcilia-
tion.  In resolving sincerely to forgive the other, 
each has to ask quietly and humbly if  he or she 
has not somehow created the conditions that led 
to the other’s mistakes.  Some families break up 
when spouses engage in mutual recrimination, 
but “experience shows that with proper assis-
tance and acts of  reconciliation, through grace, 
a great percentage of  troubled marriages find a 
solution in a satisfying manner.  To know how 
to forgive and to feel forgiven is a basic experi-
ence in family life”.254  “The arduous art of  rec-
onciliation, which requires the support of  grace, 
needs the generous cooperation of  relatives and 
friends, and sometimes even outside help and 
professional assistance”.255  

237. It is becoming more and more common to 
think that, when one or both partners no longer 
feel fulfilled, or things have not turned out the 
way they wanted, sufficient reason exists to end 
the marriage.  Were this the case, no marriage 
would last.  At times, all it takes to decide that 
everything is over is a single instance of  dissat-
isfaction, the absence of  the other when he or 
she was most needed, wounded pride, or a vague 
fear.  Inevitably, situations will arise involving hu-
man weakness and these can prove emotionally 
overwhelming.  One spouse may not feel fully 

254 Relatio Synodi 2014, 44.
255 Relatio Finalis 2015, 81.
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appreciated, or may be attracted to another person.  
Jealousy and tensions may emerge, or new inter-
ests that consume the other’s time and attention.  
Physical changes naturally occur in everyone.  
These, and so many other things, rather than 
threatening love, are so many occasions for re-
viving and renewing it. 

238. In such situations, some have the maturity 
needed to reaffirm their choice of  the other as their 
partner on life’s journey, despite the limitations 
of  the relationship.  They realistically accept that 
the other cannot fulfil all their cherished dreams.  
Persons like this avoid thinking of  themselves as 
martyrs; they make the most of  whatever possi-
bilities family life gives them and they work pa-
tiently at strengthening the marriage bond.  They 
realize, after all, that every crisis can be a new 
“yes”, enabling love to be renewed, deepened 
and inwardly strengthened.  When crises come, 
they are unafraid to get to the root of  it, to re-
negotiate basic terms, to achieve a new equilib-
rium and to move forward together.  With this 
kind of  constant openness they are able to face 
any number of  difficult situations.  In any event, 
while realizing that reconciliation is a possibility, 
we also see that “what is urgently needed today 
is a ministry to care for those whose marital rela-
tionship has broken down”.256

256 Ibid., 78.
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Old wounds

239. Understandably, families often experience 
problems when one of  their members is emo-
tionally immature because he or she still bears the 
scars of  earlier experiences.  An unhappy child-
hood or adolescence can breed personal crises 
that affect one’s marriage.  Were everyone mature 
and normal, crises would be less frequent or less 
painful.  Yet the fact is that only in their forties 
do some people achieve a maturity that should 
have come at the end of  adolescence.  Some love 
with the selfish, capricious and self-centred love 
of  a child: an insatiable love that screams or cries 
when it fails to get what it wants.  Others love 
with an adolescent love marked by hostility, bitter 
criticism and the need to blame others; caught up 
in their own emotions and fantasies, such per-
sons expect others to fill their emptiness and to 
satisfy their every desire. 

240. Many people leave childhood without 
ever having felt unconditional love.  This affects 
their ability to be trusting and open with others.  
A poor relationship with one’s parents and sib-
lings, if  left unhealed, can re-emerge and hurt 
a marriage.  Unresolved issues need to be dealt 
with and a process of  liberation must take place.  
When problems emerge in a marriage, before 
important decisions are made it is important to 
ensure that each spouse has come to grips with 
his or her own history.  This involves recognizing 
a need for healing, insistent prayer for the grace 
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to forgive and be forgiven, a willingness to accept 
help, and the determination not to give up but 
to keep trying.  A sincere self-examination will 
make it possible to see how one’s own shortcom-
ings and immaturity affect the relationship.  Even 
if  it seems clear that the other person is at fault, a 
crisis will never be overcome simply by expecting 
him or her to change.  We also have to ask what 
in our own life needs to grow or heal if  the con-
flict is to be resolved. 

Accompaniment after breakdown and divorce

241. In some cases, respect for one’s own dig-
nity and the good of  the children requires not 
giving in to excessive demands or preventing a 
grave injustice, violence or chronic ill-treatment.  
In such cases, “separation becomes inevitable.  
At times it even becomes morally necessary, pre-
cisely when it is a matter of  removing the more 
vulnerable spouse or young children from seri-
ous injury due to abuse and violence, from hu-
miliation and exploitation, and from disregard 
and indifference”.257  Even so, “separation must 
be considered as a last resort, after all other rea-
sonable attempts at reconciliation have proved 
vain”.258

257 Catechesis (24 June 2015): L’Osservatore Romano, 25 
June 2015, p. 8. 

258 John pauL II, Apostolic Exhortation Familiaris 
Consortio (22 November 1981), 83: AAS 74 (1982), 184.



242. The Synod Fathers noted that “special 
discernment is indispensable for the pastoral 
care of  those who are separated, divorced or 
abandoned.  Respect needs to be shown especially 
for the sufferings of  those who have unjustly 
endured separation, divorce or abandonment, 
or those who have been forced by maltreatment 
from a husband or a wife to interrupt their life 
together.  To forgive such an injustice that has 
been suffered is not easy, but grace makes this 
journey possible.  Pastoral care must necessarily 
include efforts at reconciliation and mediation, 
through the establishment of  specialized coun-
selling centres in dioceses”.259  At the same time, 
“divorced people who have not remarried, and 
often bear witness to marital fidelity, ought to be 
encouraged to find in the Eucharist the nourish-
ment they need to sustain them in their present 
state of  life.  The local community and pastors 
should accompany these people with solicitude, 
particularly when children are involved or when 
they are in serious financial difficulty”.260  Fami-
ly breakdown becomes even more traumatic and 
painful in the case of  the poor, since they have 
far fewer resources at hand for starting a new 
life.  A poor person, once removed from a se-
cure family environment, is doubly vulnerable to 
abandonment and possible harm.

259 Relatio Synodi 2014, 47.
260 Ibid., 50.



243. It is important that the divorced who have 
entered a new union should be made to feel part 
of  the Church.  “They are not excommunicated” 
and they should not be treated as such, since they 
remain part of  the ecclesial community.261  These 
situations “require careful discernment and re-
spectful accompaniment.  Language or conduct 
that might lead them to feel discriminated against 
should be avoided, and they should be encour-
aged to participate in the life of  the community.  
The Christian community’s care of  such persons 
is not to be considered a weakening of  its faith 
and testimony to the indissolubility of  marriage; 
rather, such care is a particular expression of  its 
charity”.262

244. A large number of  Synod Fathers also 
“emphasized the need to make the procedure 
in cases of  nullity more accessible and less time 
consuming, and, if  possible, free of  charge”.263  
The slowness of  the process causes distress and 
strain on the parties.  My two recent documents 
dealing with this issue264 have simplified the pro-
cedures for the declarations of  matrimonial nul-
lity.  With these, I wished “to make clear that the 

261 Catechesis (5 August 2015): L’Osservatore Romano, 6 
August 2015, p. 7.

262 Relatio Synodi 2014, 51; cf. Relatio Finalis 2015, 84.
263 Ibid., 48. 
264 Motu Proprio Mitis Iudex Dominus Iesus (15 August 

2015): L’Osservatore Romano, 9 September 2015, pp. 3-4; cf. Motu 
Proprio Mitis et Misericors Iesus (15 August 2015): L’Osservatore 
Romano, 9 September 2015, pp. 5-6.
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bishop himself, in the Church over which he has 
been appointed shepherd and head, is by that 
very fact the judge of  those faithful entrusted 
to his care”.265  “The implementation of  these 
documents is therefore a great responsibility for 
Ordinaries in dioceses, who are called upon to 
judge some cases themselves and, in every case, 
to ensure the faithful an easier access to justice.  
This involves preparing a sufficient staff, com-
posed of  clerics and lay persons who are primar-
ily deputed to this ecclesial service.  Information, 
counselling and mediation services associated 
with the family apostolate should also be made 
available to individuals who are separated or cou-
ples in crisis.  These services could also include 
meeting with individuals in view of  the prelimi-
nary inquiry of  a matrimonial process (cf. Mitis 
Iudex, art. 2-3)”.266

245. The Synod Fathers also pointed to “the 
consequences of  separation or divorce on chil-
dren, in every case the innocent victims of  the 
situation”.267  Apart from every other considera-
tion, the good of  children should be the primary 
concern, and not overshadowed by any ulterior 
interest or objective.  I make this appeal to par-
ents who are separated: “Never ever, take your 

265 Motu Proprio Mitis Iudex Dominus Iesus (15 August 
2015), Preamble, III: L’Osservatore Romano, 9 September 2015, 
p. 3.  

266 Relatio Finalis 2015, 82. 
267 Relatio Synodi 2014, 47.
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child hostage!  You separated for many problems 
and reasons.  Life gave you this trial, but your 
children should not have to bear the burden of  
this separation or be used as hostages against the 
other spouse.  They should grow up hearing their 
mother speak well of  their father, even though 
they are not together, and their father speak well 
of  their mother”.268  It is irresponsible to dispar-
age the other parent as a means of  winning a 
child’s affection, or out of  revenge or self-justi-
fication.  Doing so will affect the child’s interior 
tranquillity and cause wounds hard to heal.

246. The Church, while appreciating the situa-
tions of  conflict that are part of  marriage, can-
not fail to speak out on behalf  of  those who are 
most vulnerable: the children who often suffer in 
silence.  Today, “despite our seemingly evolved 
sensibilities and all our refined psychological 
analyses, I ask myself  if  we are not becoming 
numb to the hurt in children’s souls...  Do we feel 
the immense psychological burden borne by chil-
dren in families where the members mistreat and 
hurt one another, to the point of  breaking the 
bonds of  marital fidelity?”269  Such harmful expe-
riences do not help children to grow in the ma-
turity needed to make definitive commitments.  
For this reason, Christian communities must not 

268 Catechesis (20 May 2015): L‘Osservatore Romano, 21 
May 2015, p. 8.

269 Catechesis (24 June 2015): L’Osservatore Romano, 25 
June 2015, p. 8.
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abandon divorced parents who have entered a 
new union, but should include and support them 
in their efforts to bring up their children.  “How 
can we encourage those parents to do everything 
possible to raise their children in the Christian 
life, to give them an example of  committed and 
practical faith, if  we keep them at arm’s length 
from the life of  the community, as if  they were 
somehow excommunicated?  We must keep from 
acting in a way that adds even more to the bur-
dens that children in these situations already have 
to bear!”270  Helping heal the wounds of  parents 
and supporting them spiritually is also beneficial 
for children, who need the familiar face of  the 
Church to see them through this traumatic ex-
perience.  Divorce is an evil and the increasing 
number of  divorces is very troubling.  Hence, 
our most important pastoral task with regard 
to families is to strengthen their love, helping to 
heal wounds and working to prevent the spread 
of  this drama of  our times.

Certain complex situations

247. “Issues involving mixed marriages re-
quire particular attention.  Marriages between 
Catholics and other baptized persons ‘have 
their own particular nature, but they contain nu-
merous elements that could well be made good 
use of  and developed, both for their intrinsic 

270 Catechesis (5 August 2015): L’Osservatore Romano, 6 
August 2015, p. 7.
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value and for the contribution that they can 
make to the ecumenical movement’.  For this 
purpose, ‘an effort should be made to estab-
lish cordial cooperation between the Catholic 
and the non-Catholic ministers from the time 
that preparations begin for the marriage and 
the wedding ceremony’ (Familiaris Consortio, 78).  
With regard to sharing in the Eucharist, ‘the 
decision as to whether the non-Catholic party 
of  the marriage may be admitted to Eucharistic 
communion is to be made in keeping with the 
general norms existing in the matter, both for 
Eastern Christians and for other Christians, tak-
ing into account the particular situation of  the 
reception of  the sacrament of  matrimony by 
two baptized Christians.  Although the spous-
es in a mixed marriage share the sacraments of  
baptism and matrimony, eucharistic sharing can 
only be exceptional and in each case accord-
ing to the stated norms’ (Pontifical Council for 
Promoting Christian Unity, Directory for the Ap-
plication of  Principles and Norms on Ecumenism, 25 
March 1993, 159-160)”.271

248. “Marriages involving disparity of  cult 
represent a privileged place for interreligious di-
alogue in everyday life…  They involve special 
difficulties regarding both the Christian iden-
tity of  the family and the religious upbringing 
of  the children…  The number of  households 

271 Relatio Finalis 2015, 72.
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with married couples with disparity of  cult, 
on the rise in mission territories, and even in 
countries of  long Christian tradition, urgently 
requires providing a differentiated pastoral care 
according to various social and cultural con-
texts.  In some countries where freedom of  
religion does not exist, the Christian spouse is 
obliged to convert to another religion in order 
to marry, and, therefore, cannot celebrate a ca-
nonical marriage involving disparity of  cult or 
baptize the children.  We must therefore reit-
erate the necessity that the religious freedom 
of  all be respected”.272  “Attention needs to be 
given to the persons who enter such marriag-
es, not only in the period before the wedding.  
Unique challenges face couples and families in 
which one partner is Catholic and the other is 
a non-believer.  In such cases, bearing witness 
to the ability of  the Gospel to immerse itself  in 
these situations will make possible the upbring-
ing of  their children in the Christian faith”.273

249. “Particular problems arise when persons 
in a complex marital situation wish to be bap-
tized.  These persons contracted a stable marriage 
at a time when at least one of  them did not know 
the Christian faith.  In such cases, bishops are 
called to exercise a pastoral discernment which is 
commensurate with their spiritual good”.274

272 Ibid., 73.
273 Ibid., 74.
274 Ibid., 75.
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250. The Church makes her own the atti-
tude of  the Lord Jesus, who offers his bound-
less love to each person without exception.275   
During the Synod, we discussed the situation 
of  families whose members include persons 
who experience same-sex attraction, a situation 
not easy either for parents or for children.  We 
would like before all else to reaffirm that every 
person, regardless of  sexual orientation, ought 
to be respected in his or her dignity and treated 
with consideration, while ‘every sign of  unjust 
discrimination’ is to be carefully avoided,276 par-
ticularly any form of  aggression and violence.  
Such families should be given respectful pasto-
ral guidance, so that those who manifest a ho-
mosexual orientation can receive the assistance 
they need to understand and fully carry out 
God’s will in their lives.277  

251. In discussing the dignity and mission of  
the family, the Synod Fathers observed that, “as 
for proposals to place unions between homo-
sexual persons on the same level as marriage, 
there are absolutely no grounds for considering 
homosexual unions to be in any way similar or 
even remotely analogous to God’s plan for mar-
riage and family”.  It is unacceptable “that local 
Churches should be subjected to pressure in 

275  Cf. Bull Misericordiae Vultus, 12: AAS 107 (2015), 407.
276 Catechism of  the Catholic Church, 2358; cf. Relatio 

Finalis 2015, 76.
277 Ibid.
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this matter and that international bodies should 
make financial aid to poor countries dependent 
on the introduction of  laws to establish ‘mar-
riage’ between persons of  the same sex”.278

252. Single-parent families often result from 
“the unwillingness of  biological mothers or fa-
thers to be part of  a family; situations of  vio-
lence, where one parent is forced to flee with the 
children; the death of  one of  the parents; the 
abandonment of  the family by one parent, and 
other situations.  Whatever the cause, single par-
ents must receive encouragement and support 
from other families in the Christian community, 
and from the parish’s pastoral outreach.  Often 
these families endure other hardships, such as 
economic difficulties, uncertain employment 
prospects, problems with child support and lack 
of  housing”.279 

When deaTh makes us feeL iTs sTinG

253. At times family life is challenged by the 
death of  a loved one.  We cannot fail to offer 
the light of  faith as a support to families going 
through this experience.280  To turn our backs on 
a grieving family would show a lack of  mercy, 

278 Relatio Finalis 2015, 76; cf. conGreGaTion for The 
docTrine of The faiTh, Considerations Regarding Proposals to 
Give Legal Recognition to Unions between Homosexual Persons (3 
June 2003), 4. 

279 Ibid., 80.
280 Cf. ibid., 20.
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mean the loss of  a pastoral opportunity, and 
close the door to other efforts at evangelization.

254. I can understand the anguish felt by those 
who have lost a much-loved person, a spouse 
with whom they have shared so much.  Jesus 
himself  was deeply moved and began to weep 
at the death of  a friend (cf. Jn 11:33, 35).  And 
how can we even begin to understand the grief  
of  parents who have lost a child?  “It is as if  
time stops altogether: a chasm opens to engulf  
both past and future”, and “at times we even go 
so far as to lay the blame on God.  How many 
people – I can understand them – get angry with 
God”.281  “Losing one’s spouse is particularly dif-
ficult…  From the moment of  enduring a loss, 
some display an ability to concentrate their en-
ergies in a greater dedication to their children 
and grandchildren, finding in this experience of  
love a renewed sense of  mission in raising their 
children….  Those who do not have relatives to 
spend time with and to receive affection from, 
should be aided by the Christian community with 
particular attention and availability, especially if  
they are poor”.282

255. Ordinarily, the grieving process takes a 
fair amount of  time, and when a pastor must 
accompany that process, he has to adapt to the  

281  Catechesis (17 June 2015): L’Osservatore Romano, 18 
June 2015, p. 8.

282  Relatio Finalis 2015, 19.
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demands of  each of  its stages.  The entire pro-
cess is filled with questions: about the reasons 
why the loved one had to die, about all the things 
that might have been done, about what a person 
experiences at the moment of  death.  With a sin-
cere and patient process of  prayer and interior 
liberation, peace returns.  At particular times, we 
have to help the grieving person to realize that, 
after the loss of  a loved one, we still have a mis-
sion to carry out, and that it does us no good 
to prolong the suffering, as if  it were a form of  
tribute.  Our loved ones have no need of  our 
suffering, nor does it flatter them that we should 
ruin our lives.  Nor is it the best expression of  
love to dwell on them and keep bringing up their 
name, because this is to be dependent on the past 
instead of  continuing to love them now that they 
are elsewhere.  They can no longer be physically 
present to us, yet for all death’s power, “love is 
strong as death” (Song 8:6).  Love involves an in-
tuition that can enable us to hear without sounds 
and to see the unseen.  This does not mean imag-
ining our loved ones as they were, but being able 
to accept them changed as they now are.  The 
risen Jesus, when his friend Mary tried to em-
brace him, told her not to hold on to him (cf. Jn 
20:17), in order to lead her to a different kind of  
encounter.

256. It consoles us to know that those who 
die do not completely pass away, and faith as-
sures us that the risen Lord will never abandon 
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us.  Thus we can “prevent death from poisoning 
life, from rendering vain our love, from pushing 
us into the darkest chasm”.283  The Bible tells us 
that God created us out of  love and made us in 
such a way that our life does not end with death 
(cf. Wis 3:2-3).  Saint Paul speaks to us of  an 
encounter with Christ immediately after death: 
“My desire is to depart and be with Christ” (Phil 
1:23).  With Christ, after death, there awaits us 
“what God has prepared for those who love 
him” (1 Cor 2:9).  The Preface of  the Liturgy 
of  the Dead puts it nicely: “Although the cer-
tainty of  death saddens us, we are consoled by 
the promise of  future immortality.  For the life 
of  those who believe in you, Lord, is not end-
ed but changed”.  Indeed, “our loved ones are 
not lost in the shades of  nothingness; hope as-
sures us that they are in the good strong hands 
of  God”.284

257. One way of  maintaining fellowship with 
our loved ones is to pray for them.285 The Bi-
ble tells us that “to pray for the dead” is “holy 
and pious” (2 Macc 12:44-45).  “Our prayer for 
them is capable not only of  helping them, but 
also of  making their intercession for us effec-
tive”.286  The Book of  Revelation portrays the 

283  Catechesis (17 June 2015): L’Osservatore Romano, 18 
June 2015, p. 8.

284  Ibid.
285  Cf. Catechism of  the Catholic Church, 958.
286  Ibid.
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martyrs interceding for those who suffer injus-
tice on earth (cf. Rev 6:9-11), in solidarity with 
this world and its history.  Some saints, before 
dying, consoled their loved ones by promising 
them that they would be near to help them.  
Saint Therese of  Lisieux wished to continue do-
ing good from heaven.287  Saint Dominic stated 
that “he would be more helpful after death… 
more powerful in obtaining graces”.288  These 
are truly “bonds of  love”,289 because “the union 
of  the wayfarers with the brethren who sleep in 
the Lord is in no way interrupted… [but] rein-
forced by an exchange of  spiritual goods”.290

258. If  we accept death, we can prepare our-
selves for it.  The way is to grow in our love for 
those who walk at our side, until that day when 
“death will be no more, mourning and crying 
and pain will be no more” (Rev 21:4).  We will 
thus prepare ourselves to meet once more our 
loved ones who have died.  Just as Jesus “gave 
back to his mother” (cf. Lk 7:15) her son who 
had died, so it will be with us.  Let us not waste 

287  Cf. Therese of Lisieux, Derniers Entretiens: Le “carnet 
jaune” de Mère Agnès, 17 July 1897, in Oeuvres Complètes, Paris, 
1996, 1050.  Her Carmelite sisters spoke of  a promise made by 
Saint Therese that her departure from this world would be “like 
a shower of  roses” (ibid., 9 June 1897, 1013).

288 Jordan of saxony, Libellus de principiis Ordinis 
Praedicatorum, 93: Monumenta Historica Sancti Patris Nostri Dominici, 
XVI, Rome, 1935, p. 69.

289  Cf. Catechism of  the Catholic Church, 957.
290  Second vaTican ecumenicaL counciL, Dogmatic 

Constitution on the Church Lumen Gentium, 49.
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energy by dwelling on the distant past.  The bet-
ter we live on this earth, the greater the happi-
ness we will be able to share with our loved ones 
in heaven.  The more we are able to mature and 
develop in this world, the more gifts will we be 
able to bring to the heavenly banquet.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

ToWards a beTTer educaTion  
of chiLdren

259. Parents always influence the moral devel-
opment of  their children, for better or for worse.  
It follows that they should take up this essential 
role and carry it out consciously, enthusiastically, 
reasonably and appropriately.  Since the educa-
tional role of  families is so important, and in-
creasingly complex, I would like to discuss it in 
detail.

Where are our chiLdren?

260. Families cannot help but be places of  sup-
port, guidance and direction, however much they 
may have to rethink their methods and discover 
new resources.  Parents need to consider what 
they want their children to be exposed to, and 
this necessarily means being concerned about 
who is providing their entertainment, who is en-
tering their rooms through television and elec-
tronic devices, and with whom they are spending 
their free time.  Only if  we devote time to our 
children, speaking of  important things with sim-
plicity and concern, and finding healthy ways for 
them to spend their time, will we be able to shield 
them from harm.  Vigilance is always necessary 
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and neglect is never beneficial.  Parents have to 
help prepare children and adolescents to con-
front the risk, for example, of  aggression, abuse 
or drug addiction.

261. Obsession, however, is not education.  We 
cannot control every situation that a child may 
experience.  Here it remains true that “time is 
greater than space”.291  In other words, it is more 
important to start processes than to dominate 
spaces.  If  parents are obsessed with always 
knowing where their children are and controlling 
all their movements, they will seek only to 
dominate space.  But this is no way to educate, 
strengthen and prepare their children to face 
challenges.  What is most important is the ability 
lovingly to help them grow in freedom, matu-
rity, overall discipline and real autonomy.  Only 
in this way will children come to possess the 
wherewithal needed to fend for themselves and 
to act intelligently and prudently whenever they 
meet with difficulties.  The real question, then, is 
not where our children are physically, or whom 
they are with at any given time, but rather where 
they are existentially, where they stand in terms 
of  their convictions, goals, desires and dreams.  
The questions I would put to parents are these: 
“Do we seek to understand ‘where’ our children 
really are in their journey?   Where is their soul, 

291 Apostolic Exhortation Evangelii Gaudium (24 
November 2013), 222: AAS 105 (2013), 1111.
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do we really know?  And above all, do we want 
to know?”.292

262. Were maturity merely the development of  
something already present in our genetic code, 
not much would have to be done.  But prudence, 
good judgement and common sense are depend-
ent not on purely quantitative growth factors, but 
rather on a whole series of  things that come to-
gether deep within each person, or better, at the 
very core of  our freedom.  Inevitably, each child 
will surprise us with ideas and projects born of  
that freedom, which challenge us to rethink our 
own ideas.  This is a good thing.  Education in-
cludes encouraging the responsible use of  free-
dom to face issues with good sense and intelli-
gence.  It involves forming persons who readily 
understand that their own lives, and the life of  
the community, are in their hands, and that free-
dom is itself  a great gift.

The eThicaL formaTion of chiLdren

263. Parents rely on schools to ensure the  
basic instruction of  their children, but can  
never completely delegate the moral formation 
of  their children to others.  A person’s affective 
and ethical development is ultimately grounded 
in a particular experience, namely, that his or her 
parents can be trusted.  This means that parents, 

292  Catechesis (20 May 2015): L’Osservatore Romano, 21 
May 2015, p. 8.
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as educators, are responsible, by their affection 
and example, for instilling in their children trust 
and loving respect.  When children no longer 
feel that, for all their faults, they are important to 
their parents, or that their parents are sincerely 
concerned about them, this causes deep hurt 
and many difficulties along their path to matu-
rity.  This physical or emotional absence creates 
greater hurt than any scolding which a child may 
receive for doing something wrong.

264. Parents are also responsible for shaping 
the will of  their children, fostering good hab-
its and a natural inclination to goodness.  This 
entails presenting certain ways of  thinking and 
acting as desirable and worthwhile, as part of  a 
gradual process of  growth.  The desire to fit into 
society, or the habit of  foregoing an immediate 
pleasure for the sake of  a better and more or-
derly life in common, is itself  a value that can 
then inspire openness to greater values.  Moral 
formation should always take place with active 
methods and a dialogue that teaches through 
sensitivity and by using a language children can 
understand.  It should also take place inductively, 
so that children can learn for themselves the im-
portance of  certain values, principles and norms, 
rather than by imposing these as absolute and 
unquestionable truths.

265. Doing what is right means more than 
“judging what seems best” or knowing clearly 
what needs to be done, as important as this is.  
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Often we prove inconsistent in our own con-
victions, however firm they may be; even when 
our conscience dictates a clear moral decision,  
other factors sometimes prove more attractive 
and powerful.  We have to arrive at the point 
where the good that the intellect grasps can take 
root in us as a profound affective inclination, as 
a thirst for the good that outweighs other attrac-
tions and helps us to realize that what we consid-
er objectively good is also good “for us” here and 
now.  A good ethical education includes show-
ing a person that it is in his own interest to do 
what is right.  Today, it is less and less effective 
to demand something that calls for effort and 
sacrifice, without clearly pointing to the benefits 
which it can bring.

266. Good habits need to be developed.  Even 
childhood habits can help to translate important 
interiorized values into sound and steady ways of  
acting.  A person may be sociable and open to 
others, but if  over a long period of  time he has 
not been trained by his elders to say “Please”,  
“Thank you”, and “Sorry”, his good interior dis-
position will not easily come to the fore.  The 
strengthening of  the will and the repetition of  
specific actions are the building blocks of  moral 
conduct; without the conscious, free and valued 
repetition of  certain patterns of  good behav-
iour, moral education does not take place.  Mere 
desire, or an attraction to a certain value, is not 
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enough to instil a virtue in the absence of  those 
properly motivated acts.

267. Freedom is something magnificent, yet 
it can also be dissipated and lost.  Moral educa-
tion has to do with cultivating freedom through 
ideas, incentives, practical applications, stimu-
li, rewards, examples, models, symbols, reflec-
tions, encouragement, dialogue and a constant 
rethinking of  our way of  doing things; all these 
can help develop those stable interior principles 
that lead us spontaneously to do good.  Virtue 
is a conviction that has become a steadfast inner 
principle of  operation.  The virtuous life thus 
builds, strengthens and shapes freedom, lest we 
become slaves of  dehumanizing and antisocial 
inclinations.  For human dignity itself  demands 
that each of  us “act out of  conscious and free 
choice, as moved and drawn in a personal way 
from within”.293

The vaLue of correcTion as an incenTive

268. It is also essential to help children and 
adolescents to realize that misbehaviour has 
consequences.  They need to be encouraged to 
put themselves in other people’s shoes and to 
acknowledge the hurt they have caused.  Some 
punishments –  those for aggressive, antisocial 

293  second vaTican ecumenicaL counciL, Pastoral 
Constitution on the Church in the Modern World Gaudium et 
Spes, 17.
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conduct - can partially serve this purpose.  It is 
important to train children firmly to ask forgive-
ness and to repair the harm done to others.  As 
the educational process bears fruit in the growth 
of  personal freedom, children come to appreci-
ate that it was good to grow up in a family and 
even to put up with the demands that every pro-
cess of  formation makes. 

269. Correction is also an incentive whenever 
children’s efforts are appreciated and acknowl-
edged, and they sense their parents’ constant, pa-
tient trust.  Children who are lovingly corrected 
feel cared for; they perceive that they are indi-
viduals whose potential is recognized.  This does 
not require parents to be perfect, but to be able 
humbly to acknowledge their own limitations 
and make efforts to improve.  Still, one of  the 
things children need to learn from their parents 
is not to get carried away by anger.  A child who 
does something wrong must be corrected, but 
never treated as an enemy or an object on which 
to take out one’s own frustrations.  Adults also 
need to realize that some kinds of  misbehaviour 
have to do with the frailty and limitations typical 
of  youth.  An attitude constantly prone to pun-
ishment would be harmful and not help children 
to realize that some actions are more serious 
than others.  It would lead to discouragement 
and resentment: “Parents, do not provoke your 
children” (Eph 6:4; cf. Col 3:21).
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270. It is important that discipline not lead to 
discouragement, but be instead a stimulus to fur-
ther progress.  How can discipline be best inte-
riorized?  How do we ensure that discipline is 
a constructive limit placed on a child’s actions 
and not a barrier standing in the way of  his or 
her growth?  A balance has to be found between 
two equally harmful extremes.  One would be to 
try to make everything revolve around the child’s 
desires; such children will grow up with a sense 
of  their rights but not their responsibilities.  The 
other would be to deprive the child of  an aware-
ness of  his or her dignity, personal identity and 
rights; such children end up overwhelmed by 
their duties and a need to carry out other peo-
ple’s wishes.

paTienT reaLism

271. Moral education entails asking of  a child 
or a young person only those things that do not 
involve a disproportionate sacrifice, and demand-
ing only a degree of  effort that will not lead to 
resentment or coercion.  Ordinarily this is done 
by proposing small steps that can be understood, 
accepted and appreciated, while including a pro-
portionate sacrifice.  Otherwise, by demanding 
too much, we gain nothing.  Once the child is 
free of  our authority, he or she may possibly 
cease to do good.

272. Ethical formation is at times frowned upon, 
due to experiences of  neglect, disappointment, 
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lack of  affection or poor models of  parenting.  
Ethical values are associated with negative images 
of  parental figures or the shortcomings of  adults.  
For this reason, adolescents should be helped to 
draw analogies: to appreciate that values are best 
embodied in a few exemplary persons, but also re-
alized imperfectly and to different degrees in oth-
ers.  At the same time, since their hesitation can 
be tied to bad experiences, they need help in the 
process of  inner healing and in this way to grow 
in the ability to understand and live in peace with 
others and the larger community.

273. In proposing values, we have to proceed 
slowly, taking into consideration the child’s age 
and abilities, without presuming to apply rigid 
and inflexible methods.  The valuable contribu-
tions of  psychology and the educational sciences 
have shown that changing a child’s behaviour in-
volves a gradual process, but also that freedom 
needs to be channeled and stimulated, since by 
itself  it does not ensure growth in maturity.  Situ-
ated freedom, real freedom, is limited and condi-
tioned.  It is not simply the ability to choose what 
is good with complete spontaneity.  A distinction 
is not always adequately drawn between “vol-
untary” and “free” acts.  A person may clearly 
and willingly desire something evil, but do so 
as the result of  an irresistible passion or a poor 
upbringing.  In such cases, while the decision is 
voluntary, inasmuch as it does not run counter to 
the inclination of  their desire, it is not free, since 
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it is practically impossible for them not to choose 
that evil.  We see this in the case of  compulsive 
drug addicts.  When they want a fix, they want 
it completely, yet they are so conditioned that at 
that moment no other decision is possible.  Their 
decision is voluntary but not free.  It makes no 
sense to “let them freely choose”, since in fact 
they cannot choose, and exposing them to drugs 
only increases their addiction.  They need the 
help of  others and a process of  rehabilitation.

famiLy Life as an educaTionaL seTTinG

274. The family is the first school of  human 
values, where we learn the wise use of  free-
dom.  Certain inclinations develop in childhood 
and become so deeply rooted that they remain 
throughout life, either as attractions to a particu-
lar value or a natural repugnance to certain ways 
of  acting.  Many people think and act in a certain 
way because they deem it to be right on the basis 
of  what they learned, as if  by osmosis, from their 
earliest years: “That’s how I was taught”.  “That’s 
what I learned to do”.  In the family we can also 
learn to be critical about certain messages sent 
by the various media.  Sad to say, some television 
programmes or forms of  advertising often nega-
tively influence and undercut the values inculcated 
in family life.

275. In our own day, dominated by stress and 
rapid technological advances, one of  the most 
important tasks of  families is to provide an  
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education in hope.  This does not mean prevent-
ing children from playing with electronic devices, 
but rather finding ways to help them develop 
their critical abilities and not to think that digital 
speed can apply to everything in life.  Postpon-
ing desires does not mean denying them but sim-
ply deferring their fulfilment.  When children or 
adolescents are not helped to realize that some 
things have to be waited for, they can become 
obsessed with satisfying their immediate needs 
and develop the vice of  “wanting it all now”.  
This is a grand illusion which does not favour 
freedom but weakens it.  On the other hand, 
when we are taught to postpone some things un-
til the right moment, we learn self-mastery and 
detachment from our impulses.  When children 
realize that they have to be responsible for them-
selves, their self-esteem is enriched.  This in turn 
teaches them to respect the freedom of  others.  
Obviously this does not mean expecting chil-
dren to act like adults, but neither does it mean 
underestimating their ability to grow in respon-
sible freedom. In a healthy family, this learning 
process usually takes place through the demands 
made by life in common.

276. The family is the primary setting for so-
cialization, since it is where we first learn to re-
late to others, to listen and share, to be patient 
and show respect, to help one another and live as 
one.  The task of  education is to make us sense 
that the world and society are also our home; 
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it trains us how to live together in this greater 
home.  In the family, we learn closeness, care and 
respect for others.  We break out of  our fatal self- 
absorption and come to realize that we are living 
with and alongside others who are worthy of  our 
concern, our kindness and our affection.  There 
is no social bond without this primary, everyday, 
almost microscopic aspect of  living side by side, 
crossing paths at different times of  the day, being 
concerned about everything that affects us, help-
ing one another with ordinary little things.  Every 
day the family has to come up with new ways of  
appreciating and acknowledging its members.

277. In the family too, we can rethink our hab-
its of  consumption and join in caring for the en-
vironment as our common home.  “The family 
is the principal agent of  an integral ecology, be-
cause it is the primary social subject which con-
tains within it the two fundamental principles 
of  human civilization on earth: the principle of  
communion and the principle of fruitfulness”.294  
In the same way, times of  difficulty and trouble 
in the lives of  family life can teach important les-
sons.  This happens, for example, when illness 
strikes, since “in the face of  illness, even in fami-
lies, difficulties arise due to human weakness.  But 
in general, times of  illness enable family bonds 
to grow stronger…  An education that fails to 
encourage sensitivity to human illness makes the 

294  Catechesis (30 September 2015): L’Osservatore Romano, 
1 October 2015, p. 8.
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heart grow cold; it makes young people ‘anes-
thetized’ to the suffering of  others, incapable of  
facing suffering and of  living the experience of  
limitation”.295

278. The educational process that occurs be-
tween parents and children can be helped or 
hindered by the increasing sophistication of  
the communications and entertainment media.  
When well used, these media can be helpful for 
connecting family members who live apart from 
one another.  Frequent contacts help to overcome 
difficulties.296  Still, it is clear that these media 
cannot replace the need for more personal and 
direct dialogue, which requires physical presence 
or at least hearing the voice of  the other person.  
We know that sometimes they can keep people 
apart rather than together, as when at dinnertime 
everyone is surfing on a mobile phone, or when 
one spouse falls asleep waiting for the other who 
spends hours playing with an electronic device.  
This is also something that families have to dis-
cuss and resolve in ways which encourage inter-
action without imposing unrealistic prohibitions.  
In any event, we cannot ignore the risks that 
these new forms of  communication pose for 
children and adolescents; at times they can foster 
apathy and disconnect from the real world.  This 
“technological disconnect” exposes them more 

295  Catechesis (10 June 2015): L’Osservatore Romano, 11 
June 2015, p. 8.

296  Cf. Relatio Finalis 2015, 67.
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easily to manipulation by those who would  
invade their private space with selfish interests.

279. Nor is it good for parents to be dom-
ineering.  When children are made to feel that 
only their parents can be trusted, this hinders an 
adequate process of  socialization and growth in 
affective maturity.  To help expand the paren-
tal relationship to broader realities, “Christian 
communities are called to offer support to the 
educational mission of  families”,297 particularly 
through the catechesis associated with Christian 
initiation.  To foster an integral education, we 
need to “renew the covenant between the fam-
ily and the Christian community”.298  The Synod 
wanted to emphasize the importance of  Catho-
lic schools which “play a vital role in assisting 
parents in their duty to raise their children… 
Catholic schools should be encouraged in their 
mission to help pupils grow into mature adults 
who can view the world with the love of  Jesus 
and who can understand life as a call to serve 
God”.299   For this reason, “the Church strongly 
affirms her freedom to set forth her teaching and 
the right of  conscientious objection on the part 
of  educators”.300

297  Catechesis (20 May 2015): L’Osservatore Romano, 21 
May 2015, p. 8.

298  Catechesis (9 September 2015): L’Osservatore Romano, 
10 September 2015, p. 8.

299  Relatio Finalis 2015, 68.
300  Ibid., 58
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The need for sex educaTion

280. The Second Vatican Council spoke of  the 
need for “a positive and prudent sex education” 
to be imparted to children and adolescents “as 
they grow older”, with “due weight being given 
to the advances in the psychological, pedogogical 
and didactic sciences”.301  We may well ask our-
selves if  our educational institutions have taken 
up this challenge.  It is not easy to approach the 
issue of  sex education in an age when sexuality 
tends to be trivialized and impoverished.  It can 
only be seen within the broader framework of  
an education for love, for mutual self-giving.  In 
such a way, the language of  sexuality would not 
be sadly impoverished but illuminated and en-
riched.  The sexual urge can be directed through 
a process of  growth in self-knowledge and self- 
control capable of  nurturing valuable capacities 
for joy and for loving encounter.

281. Sex education should provide information 
while keeping in mind that children and young 
people have not yet attained full maturity.  The 
information has to come at a proper time and in 
a way suited to their age.  It is not helpful to over-
whelm them with data without also helping them 
to develop a critical sense in dealing with the on-
slaught of  new ideas and suggestions, the flood 
of  pornography and the overload of  stimuli that 

301  second vaTican ecumenicaL counciL, Declaration 
on Christian Education Gravissimum Educationis, 1.
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can deform sexuality.  Young people need to re-
alize that they are bombarded by messages that 
are not beneficial for their growth towards ma-
turity.  They should be helped to recognize and 
to seek out positive influences, while shunning 
the things that cripple their capacity for love.  We 
also have to realize that “a new and more appro-
priate language” is needed “in introducing chil-
dren and adolescents to the topic of  sexuality”.302

282. A sexual education that fosters a healthy 
sense of  modesty has immense value, however 
much some people nowadays consider modesty a 
relic of  a bygone era.  Modesty is a natural means 
whereby we defend our personal privacy and pre-
vent ourselves from being turned into objects to 
be used.  Without a sense of  modesty, affection 
and sexuality can be reduced to an obsession with 
genitality and unhealthy behaviours that distort 
our capacity for love, and with forms of  sexual 
violence that lead to inhuman treatment or cause 
hurt to others.

283. Frequently, sex education deals primarily 
with “protection” through the practice of  “safe 
sex”.  Such expressions convey a negative atti-
tude towards the natural procreative finality of  
sexuality, as if  an eventual child were an enemy 
to be protected against.  This way of  thinking 
promotes narcissism and aggressivity in place of  

302  Relatio Finalis 2015, 56.
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acceptance.  It is always irresponsible to invite 
adolescents to toy with their bodies and their 
desires, as if  they possessed the maturity, values, 
mutual commitment and goals proper to mar-
riage.  They end up being blithely encouraged to 
use other persons as an means of  fulfilling their 
needs or limitations.  The important thing is to 
teach them sensitivity to different expressions of  
love, mutual concern and care, loving respect and 
deeply meaningful communication.  All of  these 
prepare them for an integral and generous gift 
of  self  that will be expressed, following a public 
commitment, in the gift of  their bodies.  Sexual 
union in marriage will thus appear as a sign of  an 
all-inclusive commitment, enriched by everything 
that has preceded it.

284. Young people should not be deceived into 
confusing two levels of  reality: “sexual attraction 
creates, for the moment, the illusion of  union, 
yet, without love, this ‘union’ leaves strangers as 
far apart as they were before”.303  The language 
of  the body calls for a patient apprenticeship in 
learning to interpret and channel desires in view 
of  authentic self-giving.  When we presume to 
give everything all at once, it may well be that we 
give nothing.  It is one thing to understand how 
fragile and bewildered young people can be, but 
another thing entirely to encourage them to pro-
long their immaturity in the way they show love.  

303  erich fromm, The Art of  Loving, New York, 1956, p. 54.
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But who speaks of  these things today?  Who is 
capable of  taking young people seriously?  Who 
helps them to prepare seriously for a great and 
generous love?  Where sex education is con-
cerned, much is at stake.

285. Sex education should also include respect 
and appreciation for differences, as a way of  help-
ing the young to overcome their self-absorption 
and to be open and accepting of  others.  Beyond 
the understandable difficulties which individuals 
may experience, the young need to be helped 
to accept their own body as it was created, for 
“thinking that we enjoy absolute power over our 
own bodies turns, often subtly, into thinking that 
we enjoy absolute power over creation…  An ap-
preciation of  our body as male or female is also 
necessary for our own self-awareness in an en-
counter with others different from ourselves.  In 
this way we can joyfully accept the specific gifts 
of  another man or woman, the work of  God the 
Creator, and find mutual enrichment”.304  Only by 
losing the fear of  being different, can we be freed 
of  self-centredness and self-absorption.  Sex ed-
ucation should help young people to accept their 
own bodies and to avoid the pretension “to can-
cel out sexual difference because one no longer 
knows how to deal with it”.305

304  Encyclical Letter Laudato Si’ (24 May 2015), 155.
305  Catechesis (15 April 2015): L’Osservatore Romano, 16 

April 2015, p. 8.
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286. Nor can we ignore the fact that the con-
figuration of  our own mode of  being, whether as 
male or female, is not simply the result of  biolog-
ical or genetic factors, but of  multiple elements 
having to do with temperament, family history, 
culture, experience, education, the influence of  
friends, family members and respected persons, 
as well as other formative situations.  It is true 
that we cannot separate the masculine and the 
feminine from God’s work of  creation, which is 
prior to all our decisions and experiences, and 
where biological elements exist which are impos-
sible to ignore.  But it is also true that masculinity 
and femininity are not rigid categories.  It is pos-
sible, for example, that a husband’s way of  being 
masculine can be flexibly adapted to the wife’s 
work schedule.  Taking on domestic chores or 
some aspects of  raising children does not make 
him any less masculine or imply failure, irrespon-
sibility or cause for shame.  Children have to be 
helped to accept as normal such healthy “ex-
changes” which do not diminish the dignity of  
the father figure.  A rigid approach turns into an 
overaccentuation of  the masculine or feminine, 
and does not help children and young people to 
appreciate the genuine reciprocity incarnate in 
the real conditions of  matrimony.  Such rigidity, 
in turn, can hinder the development of  an indi-
vidual’s abilities, to the point of  leading him or 
her to think, for example, that it is not really mas-
culine to cultivate art or dance, or not very femi-
nine to exercise leadership.  This, thank God, has 
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changed, but in some places deficient notions 
still condition the legitimate freedom and ham-
per the authentic development of  children’s spe-
cific identity and potential.

passinG on The faiTh

287. Raising children calls for an orderly pro-
cess of  handing on the faith.  This is made diffi-
cult by current lifestyles, work schedules and the 
complexity of  today’s world, where many people 
keep up a frenetic pace just to survive.306  Even so, 
the home must continue to be the place where we 
learn to appreciate the meaning and beauty of  the 
faith, to pray and to serve our neighbour.  This 
begins with baptism, in which, as Saint Augustine 
said, mothers who bring their children “cooper-
ate in the sacred birthing”.307  Thus begins the 
journey of  growth in that new life.  Faith is God’s 
gift, received in baptism, and not our own work, 
yet parents are the means that God uses for it to 
grow and develop.  Hence “it is beautiful when 
mothers teach their little children to blow a kiss 
to Jesus or to Our Lady.  How much love there 
is in that!  At that moment the child’s heart be-
comes a place of  prayer”.308  Handing on the faith 
presumes that parents themselves genuinely trust 
God, seek him and sense their need for him, for 

306  Cf. Relatio Finalis 2015, 13-14.
307  Augustine, De sancta virginitate 7,7: PL 40, 400.
308  Catechesis (26 August 2015): L’Osservatore Romano, 27 

August 2015, p. 8.
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only in this way does “one generation laud your 
works to another, and declare your mighty acts” 
(Ps 144:4) and “fathers make known to children 
your faithfulness” (Is 38:19).  This means that we 
need to ask God to act in their hearts, in plac-
es where we ourselves cannot reach.  A mustard 
seed, small as it is, becomes a great tree (cf. Mt 
13:31-32); this teaches us to see the disproportion 
between our actions and their effects.  We know 
that we do not own the gift, but that its care is 
entrusted to us.  Yet our creative commitment is 
itself  an offering which enables us to cooperate 
with God’s plan.  For this reason, “couples and 
parents should be properly appreciated as active 
agents in catechesis…  Family catechesis is of  
great assistance as an effective method in training 
young parents to be aware of  their mission as the 
evangelizers of  their own family”.309

288. Education in the faith has to adapt to each 
child, since older resources and recipes do not 
always work.  Children need symbols, actions and 
stories.  Since adolescents usually have issues with 
authority and rules, it is best to encourage their 
own experience of  faith and to provide them 
with attractive testimonies that win them over by 
their sheer beauty.  Parents desirous of  nurturing 
the faith of  their children are sensitive to their 
patterns of  growth, for they know that spiritual 
experience is not imposed but freely proposed.  

309  Relatio Finalis 2015, 89.
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It is essential that children actually see that, for 
their parents, prayer is something truly impor-
tant.  Hence moments of  family prayer and acts 
of  devotion can be more powerful for evangeli-
zation than any catechism class or sermon.  Here 
I would like to express my particular gratitude to 
all those mothers who continue to pray, like Saint 
Monica, for their children who have strayed from 
Christ.

289. The work of  handing on the faith to chil-
dren, in the sense of  facilitating its expression and 
growth, helps the whole family in its evangelizing 
mission.  It naturally begins to spread the faith to 
all around them, even outside of  the family circle.  
Children who grew up in missionary families of-
ten become missionaries themselves; growing up 
in warm and friendly families, they learn to relate 
to the world in this way, without giving up their 
faith or their convictions.  We know that Jesus 
himself  ate and drank with sinners (cf. Mk 2:16; 
Mt 11:19), conversed with a Samaritan woman 
(cf. Jn 4:7-26), received Nicodemus by night (cf. 
Jn 3:1-21), allowed his feet to be anointed by a 
prostitute (cf. Lk 7:36-50) and did not hesitate 
to lay his hands on those who were sick (cf. Mk 
1:40-45; 7:33).  The same was true of  his apostles, 
who did not look down on others, or cluster to-
gether in small and elite groups, cut off  from 
the life of  their people.  Although the authori-
ties harassed them, they nonetheless enjoyed the  
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favour “of  all the people” (Acts 2:47; cf. 4:21, 33; 
5:13).

290. “The family is thus an agent of  pastoral 
activity through its explicit proclamation of  the 
Gospel and its legacy of  varied forms of  witness, 
namely solidarity with the poor, openness to a 
diversity of  people, the protection of  creation, 
moral and material solidarity with other fami-
lies, including those most in need, commitment 
to the promotion of  the common good and the 
transformation of  unjust social structures, be-
ginning in the territory in which the family lives, 
through the practice of  the corporal and spiritual 
works of  mercy”.310  All this is an expression of  
our profound Christian belief  in the love of  the 
Father who guides and sustains us, a love man-
ifested in the total self-gift of  Jesus Christ, who 
even now lives in our midst and enables us to 
face together the storms of  life at every stage.  In 
all families the Good News needs to resound, in 
good times and in bad, as a source of  light along 
the way.  All of  us should be able to say, thanks 
to the experience of  our life in the family: “We 
come to believe in the love that God has for us” 
(1 Jn 4:16).  Only on the basis of  this experience 
will the Church’s pastoral care for families enable 
them to be both domestic churches and a leaven 
of  evangelization in society.

310  Ibid., 93.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

accompanyinG, discerninG  
and inTeGraTinG Weakness

291. The Synod Fathers stated that, although 
the Church realizes that any breach of  the mar-
riage bond “is against the will of  God”, she is 
also “conscious of  the frailty of  many of  her chil-
dren”.311  Illumined by the gaze of  Jesus Christ, 
“she turns with love to those who participate in 
her life in an incomplete manner, recognizing 
that the grace of  God works also in their lives by 
giving them the courage to do good, to care for 
one another in love and to be of  service to the 
community in which they live and work”.312  This 
approach is also confirmed by our celebration of  
this Jubilee Year devoted to mercy.  Although she 
constantly holds up the call to perfection and asks 
for a fuller response to God, “the Church must 
accompany with attention and care the weakest 
of  her children, who show signs of  a wounded 
and troubled love, by restoring in them hope and 
confidence, like the beacon of  a lighthouse in a 
port or a torch carried among the people to en-
lighten those who have lost their way or who are 

311  Relatio Synodi 2014, 24.
312  Ibid. 25.
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in the midst of  a storm”.313  Let us not forget 
that the Church’s task is often like that of  a field 
hospital.

292. Christian marriage, as a reflection of  the 
union between Christ and his Church, is fully 
realized in the union between a man and a woman 
who give themselves to each other in a free, 
faithful and exclusive love, who belong to each 
other until death and are open to the transmis-
sion of  life, and are consecrated by the sacra-
ment, which grants them the grace to become 
a domestic church and a leaven of  new life for 
society.  Some forms of  union radically contra-
dict this ideal, while others realize it in at least a 
partial and analogous way.  The Synod Fathers 
stated that the Church does not disregard the 
constructive elements in those situations which 
do not yet or no longer correspond to her teach-
ing on marriage.314

GraduaLness in pasToraL care

293. The Fathers also considered the specific 
situation of  a merely civil marriage or, with due 
distinction, even simple cohabitation, noting that 
“when such unions attain a particular stabili-
ty, legally recognized, are characterized by deep 
affection and responsibility for their offspring, 
and demonstrate an ability to overcome trials, 

313  Ibid., 28.
314  Cf. ibid., 41, 43; Relatio Finalis 2015, 70.
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they can provide occasions for pastoral care with 
a view to the eventual celebration of  the sacra-
ment of  marriage”.315  On the other hand, it is a 
source of  concern that many young people today 
distrust marriage and live together, putting off  
indefinitely the commitment of  marriage, while 
yet others break a commitment already made and 
immediately assume a new one.  “As members of  
the Church, they too need pastoral care that is 
merciful and helpful”.316  For the Church’s pastors 
are not only responsible for promoting Christian 
marriage, but also the “pastoral discernment of  
the situations of  a great many who no longer live 
this reality.  Entering into pastoral dialogue with 
these persons is needed to distinguish elements 
in their lives that can lead to a greater openness 
to the Gospel of  marriage in its fullness”.317  In 
this pastoral discernment, there is a need “to 
identify elements that can foster evangelization 
and human and spiritual growth”.318

294. “The choice of  a civil marriage or, in 
many cases, of  simple cohabitation, is often not 
motivated by prejudice or resistance to a sacra-
mental union, but by cultural or contingent situa-
tions”.319  In such cases, respect also can be shown 
for those signs of  love which in some way reflect 

315  Ibid., 27.
316  Ibid., 26.
317  Ibid., 41.
318  Ibid.
319  Relatio Finalis 2015, 71.
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God’s own love.320  We know that there is “a con-
tinual increase in the number of  those who, after 
having lived together for a long period, request 
the celebration of  marriage in Church.  Simply to 
live together is often a choice based on a general 
attitude opposed to anything institutional or de-
finitive; it can also be done while awaiting more 
security in life (a steady job and steady income).  
In some countries, de facto unions are very numer-
ous, not only because of  a rejection of  values 
concerning the family and matrimony, but pri-
marily because celebrating a marriage is consid-
ered too expensive in the social circumstances.  
As a result, material poverty drives people into 
de facto unions”.321  Whatever the case, “all these 
situations require a constructive response seek-
ing to transform them into opportunities that 
can lead to the full reality of  marriage and fam-
ily in conformity with the Gospel.  These cou-
ples need to be welcomed and guided patiently 
and discreetly”.322  That is how Jesus treated the  
Samaritan woman (cf. Jn 4:1-26): he addressed 
her desire for true love, in order to free her from 
the darkness in her life and to bring her to the 
full joy of  the Gospel.

295. Along these lines, Saint John Paul II pro-
posed the so-called “law of  gradualness” in the 
knowledge that the human being “knows, loves 

320  Cf. ibid.
321  Relatio Synodi 2014, 42.
322  Ibid., 43.
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and accomplishes moral good by different stag-
es of  growth”.323  This is not a “gradualness of  
law” but rather a gradualness in the prudential 
exercise of  free acts on the part of  subjects who 
are not in a position to understand, appreciate, or 
fully carry out the objective demands of  the law.  
For the law is itself  a gift of  God which points 
out the way, a gift for everyone without excep-
tion; it can be followed with the help of  grace, 
even though each human being “advances grad-
ually with the progressive integration of  the gifts 
of  God and the demands of  God’s definitive and 
absolute love in his or her entire personal and 
social life”.324

The discernmenT of “irreGuLar” siTuaTions 325

296. The Synod addressed various situations 
of  weakness or imperfection.  Here I would like 
to reiterate something I sought to make clear to 
the whole Church, lest we take the wrong path: 
“There are two ways of  thinking which recur 
throughout the Church’s history: casting off and 
reinstating.  The Church’s way, from the time of  
the Council of  Jerusalem, has always always been 
the way of  Jesus, the way of  mercy and reinstate-
ment…  The way of  the Church is not to con-
demn anyone for ever; it is to pour out the balm 

323 Apostolic Exhortation Familiaris Consortio (22 
November 1981), 34: AAS 74 (1982), 123.

324  Ibid., 9: AAS 74 (1982), 90.
325  Cf. Catechesis (24 June 2015): L’Osservatore Romano, 

25 June 2015, p. 8.
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of  God’s mercy on all those who ask for it with 
a sincere heart…  For true charity is always un-
merited, unconditional and gratuitous”.326  Con-
sequently, there is a need “to avoid judgements 
which do not take into account the complexity 
of  various situations” and “to be attentive, by 
necessity, to how people experience distress be-
cause of  their condition”.327

297. It is a matter of  reaching out to everyone, 
of  needing to help each person find his or her 
proper way of  participating in the ecclesial com-
munity and thus to experience being touched by 
an “unmerited, unconditional and gratuitous” 
mercy.  No one can be condemned for ever, be-
cause that is not the logic of  the Gospel!  Here 
I am not speaking only of  the divorced and re-
married, but of  everyone, in whatever situation 
they find themselves.  Naturally, if  someone 
flaunts an objective sin as if  it were part of  the 
Christian ideal, or wants to impose something 
other than what the Church teaches, he or she 
can in no way presume to teach or preach to 
others; this is a case of  something which sepa-
rates from the community (cf. Mt 18:17).  Such 
a person needs to listen once more to the Gos-
pel message and its call to conversion.  Yet even 
for that person there can be some way of  tak-
ing part in the life of  community, whether in 

326  Homily at Mass Celebrated with the New Cardinals (15 
February 2015): AAS 107 (2015), 257.

327  Relatio Finalis 2015, 51.
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social service, prayer meetings or another way 
that his or her own initiative, together with the 
discernment of  the parish priest, may suggest.  
As for the way of  dealing with different “irreg-
ular” situations, the Synod Fathers reached a 
general consensus, which I support: “In con-
sidering a pastoral approach towards people 
who have contracted a civil marriage, who are 
divorced and remarried, or simply living togeth-
er, the Church has the responsibility of  helping 
them understand the divine pedagogy of  grace 
in their lives and offering them assistance so 
they can reach the fullness of  God’s plan for 
them”,328 something which is always possible by 
the power of  the Holy Spirit.

298. The divorced who have entered a new un-
ion, for example, can find themselves in a variety 
of  situations, which should not be pigeonholed 
or fit into overly rigid classifications leaving no 
room for a suitable personal and pastoral dis-
cernment.  One thing is a second union consoli-
dated over time, with new children, proven fidelity, 
generous self  giving, Christian commitment, a 
consciousness of  its irregularity and of  the great 
difficulty of  going back without feeling in con-
science that one would fall into new sins.  The 
Church acknowledges situations “where, for se-
rious reasons, such as the children’s upbringing, 
a man and woman cannot satisfy the obligation 

328  Relatio Synodi 2014, 25.
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to separate”.329  There are also the cases of  those 
who made every effort to save their first mar-
riage and were unjustly abandoned, or of  “those 
who have entered into a second union for the 
sake of  the children’s upbringing, and are some-
times subjectively certain in conscience that their 
previous and irreparably broken marriage had 
never been valid”.330  Another thing is a new un-
ion arising from a recent divorce, with all the suf-
fering and confusion which this entails for children 
and entire families, or the case of  someone who has 
consistently failed in his obligations to the family.  It 
must remain clear that this is not the ideal which 
the Gospel proposes for marriage and the family.  
The Synod Fathers stated that the discernment 
of  pastors must always take place “by adequately 
distinguishing”,331 with an approach which “care-
fully discerns situations”.332  We know that no 
“easy recipes” exist.333

329 John pauL II, Apostolic Exhortation Familiaris 
Consortio (22 November 1981), 84: AAS 74 (1982), 186.  In such 
situations, many people, knowing and accepting the possibility 
of  living “as brothers and sisters” which the Church offers them, 
point out that if  certain expressions of  intimacy are lacking, “it 
often happens that faithfulness is endangered and the good of  
the children suffers” (second vaTican ecumenicaL counciL, 
Pastoral Constitution on the Church in the Modern World 
Gaudium et Spes, 51).

330  Ibid.
331  Relatio Synodi 2014, 26.
332  Ibid., 45.
333  benedicT XVI, Address to the Seventh World Meeting 

of  Families in Milan (2 June 2012), Response n. 5: Insegnamenti 
VIII/1 (2012), 691.
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299. I am in agreement with the many Synod 
Fathers who observed that “the baptized who 
are divorced and civilly remarried need to be 
more fully integrated into Christian communities 
in the variety of  ways possible, while avoiding 
any occasion of  scandal.  The logic of  integra-
tion is the key to their pastoral care, a care which 
would allow them not only to realize that they 
belong to the Church as the body of  Christ, but 
also to know that they can have a joyful and fruit-
ful experience in it.  They are baptized; they are 
brothers and sisters; the Holy Spirit pours into 
their hearts gifts and talents for the good of  all.  
Their participation can be expressed in differ-
ent ecclesial services, which necessarily requires 
discerning which of  the various forms of  exclu-
sion currently practised in the liturgical, pastoral, 
educational and institutional framework, can be 
surmounted.  Such persons need to feel not as 
excommunicated members of  the Church, but 
instead as living members, able to live and grow 
in the Church and experience her as a mother 
who welcomes them always, who takes care of  
them with affection  and  encourages them along 
the path of  life and the Gospel.  This integration 
is also needed in the care and Christian upbring-
ing of  their children, who ought to be considered 
most important”.334

334  Relatio Finalis 2015, 84.
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300. If  we consider the immense variety of  con-
crete situations such as those I have mentioned, 
it is understandable that neither the Synod nor 
this Exhortation could be expected to provide 
a new set of  general rules, canonical in nature 
and applicable to all cases.  What is possible is 
simply a renewed encouragement to undertake 
a responsible personal and pastoral discernment 
of  particular cases, one which would recognize 
that, since “the degree of  responsibility is not 
equal in all cases”,335 the consequences or ef-
fects of  a rule need not necessarily always be the 
same.336  Priests have the duty to “accompany [the 
divorced and remarried] in helping them to un-
derstand their situation according to the teaching 
of  the Church and the guidelines of  the bishop. 
Useful in this process is an examination of  con-
science through moments of  reflection and re-
pentance.  The divorced and remarried should 
ask themselves: how did they act towards their 
children when the conjugal union entered into 
crisis; whether or not they made attempts at re- 
conciliation; what has become of  the abandoned 
party; what consequences the new relationship 
has on the rest of  the family and the community 
of  the faithful; and what example is being set for 
young people who are preparing for marriage.  A 

335  Ibid., 51
336 This is also the case with regard to sacramental 

discipline, since discernment can recognize that in a particular 
situation no grave fault exists.  In such cases, what is found in 
another document applies: cf. Evangelii Gaudium (24 November 
2013), 44 and 47: AAS 105 (2013), 1038-1040.
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sincere reflection can strengthen trust in the mercy 
of  God which is not denied anyone”.337  What we 
are speaking of  is a process of  accompaniment 
and discernment which “guides the faithful to an 
awareness of  their situation before God.  Con-
versation with the priest, in the internal forum, 
contributes to the formation of  a correct judg-
ment on what hinders the possibility of  a full-
er participation in the life of  the Church and on 
what steps can foster it and make it grow.  Given 
that gradualness is not in the law itself  (cf. Familiaris 
Consortio, 34), this discernment can never prescind 
from the Gospel demands of  truth and charity, 
as proposed by the Church.  For this discernment 
to happen, the following conditions must neces-
sarily be present: humility, discretion and love for 
the Church and her teaching, in a sincere search 
for God’s will and a desire to make a more per-
fect response to it”.338  These attitudes are essen-
tial for avoiding the grave danger of  misunder-
standings, such as the notion that any priest can 
quickly grant “exceptions”, or that some people 
can obtain sacramental privileges in exchange for 
favours.  When a responsible and tactful person, 
who does not presume to put his or her own de-
sires ahead of  the common good of  the Church, 
meets with a pastor capable of  acknowledging 
the seriousness of  the matter before him, there 
can be no risk that a specific discernment may 

337  Relatio Finalis 2015, 85.
338  Ibid., 86
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lead people to think that the Church maintains a 
double standard.

miTiGaTinG facTors in pasToraL discernmenT

301. For an adequate understanding of  the 
possibility and need of  special discernment in 
certain “irregular” situations, one thing must 
always be taken into account, lest anyone think 
that the demands of  the Gospel are in any way 
being compromised.  The Church possesses a 
solid body of  reflection concerning mitigating 
factors and situations.  Hence it is can no longer 
simply be said that all those in any “irregular” 
situation are living in a state of  mortal sin and are 
deprived of  sanctifying grace.  More is involved 
here than mere ignorance of  the rule.  A subject 
may know full well the rule, yet have great diffi-
culty in understanding “its inherent values”,339 or 
be in a concrete situation which does not allow 
him or her to act differently and decide other-
wise without further sin.  As the Synod Fathers 
put it, “factors may exist which limit the ability to 
make a decision”.340  Saint Thomas Aquinas him-
self  recognized that someone may possess grace 
and charity, yet not be able to exercise any one 
of  the virtues well;341 in other words, although 
someone may possess all the infused moral  

339  John pauL II, Apostolic Exhortation Familiaris 
Consortio (22 November 1981), 33: AAS 74 (1982), 121.

340  Relatio Finalis 2015, 51.
341  Cf. Summa Theologiae I-II, q. 65, art. 3 ad 2; De Malo, 

q. 2, art. 2.
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virtues, he does not clearly manifest the existence 
of  one of  them, because the outward practice of  
that virtue is rendered difficult: “Certain saints 
are said not to possess certain virtues, in so far 
as they experience difficulty in the acts of  those 
virtues, even though they have the habits of  all 
the virtues”.342

302. The Catechism of  the Catholic Church 
clearly mentions these factors: “imputability and 
responsibility for an action can be diminished or 
even nullified by ignorance, inadvertence, duress, 
fear, habit, inordinate attachments, and other 
psychological or social factors”.343  In another 
paragraph, the Catechism refers once again to 
circumstances which mitigate moral responsibil-
ity, and mentions at length “affective immaturity, 
force of  acquired habit, conditions of  anxiety 
or other psychological or social factors that less-
en or even extenuate moral culpability”.344  For 
this reason, a negative judgment about an objec-
tive situation does not imply a judgment about 
the imputability or culpability of  the person  

342  Ibid., ad 3.
343  No. 1735.
344  Ibid., 2352; conGreGaTion for The docTrine of The 

faiTh, Declaration on Euthanasia Iura et Bona (5 May 1980), II: 
AAS 72 (1980), 546; John Paul II, in his critique of  the category 
of  “fundamental option”, recognized that “doubtless there can 
occur situations which are very complex and obscure from a 
psychological viewpoint, and which have an influence on the 
sinner’s subjective culpability” (Apostolic Exhortation Reconciliatio 
et Paenitentia [2 December 1984], 17: AAS 77 [1985], 223).
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involved.345  On the basis of  these convictions, I 
consider very fitting what many Synod Fa-
thers wanted to affirm: “Under certain circum- 
stances people find it very difficult to act differ-
ently. Therefore, while upholding a general rule, 
it is necessary to recognize that responsibility 
with respect to certain actions or decisions is not 
the same in all cases.  Pastoral discernment, while 
taking into account a person’s properly formed 
conscience, must take responsibility for these sit-
uations.  Even the consequences of  actions taken 
are not necessarily the same in all cases”.346

303. Recognizing the influence of  such con-
crete factors, we can add that individual con-
science needs to be better incorporated into the 
Church’s praxis in certain situations which do 
not objectively embody our understanding of  
marriage.  Naturally, every effort should be made 
to encourage the development of  an enlightened 
conscience, formed and guided by the responsi-
ble and serious discernment of  one’s pastor, and 
to encourage an ever greater trust in God’s grace.  
Yet conscience can do more than recognize that 
a given situation does not correspond objectively 
to the overall demands of  the Gospel.  It can 
also recognize with sincerity and honesty what 
for now is the most generous response which 

345  Cf. ponTificaL counciL for LeGisLaTive TexTs, 
Declaration Concerning the Admission to Holy Communion of  Faithful 
Who are Divorced and Remarried (24 June 2000), 2.

346  Relatio Finalis 2015, 85.
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can be given to God, and come to see with a cer-
tain moral security that it is what God himself  
is asking amid the concrete complexity of  one’s 
limits, while yet not fully the objective ideal.  In 
any event, let us recall that this discernment is 
dynamic; it must remain ever open to new stages 
of  growth and to new decisions which can ena-
ble the ideal to be more fully realized.

ruLes and discernmenT

304. It is reductive simply to consider whether or 
not an individual’s actions correspond to a general 
law or rule, because that is not enough to discern 
and ensure full fidelity to God in the concrete life 
of  a human being.  I earnestly ask that we always 
recall a teaching of  Saint Thomas Aquinas and 
learn to incorporate it in our pastoral discernment: 
“Although there is necessity in the general princi-
ples, the more we descend to matters of  detail, the 
more frequently we encounter defects…  In mat-
ters of  action, truth or practical rectitude is not 
the same for all, as to matters of  detail, but only 
as to the general principles; and where there is the 
same rectitude in matters of  detail, it is not equally 
known to all…  The principle will be found to fail, 
according as we descend further into detail”.347  It 
is true that general rules set forth a good which 
can never be disregarded or neglected, but in their 
formulation they cannot provide absolutely for all 

347  Summa Theologiae, I-II, q. 94, art. 4.
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particular situations.  At the same time, it must be 
said that, precisely for that reason, what is part of  
a practical discernment in particular circumstanc-
es cannot be elevated to the level of  a rule.  That 
would not only lead to an intolerable casuistry, but 
would endanger the very values which must be 
preserved with special care.348

305. For this reason, a pastor cannot feel that 
it is enough simply to apply moral laws to those 
living in “irregular” situations, as if  they were 
stones to throw at people’s lives.  This would be-
speak the closed heart of  one used to hiding be-
hind the Church’s teachings, “sitting on the chair 
of  Moses and judging at times with superiority 
and superficiality difficult cases and wounded 
families”.349  Along these same lines, the Inter-
national Theological Commission has noted that 
“natural law could not be presented as an already 
established set of  rules that impose themselves a 
priori on the moral subject; rather, it is a source 
of  objective inspiration for the deeply person-
al process of  making decisions”.350  Because of  

348  In another text, referring to the general knowledge of  
the rule and the particular knowledge of  practical discernment, 
Saint Thomas states that “if  only one of  the two is present, it 
is preferable that it be the knowledge of  the particular reality, 
which is closer to the act”: Sententia libri Ethicorum, VI, 6 (ed. 
Leonina, t. XLVII, 354.)

349  Address for the Conclusion of  the Fourteenth Ordinary General 
Assembly of  the Synod of  Bishops (24 October 2015): L’Osservatore 
Romano, 26-27 October 2015, p. 13.

350 inTernaTionaL TheoLoGicaL commission, In Search of  
a Universal Ethic: A New Look at Natural Law (2009), 59.
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forms of  conditioning and mitigating factors, it 
is possible that in an objective situation of  sin – 
which may not be subjectively culpable, or fully 
such – a person can be living in God’s grace, can 
love and can also grow in the life of  grace and 
charity, while receiving the Church’s help to this 
end.351  Discernment must help to find possible 
ways of  responding to God and growing in the 
midst of  limits.  By thinking that everything is 
black and white, we sometimes close off  the way 
of  grace and of  growth, and discourage paths of  
sanctification which give glory to God.  Let us re-
member that “a small step, in the midst of  great 
human limitations, can be more pleasing to God 
than a life which appears outwardly in order, 
but moves through the day without confronting 
great difficulties”.352  The practical pastoral care 
of  ministers and of  communities must not fail to 
embrace this reality.

306. In every situation, when dealing with 
those who have difficulties in living God’s law 
to the full, the invitation to pursue the via caritatis 
must be clearly heard.  Fraternal charity is the 

351 In certain cases, this can include the help of  the 
sacraments. Hence, “I want to remind priests that the 
confessional must not be a torture chamber, but rather an 
encounter with the Lord’s mercy” (Apostolic Exhortation 
Evangelii Gaudium [24 November 2013], 44: AAS 105 [2013], 
1038).  I would also point out that the Eucharist “is not a prize 
for the perfect, but a powerful medicine and nourishment for 
the weak” (ibid., 47: 1039).

352  Apostolic Exhortation Evangelii Gaudium (24 
November 2013), 44: AAS 105 (2013), 1038-1039.
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first law of  Christians (cf. Jn 15:12; Gal 5:14).  Let 
us not forget the reassuring words of  Scripture: 
“Maintain constant love for one another, for love 
covers a multitude of  sins” (1 Pet 4:8); “Atone 
for your sins with righteousness, and your iniq-
uities with mercy to the oppressed, so that your 
prosperity may be prolonged” (Dan 4:24[27]); 
“As water extinguishes a blazing fire, so almsgiv-
ing atones for sins” (Sir 3:30).  This is also what 
Saint Augustine teaches: “Just as, at the threat of  
a fire, we would run for water to extinguish it… 
so too, if  the flame of  sin rises from our chaff  
and we are troubled, if  the chance to perform a 
work of  mercy is offered us, let us rejoice in it, 
as if  it were a fountain offered us to extinguish 
the blaze”.353

The LoGic of pasToraL mercy

307. In order to avoid all misunderstanding, I 
would point out that in no way must the Church 
desist from proposing the full ideal of  marriage, 
God’s plan in all its grandeur: “Young people 
who are baptized should be encouraged to un-
derstand that the sacrament of  marriage can en-
rich their prospects of  love and that they can be 
sustained by the grace of  Christ in the sacrament 
and by the possibility of  participating fully in the 

353  De Catechizandis Rudibus, I, 14, 22: PL 40, 327; cf. 
Apostolic Exhortation Evangelii Gaudium (24 November 2013), 
194: AAS 105 (2013), 1101.
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life of  the Church”.354  A lukewarm attitude, any 
kind of  relativism, or an undue reticence in pro-
posing that ideal, would be a lack of  fidelity to 
the Gospel and also of  love on the part of  the 
Church for young people themselves.  To show 
understanding in the face of  exceptional situa-
tions never implies dimming the light of  the fuller 
ideal, or proposing less than what Jesus offers to 
the human being.  Today, more important than 
the pastoral care of  failures is the pastoral effort 
to strengthen marriages and thus to prevent their 
breakdown.

308. At the same time, from our awareness of  
the weight of  mitigating circumstances – psycho-
logical, historical and even biological – it follows 
that “without detracting from the evangelical 
ideal, there is a need to accompany with mer-
cy and patience the eventual stages of  personal 
growth as these progressively appear”, making 
room for “the Lord’s mercy, which spurs us on 
to do our best”.355  I understand those who pre-
fer a more rigorous pastoral care which leaves 
no room for confusion.  But I sincerely believe 
that Jesus wants a Church attentive to the good-
ness which the Holy Spirit sows in the midst of  
human weakness, a Mother who, while clearly 
expressing her objective teaching, “always does 
what good she can, even if  in the process, her 

354  Relatio Synodi 2014, 26.
355 Apostolic Exhortation Evangelii Gaudium (24 

November 2013), 44: AAS 105 (2013), 1038.
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shoes get soiled by the mud of  the street”.356  
The Church’s pastors, in proposing to the faith-
ful the full ideal of  the Gospel and the Church’s 
teaching, must also help them to treat the weak 
with compassion, avoiding aggravation or undu-
ly harsh or hasty judgements.  The Gospel itself  
tells us not to judge or condemn (cf. Mt 7:1; Lk 
6:37).  Jesus “expects us to stop looking for those 
personal or communal niches which shelter us 
from the maelstrom of  human misfortune, and 
instead to enter into the reality of  other peo-
ple’s lives and to know the power of  tenderness.  
Whenever we do so, our lives become wonder-
fully complicated”.357

309. It is providential that these reflections 
take place in the context of  a Holy Year devoted 
to mercy, because also in the variety of  situations 
affecting families “the Church is commissioned 
to proclaim the mercy of  God, the beating heart 
of  the Gospel, which in its own way must pen-
etrate the mind and heart of  every person.  The 
Bride of  Christ must pattern her behaviour after 
the Son of  God who goes out to everyone with-
out exception”.358  She knows that Jesus himself  
is the shepherd of  the hundred, not just of  the 
ninety-nine.  He loves them all.  On the basis of  
this realization, it will become possible for “the 

356  Ibid., 45.
357  Ibid., 270.
358 Bull Misericordiae Vultus (11 April 2015), 12: AAS 107 

(2015): 407.
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balm of  mercy to reach everyone, believers and 
those far away, as a sign that the kingdom of  God 
is already present in our midst”.359

310. We cannot forget that “mercy is not only 
the working of  the Father; it becomes a criterion for 
knowing who his true children are.  In a word, we 
are called to show mercy because mercy was first 
shown to us”.360  This is not sheer romanticism 
or a lukewarm response to God’s love, which al-
ways seeks what is best for us, for “mercy is the 
very foundation of  the Church’s life.  All of  her 
pastoral activity should be caught up in the ten-
derness which she shows to believers; nothing in 
her preaching and her witness to the world can 
be lacking in mercy”.361  It is true that at times 
“we act as arbiters of  grace rather than its facili-
tators.  But the Church is not a tollhouse; it is the 
house of  the Father, where there is a place for 
everyone, with all their problems”.362

311. The teaching of  moral theology should 
not fail to incorporate these considerations, for 
although it is quite true that concern must be 
shown for the integrity of  the Church’s moral 
teaching, special care should always be shown to 
emphasize and encourage the highest and most 

359  Ibid., 5: 402.
360  Ibid., 9: 405.
361  Ibid., 10: 406.
362 Apostolic Exhortation Evangelii Gaudium (24 

November 2013), 47: AAS 105 (2013), 1040.
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central values of  the Gospel,363 particularly the pri-
macy of  charity as a response to the completely 
gratuitous offer of  God’s love.  At times we find 
it hard to make room for God’s unconditional 
love in our pastoral activity.364  We put so many 
conditions on mercy that we empty it of  its con-
crete meaning and real significance.  That is the 
worst way of  watering down the Gospel.  It is 
true, for example, that mercy does not exclude 
justice and truth, but first and foremost we have 
to say that mercy is the fullness of  justice and 
the most radiant manifestation of  God’s truth.  
For this reason, we should always consider “inad-
equate any theological conception which in the 
end puts in doubt the omnipotence of  God and, 
especially, his mercy”.365 

312. This offers us a framework and a setting 
which help us avoid a cold bureaucratic morality 
in dealing with more sensitive issues.  Instead, it 
sets us in the context of  a pastoral discernment 

363 Cf. ibid., 36-37: AAS 105 (2013), 1035.
364 Perhaps out of  a certain scrupulosity, concealed 

beneath a zeal for fidelity to the truth, some priests demand of  
penitents a purpose of  amendment so lacking in nuance that 
it causes mercy to be obscured by the pursuit of  a supposedly 
pure justice.  For this reason, it is helpful to recall the teaching 
of  Saint John Paul II, who stated that the possibility of  a new 
fall “should not prejudice the authenticity of  the resolution” 
(Letter to Cardinal William W. Baum on the occasion of  the Course on 
the Internal Forum organized by the Apostolic Penitentiary [22 March 
1996], 5: Insegnamenti XIX/1 [1996], 589). 

365 inTernaTionaL TheoLoGicaL commission, The Hope 
of  Salvation for Infants Who Die Without Being Baptized (19 April 
2007), 2.
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filled with merciful love, which is ever ready to 
understand, forgive, accompany, hope, and above 
all integrate.  That is the mindset which should 
prevail in the Church and lead us to “open our 
hearts to those living on the outermost fringes 
of  society”.366  I encourage the faithful who find 
themselves in complicated situations to speak 
confidently with their pastors or with other lay 
people whose lives are committed to the Lord.  
They may not always encounter in them a con-
firmation of  their own ideas or desires, but they 
will surely receive some light to help them better 
understand their situation and discover a path to 
personal growth.  I also encourage the Church’s 
pastors to listen to them with sensitivity and seren-
ity, with a sincere desire to understand their plight 
and their point of  view, in order to help them live 
better lives and to recognize their proper place in 
the Church.

366 Bull Misericordiae Vultus (11 April 2015), 15: AAS 107 
(2015), 409.
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CHAPTER NINE

The spiriTuaLiTy of marriaGe  
and The famiLy

313. Charity takes on different hues, depending 
on the state of  life to which we have been called.  
Several decades ago, in speaking of  the lay apos-
tolate, the Second Vatican Council emphasized 
the spirituality born of  family life.  The Council 
stated that lay spirituality “will take its particular 
character from the circumstances of… married 
and family life”,367 and that “family cares should 
not be foreign” to that spirituality.368  It is worth 
pausing to describe certain basic characteristics 
of  this specific spirituality that unfolds in family 
life and its relationships.

a spiriTuaLiTy of supernaTuraL communion

314. We have always spoken of  how God 
dwells in the hearts of  those living in his grace.  
Today we can add that the Trinity is present in 
the temple of  marital communion.  Just as God 
dwells in the praises of  his people (cf. Ps 22:3), so 

367 Decree on the Apostolate of  the Laity Apostolicam 
Actuositatem, 4.

368 Cf. ibid.
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he dwells deep within the marital love that gives 
him glory.

315. The Lord’s presence dwells in real and 
concrete families, with all their daily troubles 
and struggles, joys and hopes.  Living in a family 
makes it hard for us to feign or lie; we cannot 
hide behind a mask.  If  that authenticity is in-
spired by love, then the Lord reigns there, with 
his joy and his peace.  The spirituality of  family 
love is made up of  thousands of  small but real 
gestures.  In that variety of  gifts and encounters 
which deepen communion, God has his dwelling 
place.  This mutual concern “brings together the 
human and the divine”,369 for it is filled with the 
love of  God.  In the end, marital spirituality is 
a spirituality of  the bond, in which divine love 
dwells.

316. A positive experience of  family commun-
ion is a true path to daily sanctification and mys-
tical growth, a means for deeper union with God.  
The fraternal and communal demands of  family 
life are an incentive to growth in openness of  
heart and thus to an ever fuller encounter with 
the Lord.  The word of  God tells us that “the 
one who hates his brother is in the darkness, and 
walks in the darkness” (1 Jn 2:11); such a person 
“abides in death” (1 Jn 3:14) and “does not know 

369 second vaTican ecumenicaL counciL, Pastoral 
Constitution on the Church in the Modern World Gaudium et 
Spes, 49.
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God” (1 Jn 4:8).  My predecessor Benedict XVI 
pointed out that “closing our eyes to our neigh-
bour also blinds us to God”,370 and that, in the 
end, love is the only light which can “constantly 
illuminate a world grown dim”.371  If  only we 
“love one another, God abides in us and his love 
is perfected in us” (1 Jn 4:12).  Since “the human 
person has an inherent social dimension”,372 and 
“the first and basic expression of  that social di-
mension of  the person is the married couple and 
the family”,373 spirituality becomes incarnate in 
the communion of  the family.  Hence, those who 
have deep spiritual aspirations should not feel 
that the family detracts from their growth in the 
life of  the Spirit, but rather see it as a path which 
the Lord is using to lead them to the heights of  
mystical union.

GaThered in prayer in The LiGhT of easTer

317. If  a family is centred on Christ, he will 
unify and illumine its entire life.  Moments of  
pain and difficulty will be experienced in un-
ion with the Lord’s cross, and his closeness 
will make it possible to surmount them.  In the 
darkest hours of  a family’s life, union with Jesus 
in his abandonment can help avoid a breakup.   

370 Encyclical Letter Deus Caritas Est (25 December 2015), 
16: AAS 98 (2006), 230.

371 Ibid., 39: AAS 98 (2006), 250.
372  John pauL II, Post-Synodal Apostolic Exhortation 

Christifideles Laici (30 December 1988), 40: AAS 81 (1989), 468.
373 Ibid.
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Gradually, “with the grace of  the Holy Spirit, [the 
spouses] grow in holiness through married life, 
also by sharing in the mystery of  Christ’s cross, 
which transforms difficulties and sufferings into 
an offering of  love”.374  Moreover, moments of  
joy, relaxation, celebration, and even sexuality can 
be experienced as a sharing in the full life of  the 
resurrection.  Married couples shape with differ-
ent daily gestures a “God-enlightened space in 
which to experience the hidden presence of  the 
risen Lord”.375

318. Family prayer is a special way of  express-
ing and strengthening this paschal faith.376  A few 
minutes can be found each day to come together 
before the living God, to tell him our worries, 
to ask for the needs of  our family, to pray for 
someone experiencing difficulty, to ask for help 
in showing love, to give thanks for life and for 
its blessings, and to ask Our Lady to protect us 
beneath her maternal mantle.  With a few simple 
words, this moment of  prayer can do immense 
good for our families.  The various expressions 
of  popular piety are a treasure of  spirituality for 
many families.  The family’s communal journey 
of  prayer culminates by sharing together in the 
Eucharist, especially in the context of  the Sun-
day rest.  Jesus knocks on the door of  families, to 

374  Relatio Finalis 2015, 87.
375 John pauL II, Post-Synodal Apostolic Exhortation 

Vita Consecrata (25 March 1996), 42: AAS 88 (1996), 416.
376 Cf. Relatio Finalis 2015, 87.
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share with them the Eucharistic supper (cf. Rev 
3:20).  There, spouses can always seal anew the 
paschal covenant which united them and which 
ought to reflect the covenant which God sealed 
with mankind in the cross.377  The Eucharist is the 
sacrament of  the new covenant, where Christ’s 
redemptive work is carried out (cf. Lk 22:20).  
The close bond between married life and the 
Eucharist thus becomes all the more clear.378  For 
the food of  the Eucharist offers the spouses the 
strength and incentive needed to live the marriage 
covenant each day as a “domestic church”.379

a spiriTuaLiTy of excLusive and free Love

319. Marriage is also the experience of  be-
longing completely to another person.  Spouses 
accept the challenge and aspiration of  support-
ing one another, growing old together, and in 
this way reflecting God’s own faithfulness.  This 
firm decision, which shapes a style of  life, is an 
“interior requirement of  the covenant of  conju-
gal love”,380 since “a person who cannot choose 
to love for ever can hardly love for even a single 

377 Cf. John pauL II, Apostolic Exhortation Familiaris 
Consortio (22 November 1981), 57: AAS 74 (1982), 150.

378  Nor should we forget that God’s covenant with his 
people is expressed as an espousal (cf. Ez 16:8, 60; Is 62:5; 
Hos 2:21-22), and that the new covenant is also presented as a 
betrothal (cf. Rev 19:7; 21:2; Eph 5:25).

379  second vaTican ecumenicaL counciL, Dogmatic 
Constitution on the Church Lumen Gentium, 11.

380  John pauL II, Apostolic Exhortation Familiaris 
Consortio (22 November 1981), 11: AAS 74 (1982), 93.
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day”.381  At the same time, such fidelity would 
be spiritually meaningless were it simply a mat-
ter of  following a law with obedient resignation.  
Rather, it is a matter of  the heart, into which 
God alone sees (cf. Mt 5:28).  Every morning, 
on rising, we reaffirm before God our decision 
to be faithful, come what may in the course of  
the day.  And all of  us, before going to sleep, 
hope to wake up and continue this adventure, 
trusting in the Lord’s help.  In this way, each 
spouse is for the other a sign and instrument of  
the closeness of  the Lord, who never abandons 
us: “Lo, I am with you always, to the close of  the 
age” (Mt 28:20).

320. There comes a point where a couple’s 
love attains the height of  its freedom and be-
comes the basis of  a healthy autonomy.  This 
happens when each spouse realizes that the oth-
er is not his or her own, but has a much more 
important master, the one Lord.  No one but 
God can presume to take over the deepest and 
most personal core of  the loved one; he alone 
can be the ultimate centre of  their life.  At the 
same time, the principle of  spiritual realism 
requires that one spouse not presume that the 
other can completely satisfy his or her needs.  The 
spiritual journey of  each – as Dietrich Bonhoeffer 
nicely put it – needs to help them to a certain  

381  Id., Homily at Mass with Families, Cordoba, Argentina (8 
April 1987), 4: Insegnamenti X/1 (1987), 1161-1162.
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“disillusionment” with regard to the other,382 
to stop expecting from that person something 
which is proper to the love of  God alone.  This 
demands an interior divestment.  The space 
which each of  the spouses makes exclusively for 
their personal relationship with God not only 
helps heal the hurts of  life in common, but also 
enables the spouses to find in the love of  God 
the deepest source of  meaning in their own lives.  
Each day we have to invoke the help of  the Holy 
Spirit to make this interior freedom possible.

a spiriTuaLiTy of care, consoLaTion and incenTive

321. “Christian couples are, for each other, for 
their children and for their relatives, cooperators 
of  grace and witnesses of  the faith”.383  God calls 
them to bestow life and to care for life.  For this 
reason the family “has always been the nearest 
‘hospital’”.384  So let us care for one another, guide 
and encourage one another, and experience this 
as a part of  our family spirituality.  Life as a cou-
ple is a daily sharing in God’s creative work, and 
each person is for the other a constant challenge 
from the Holy Spirit.  God’s love is proclaimed 
“through the living and concrete word whereby 
a man and the woman express their conjugal 

382  Cf. Gemeinsames Leben, Munich, 1973, p. 18.  English: 
Life Together, New York, 1954, p. 27.

383  second vaTican ecumenicaL counciL, Decree on 
the Apostolate of  the Laity Apostolicam Actuositatem, 11.

384  Catechesis (10 June 2015): L’Osservatore Romano, 11 
June 2015, p. 8.
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love”.385  The two are thus mutual reflections of  
that divine love which comforts with a word, a 
look, a helping hand, a caress, an embrace.  For 
this reason “to want to form a family is to resolve 
to be a part of  God’s dream, to choose to dream 
with him, to want to build with him, to join him 
in this saga of  building a world where no one will 
feel alone”.386

322. All family life is a “shepherding” in mer-
cy.  Each of  us, by our love and care, leaves a 
mark on the life of  others; with Paul, we can say: 
“You are our letter of  recommendation, written 
on your hearts… not with ink, but with the Spirit 
of  the living God” (2 Cor 3:2-3).  Each of  us is 
a “fisher of  men” (Lk 5:10) who in Jesus’ name 
“casts the nets” (cf. Lk 5:5) to others, or a farmer 
who tills the fresh soil of  those whom he or she 
loves, seeking to bring out the best in them.  Mar-
ital fruitfulness involves helping others, for “to 
love anybody is to expect from him something 
which can neither be defined nor foreseen; it is 
at the same time in some way to make it possible 
for him to fulfil this expectation”.387  This is itself  

385  John pauL II, Apostolic Exhortation Familiaris 
Consortio (22 November 1981), 12: AAS 74 (1982), 93.

386  Address at the Prayer Vigil of  the Festival of  Families, 
Philadelphia (26 September 2015): L’Osservatore Romano, 28-29 
September 2015, p. 6.

387  GabrieL marceL, Homo Viator: prolégomènes à une 
métaphysique de l’espérance, Paris, 1944, p. 66.  English:  Homo 
Viator. An Introduction to a Metaphysics of  Hope, London, 1951, 
p. 49.
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a way to worship God, who has sown so much 
good in others in the hope that we will help make 
it grow.

323. It is a profound spiritual experience to 
contemplate our loved ones with the eyes of  God 
and to see Christ in them.  This demands a free-
dom and openness which enable us to appreciate 
their dignity.  We can be fully present to others 
only by giving fully of  ourselves and forgetting 
all else.  Our loved ones merit our complete at-
tention.  Jesus is our model in this, for whenever 
people approached to speak with him, he would 
meet their gaze, directly and lovingly (cf. Mk 
10:21).  No one felt overlooked in his presence, 
since his words and gestures conveyed the ques-
tion: “What do you want me to do for you?” (Mk 
10:51).  This is what we experience in the daily 
life of  the family.  We are constantly reminded 
that each of  those who live with us merits com-
plete attention, since he or she possesses infinite 
dignity as an object of  the Father’s immense love.  
This gives rise to a tenderness which can “stir in 
the other the joy of  being loved.  Tenderness is 
expressed in a particular way by exercising loving 
care in treating the limitations of  the other, espe-
cially when they are evident”.388

324. Led by the Spirit, the family circle is not 
only open to life by generating it within itself, but 

388  Relatio Finalis 2015, 88.
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also by going forth and spreading life by caring for 
others and seeking their happiness.  This openness 
finds particular expression in hospitality,389 which 
the word of  God eloquently encourages: “Do not 
neglect to show hospitality to strangers, for there-
by some have entertained angels unawares” (Heb 
13:2).  When a family is welcoming and reaches out 
to others, especially the poor and the neglected, it is 
“a symbol, witness and participant in the Church’s 
motherhood”.390   Social love, as a reflection of  the 
Trinity, is what truly unifies the spiritual meaning 
of  the family and its mission to others, for it makes 
present the kerygma in all its communal imper-
atives.  The family lives its spirituality precisely by 
being at one and the same time a domestic church 
and a vital cell for transforming the world.391

* * *

325. The teaching of  the Master (cf. Mt 
22:30) and Saint Paul (cf. 1 Cor 7:29-31) on mar-
riage is set – and not by chance – in the con-
text of  the ultimate and definitive dimension 
of  our human existence.  We urgently need to  
rediscover the richness of  this teaching.  By 
heeding it, married couples will come to see 
the deeper meaning of  their journey through 

389  Cf. John pauL II, Apostolic Exhortation Familiaris 
Consortio (22 November 1981), 44: AAS 74 (1982), 136.

390  Ibid., 49: AAS 74 (1982), 141.
391  For the social aspects of  the family, cf. ponTificaL 

counciL for JusTice and peace, Compendium of  the Social Doctrine 
of  the Church, 248-254.
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life.  As this Exhortation has often noted, 
no family drops down from heaven perfect-
ly formed; families need constantly to grow and 
mature in the ability to love.  This is a never- 
ending vocation born of  the full communion of  
the Trinity, the profound unity between Christ and 
his Church, the loving community which is the 
Holy Family of  Nazareth, and the pure fraternity 
existing among the saints of  heaven.  Our contem-
plation of  the fulfilment which we have yet to at-
tain also allows us to see in proper perspective the 
historical journey which we make as families, and 
in this way to stop demanding of  our interperson-
al relationships a perfection, a purity of  intentions 
and a consistency which we will only encounter in 
the Kingdom to come.  It also keeps us from judg-
ing harshly those who live in situations of  frailty.  
All of  us are called to keep striving towards some-
thing greater than ourselves and our families, and 
every family must feel this constant impulse.  Let 
us make this journey as families, let us keep walking 
together.  What we have been promised is greater 
than we can imagine.  May we never lose heart be-
cause of  our limitations, or ever stop seeking that 
fullness of  love and communion which God holds 
out before us.

Prayer to the Holy Family
Jesus, Mary and Joseph,
in you we contemplate
the splendour of  true love;
to you we turn with trust.



Holy Family of  Nazareth,
grant that our families too
may be places of  communion and prayer,
authentic schools of  the Gospel
and small domestic churches.
Holy Family of  Nazareth,
may families never again experience 
violence, rejection and division;
may all who have been hurt or scandalized
find ready comfort and healing.
Holy Family of  Nazareth,
make us once more mindful
of  the sacredness and inviolability of  the family, 
and its beauty in God’s plan.
Jesus, Mary and Joseph,
Graciously hear our prayer.
Amen.

Given in Rome, at Saint Peter’s, during the 
Extraordinary Jubilee of  Mercy, on 19 March, 
the Solemnity of  Saint Joseph, in the year 2016, 
the fourth of  my Pontificate.
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